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O God, grant me this boon,
li

That I sever not ever from Thy righteous Path,
That fear overtakes me not
When I fight my enemies
and, yea, when I fight, I fight to win!
4

That I'm instructed by no one but my higher Mind,
that I crave ever to sing Thy Praise.
And when cometh the evening of my life,
1 die fighting in the thick of a holy war !
r

Guru Gobind Singh

J

I

Introduction
*^As long as the Khalsa remains distinct.
^ All power I will bestow on them.
But when to the way of the Brahmin they turn,
I shall wash my hands of them.

\

)

This was the promise made by Guru Gobind Singh
was
th
m f his
ken he saw th
thly soj
drawiug to an end. He consigned the Panth to the caie
of the Guru Granth, which would henceforth be the
embodied form of the Guru. He impressed upon them
to retain their separate integrity and remain distinct from
the Brahmin dominated Hinduism. T h e distinction which
Guru Gobind Singh enjoined upon the Khalsa was mainly
in two spheres. First realization of the inmated fellowship and brotherhood of Man, in sharp contrast to the
aparthied insistence of Brohmanic Hinduism: the dividing
and separating of man from man, within artificially imposed barriers of caste. Every man is to work within the
sphere of his own caste duties, and not to transgress into
the domain of other caste duties irrespective of his inborn
nature and inclinations. And
dly by enjoining
the Khalsa to adopt 'Char di Kala' the all surmounting
attitude, as their way of life. Whatever the circumstances
and in whatever the difficulties that may confront one
however hopeless seeming the situation, to face them ali
with confidence and high spirits, as a zestfiil game to be
1
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[)layed and w^on. In fact, it amounts to a joyous acceptance of God's Will. In a way to become a willing and
effective partner in God's Will.
^

/

T h e verse of Guru Gobind Singh quoted at the head
of this piece has been the history of the Khalsa in a nutshell. In adversities the Khalsa remained inviolable, retaining a separate ide«ntity of distinctness, and the Hindus
or rather the Brahmins avoided them. At that time they
had full measure of the G u r u ' s blessings and his Tej or
power. They were full o f ' C h a r d i K a l a ' d a s h i n g against
all obstructions and difficulties, and surmounting them
with cries o f ' S a t Sri AkaP.

0
V

,

Naturally in time they came to the top, a n d then
the insidious hands of the Brahmins reached out to them
endeavouring to gather them as strayed children within
the folds of orthodox, caste ridden Hinduism. In time to
some extent, thev succeeded in their endeavours. Caste
division again began to assert its sway and the time came
when there remained hardly any distinction between
Sikhs and Hindus. So much as, that Dr. Ernest Trumhff,
who was the first translator of the Guru Granth into
English at the instance of the then Secretary of State ibr
India in 1877. declared that Sikhism was a dying religion 5
and that in a generation or two it would merge in H i n d u ism again. Since Dr. Trumpff, many other careful observers have held the same opinion.
X
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But such was not the Will of the Guru. M a n y among
the Sikhs arose who shearheaded a new renaissance, a
reameroance of the authenctic sprit of the Khalsa.

"
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Among all of these the most noteworthy was Saut Attar
Singh, who sed to be an ordinary sepoy in F.F. 54 on
whome the enlightenment of the Guru descended in fall.
He left the A r m / and dedicated his whole life to bring
home the teachings of the Gurus to ail corners of the
Punjab and also to some neighbouring States. His inspiring presentation of the Guru's teachings and his unremitting selfless striving led to a million persons embracing the Sikh faith. T h e census of 1910, 1920 and 1930
of Punjab clearly showed it.

\' .r

Among these was the author of this book, the present
Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa, at that time was known as Harnam Singh, who was a scien of prosperous army contractor
family who at that time though nominally a Sikh took
h faith very casually. But after his first contact with
t
t

Sant Attar Singh there came about an inner revolution
in him. H e became fired with enthusiasm for the Sikh
faith, and for the freedom of the country from the
foreign yoke. Turning, his back on a prosperous business career he plunged into these new activities with
characteriestic enthusism energy
Dr. A m a r' Si n ir h
Khalsa has been naturally blessed with splendcd health,
great energy, resourcefulness, ingenuiniy, courage ar^d in
adventurous spirit, besides being a good mixer with plenty
of good sense and acumen. H e also has on irrepressible
g to travel. No wonder he has figured prominently
the freedom
d
missionary
of the Sikh faith, and the cause of freedom and s^reatness
of India at large.

%

r

1
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In recent years particularly, he has travelled extensi^

(iii)

\

vely all over the w^orld having made many circuits of the
globe. In every country, besides closely contecting members of his faith and inspiring them, he has addressed
innumerable
public meetings, private of associations
etc. and delivered television talks. As an old petriot and
freedom fighter, he has done much to project a favourable
image of his Motherland to the peoples of the countries
he has visited. As a forceful and elequent speaker, with
an impressive personality, he has been making a hit
everywhere.

)
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Besides these activities, he had started or put fresh
life into very many Gurudwaras in India and abroad,
besides founding a number of schools and libuaries, with
which he keeps constantly in touch. Many of which
have become important. In the present volume we find
many interesting records of world famous personalities he
has met during his traveies and the exchange of views
with them, and his able presentment of the Indian
standpoint to them. There are also a few most interesting
glimpses of his early revolutionary life and activities and
did estimation of some of
also his
lead
In one place he shows up Pt. J a w a h a r Lai Nehru's rather
weak-kneed attitude towards serious ethical shortcomings
among his important officials and compatriots
Probabl}r
this has resulted in a fillip given to the general corruption
prevelling in the country today, which is perhaps India's
irreatest hcne.

!i
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In conclusion I wish Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa, long
years filled with energy and health, for the continuation
of the good work he has been doing. We need many
more of his calibre and sincere dedication.
S. Jaswant Singh, Dehra Dun
( iv
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Why this

book?

I am still working hard to publsh the " T h e World
I am
of the fact that I should
I have Seen
have brought out the book by now, as I promissed to
oomplete it many years ago. I have also talked and
written about the book in my monthly journal " T h e
Sarda«r". But I know that on account of factors beyond
my control, I have not so far been so successful as I
expected, I hope to achieve final success in this direction
soon.
Ever since the Chinese attack on our country (October
1962) I have been going round the country, urging.
awakening and rousing my country men to the need of
paramount preparedness to meet any threatened attack
the motherland
actual war footing. I even wrote
Prime Minister Ft Nehru offering my honoray services in mobilising my countrymen to realise that without
tackling the challenging situation on war footing it will
not be possible to face it boldly and determlndly. Since
then I have addressed thousands of meetingfs in Packed
Public Halls, Schools Colleges, Bar Associations, Clubs
through out the country in the past 9 years and I am
glad to observe that I have noted that those ot the helm
of affairs should rise to the occasion and handle th e
difficult
in a mature way. I have spoken
our Duties iu case of Future Invasion'', " M v Impres
v
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sions about India in Foreign lands," " I n d i a and Her
Easing International
d "Role of Ind
Neighbours
I know that these lectures have been w
Tension'.
received by the general public and have been adequately
covered in the press through out the country. At the end
of the book you will appreciate to read some good
testimonials.
During my travels around the country, I have talked
about out standing world figures. Many of them have
expressed their sense of apreciation the way India under
Nehru had succeeded in saving the world from another
deadly war. Many of my friends have suggested that till
the time I bring out my book " T h e World I have Seen"
I should write a brief account of my interviews with the
world figures, whome I had the chance to meet during
my travels round the world.

Nt

^

'

•

asked by my young friend
I have b
parti
Awtar Singh Kalsi whom I have known from Karach
cretary f the Sikh
since 942
He th
was the
Students Federation and the Young Men's Sikh Association, He arranged my talk in the Theosophical Society
Hall when I was in Karachi last. He has settled down at
Lucknow after the pariition and is at present working
as the Staff Correspondent of the National Herald,
Lucknow for many years. When ever I happen to be
in Lucknow I have been meeting with Mr. Kalsi and
it has always been a pleasure to listen to and exchange
views with him about the role of Sikhs in India and world
in general.
(vi)
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^

It was Mr. Kalsi, who dinned in my ears constantly
that I should write brief account of my interviews with
the world figures. He himself volunteered to anange
from my monthly 'SARDAR This has encouraged me
to bring out the book both in the Punjabi and in English.
I am glad Mr. Kalsi could find time to revise and type
hastily written Punjabi and English notes.
I am positive that I have gained in knowledge and
in worldly experience on account of my meetings with
the world figures. This is the most effective way to foster
world understanding and strengthen "feelings of human
fellowship. This view has been further strengthened after
I have met a dozen of top National leaders. I a m glad
that they gave me their love, respect and immense regard
during my long traveles around the world.
Once again I thank Mr. Kalsi for taking pains to
rewrite and type my notes. My observations of humble
Hard Labour and Enormous Expenditure in taking Ion
free lecture tours in India and abroad are:
Firstly Nothing is in our hands, we have to abide by
His Will. Guru Nanak says:—Jit Jit layc tit tit lagna.
Secondly The real secret in
ful work m
y
phere
enjoying vour work The person w
d
not enjoy his work is wasting his time. Thirdly the
person who follows the voice of his conscieece, regulated
and disciplined by reason will not commit any act which
is unsocial or harmful to others. Under the impression
that he is thus called upon by his conscience. For as a
fr
man he wi
k wise respect
The freedom f
others and strive to do whatever he can to further the

(vli)
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freedom and well being of his fellow citizens.
The
well being of his fellow citizens will be as much of his
cencern as his personal individual well being. Fourthly
however much we may succeed in rising superior and
in enjoying our circumstances, let us remember that our
enjoyments must always concede precedence to our
duties, even though they may seemingly be conductive to
the opposite of pleasure but tecklcd in the right spirit, they
will never fail to induce a deeply satisfying pleasure and
enjoyment. Let us never appreach our duties m a
martyr attitude of mind but in the 'Chardi Kala' attitude
of zestiful enjoyment. Fifthly actually I do not think
there is much connection between writing and making
money. No one except a commercial writer thinks of
how much money one is going to make when one starts
writing a book, because a book is supposed to say something which the auther feels necessary to communicate
from his inspiration to other people.
Before I close with my experience of 58 years, with His
Grace I prophesy (i) I am positive that East Pakistan will
be finished by the end of this year 1971 mainly on account
of faith, determination, sacrifices and unity of Bengalies.

r
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J •
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(ii) Global and most devastating World War will start
from Israil upto 1973. India will be attacked and the
Muslims will try to strike the doors of Delhi through
Rajastban Karnal Road, but they will fail. Russian
armies will come in Punjab for successful help.
"JAB RUS PAN J ABE AWE—PARJA MARE ANN
K E H A V E " . (Bhawish Bani). (iii) To weaken Punjab
and especially weakening the Sikhs is weakening Indian
(viii)

;
\

defence and that is treachery, treachery. It should be
through Nanda Ganda, proud unreasonable Ft, K.C. Pant.,
or any Hindu fanatic fool, future Historians will not spare
them, (iv) His father late Pt. G.B. Pant was dangerously
against the Sikhs (a) He tried to stop Punjabis entering
U . P . at Railway Station Jagadhti m 1947. O n
19th January, 1948 he was the Chief Guest and I was
Singh Sabh G
presiding the Special Kavi Darb
w
dwara, Lucknow. In his presence his act
d
this ord
mned and I announced to lead a J a t h a ag
He had to remove the restrictions, (b) Second time ii
the begining of 1948 he put ban against the wearing oi
keeping Kirpan by the Sikhs in U . P . I was the foundci
President of the U. P. Sikh Pritinidhi Board, Lucknow
I lead a J a t h a of 100 Sikhs on 6th J
1948 and h
d
to withdraw the ban. (c) In U . P . lacks of untouchables
embraced Sikhism. I was Hony. Organiser for six Conferences held. He by law forced them to go back and
cut their hair.
(d) While he was Home Minister
India he let loose all his evil designed forces to bea,
molest and kill the Sikhs wherever they were found in the
shops, bazars, streets etc. but he failed to crush their
spirit. That day the 12th June^ 1960 will be remembered
in Indian history as ''BLACK DAY O F I N D I A . " (d)
Sikh is the best soldier in the World, was declared by
William Kaiser Emperor of Germany in 1918. Many
British Generals and even P.M. Churchil have expressed
so good about them. Sikhs are 2 5 % in the armed forces
of India. They proved their bravery in 1962 and 1965
at the time of the attacks by China and Pakistan and
made glorious sacrifices for the defence of their Moth3r-
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are
proudly
defend
thev
Nowad
d<
mportant fronts, (vi) Top Brahm
to Brahminism. South India wi
trying to revert Ind
r>
Thrusting upon
parting from Ind
forced to d
Hindi which the fanatics got only by th casting vote and
r English, the world
will
be
the
main
guagc
1
g
cause. Position is this.

d
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Plus G minus E
B B.G. is equal to B.G.
that is Bania Brahmin Government is
equal to British Govt, plus corruption minus efficiency.
(vii) Sikhs desire to remain as younger brothers and keep
their outer form and distinct culture but they will not
yield to become slaves of fanatic Hindu Rule which is
artificially covered by the veil of Secularism. In reality
that fanatism was responsible for the creation of Pakistan
which was very strongly condemned by late Great Maulana
Abdul Kalam Azad and even shrewd Mohd. Ali J i n n a h .
(viii) Since Independence by the constant step motherly,
mischevious treatments and unjust interference in the
religious matters, the brave Sikhs will be forced to part
with also. They will have to fight hard, but succeed.
Main attack is from Arya Samaj, Dayanandi Hindus,
which had been wisely termed as Sharart Samaj by
Gandhiji in young I N D I A in 1924. God willing this
Samaj will be wiped out.
These peopl are
For more than a century they
were tortured but succeeded in driv o the Moghul
of INDIA and saving Hindu relig
:iud culture from
extinction, (b) For the liberation f Mother land who
were only 1J per cent in the country b
maj
th
X

TX

f
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shot dead
Put bef(
sacrifices are 50 per cent
died in jails and hanged O u t of the 24000 Indians wh
dy
in
Andamans
(Kalapani)
2000
were
kep
were
Sikhs. Both these facts are admitted by Dr. Pattaby
Sitaramya in his book, (c) After partition in which one
were killed thousauds of women
Ind
mi
were molested they suffered the most on account of the
treachery of the Congress High Command, who were
hasty for chairs. They have settled down every corner
of India and are helping in the development of their
Motherland.
Thousands of Sikh temples and hundreds
of schools have sprung np which are open to all Indians.
(d) They have gone out and settled down all over the
world.
Have organised abroad, about 500 temples and
many schools by their hard labour, spirit of adventure.
They cannot be kept fooled always. Their glorious history should be kept in mind by our present power drunk
leaders otherwise it will mean that although we teach
history but history has not taught us.
J*

i

(6) Sturdy Sikhs will be mostly responsible in breaking the West Pakistan by the end of this decade i e. by
31st December, 1980. There will be no Pakistan.
From then they will rise to power and will be succes^^fal
in forming a great Sikh State. T h e traitors amongst
them will be wiped out by Babar Akalis, who will appear
again on account of an urgency.
In the next decade
they will conquer few muslim countries also.
(i)
1

Koi k i s i ko raj n a h deli h a i n
Jo leli hain nij bal s e leh h a m
(xi)
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(2) Raj karega Khalsa Aaki rahe nah koe
Khuwar hoe so milenge bache sharan jo hoe
I

^
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(Guru Gobind Singh ji Maharaj).
Humble servant of mankind,
Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa,
Paonta Sahib, (H.P.), India. 14.9.1971
^
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Dear Reader,
»m

Please remain prayerful, I assure you will remain
cheerful.

Mr

Sat Sri Akal

\
t

„

Jai Hind

1
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Sim re

Dr. Amar Sintjh Khalsa is a well known Sikh Missionary, who has dedicated all of his time for the cause of
his country ever since the Gliinese Aggression over India.
He has travelled far and wide to explain India's stand
and the paint the Chinese betrayal of India through his
eloquent speeches. Prior to that he has been travelling
various countries with a view to spread the message of the
He has been editing and patronising the
Gurus.
" S A R D A R ' ' , a monthly journal of Lncknow also. Having
remained a close Associate of Saint Teja Singh of Mastuana. he has been making efforts to rebuild various Sikh
Shrines. T h e most important of which is Sri Paonta Sahib.

f

For some time past he has been putting his experiences
into writing and has to his credit the authorship of
various books in Punjabi. The present work **HOW WE
M E T " is the manifestation of his life long experiences.
This has been written in simple and lucid English. This
will help the readers, with average English Vocabulary
even to understand the contents of the book. Thou<2;h
the book is devoted to the life sketches of various National
and Internatioal Personalities and how the writer happ'C led to come
across them, hut it is very helpful in making the readers understand the phenomena arising out of
the freedom movements and political struggles and development of various peoples and countries. I congratulate
Dr. Khalsa for bringing
book.
Bhan Singh M.A.,LL.B.,
Clock Tower Buildings, Amritsar 25-9-71.
li:
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Books by the Same Author in English
1. T H E W O R L D AS I HAVE SEEN. In two volumes
with hundrep Photos. 2. The Colourful Canada and
the Sikhs with 25 Photos. 3. 100 Accomplishments.
4. How to become a sucessful lecturer. 5. The coming
World War and the Sikhs.
These will be available by June, 1972.
your requirements. Address :
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Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa, Poanta Sahib H.P. India.
Ready Books in Punjabi by Dr. Khalsa.
1

Life of His Holiness Saint Attar Singh
of Mastuna. 2nd Edition

Rs. 5.50

1

Life of His Holiness St. Gurmukh Singh Ji
ofKarSewa.
Rs. 4.50

3

Life of His Holiness St. Teja Singh Ji
Double M.A. Ex. Principal many colleges. Rs. 5.25

4

'Gurmat Marg' 2nd Edition 37 Articles on
Rs. 4.00
Realization of God,

5

'Dharam Ke Rajniti' 2nd Edition 35 Articles
on the past present and future situation of the
Sikhs and India.
Rs. 4.50
Lecturar Main Kiwen Banya
Rs. 5.25

)

6.

29-00
Kindly send Rs. 20/- by Money Order and get them
all through Registered Book Post in whole of India.
Translations of all these in H I N D I and other languages
are in hand. Please write :
Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa, Poanta Sahib H.P. India
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eneral De Valera is the best known patriot o f
Ireland, who has won unstained mass support in his
own country and World wide appreciation for his
services to his motherland. H e led his country to
political freedom and defied the might of the English
Crown successfully.
I happened to be in England, when General De
Valera was at the peak of his political eminence, as the
leader of opposition
As a matter of fact, I was moving
all over the World as a Missionary on study-cum preaching tour. I wrote a letter to his secretary asking for an
appointment to meet the General at his convenience.
I was surprised to see the prompt less with which I
received the reply, asking rn^e to intimate time of my
arrival at Dublin and Vv^hether I vvould like to have
lunch, dinner or tea with him.
I agreed to have tea
and will meet him at 4.30 p.m. on 5th.
Accordingly I
reached Balfast on afiernoon of 4th J a n u a r y 1955. It is
a beautiful city on a hillock. Its City Hall is 173 feet
high where I went up to the top. In its one verandah
their is afhxed a big photo of a sturdy Sikh with a beard
and turban, who honestly served here for long years.

t

«

T h e next morning I went to see the country side, I
left Belfast bv train and reached Dublin at about 2 afterI

! .
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per programmCj posted earlier to the secretary.
and dressed
I was a lone stranger wdth beard, turb
spotless white Khadar who got down at the Railway
station. I was surprised, when a stranger, W'ho later
introduced himself as secretary inquired "Are you
Mr. Khalsa ? After formal introduction and greetings,
we came out. He feelingly wanted to know, would I
for the afi
period
d
h
ke
would like to see the Session of Irish Parliament. I went to
see the Session. T h e secretary put me in the distinguished
visitors gallery and went to inform the General about
my arrival. At the interval for tea, he t?ian conducted
me to his room.

I
•k

i
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General had a graceful height- H e was 2 to 3 inches
taller than myself. I a m 5 feet lOJ inches. There also
was sitting Mr. Sean Acordley. He was Deputy Mayer
of Dublin and remained on fast to death for 36 days
with Mr. Mackeswiny, the then Mayor, a stout hearted
patriot, who breathed his last after undertaking a 76 days
long fast to death for the cause of his country's freedom.

M
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General appeared to know the historical background
of India's struggle for political freedom. I added some
pieces of personal explanations about the role of Sardar
Patel, Pandit Nehru, Baba K h a r a k Singh and Mahatma
Gandhi for th emancipat
f the
ntry from the
English yoke. He said it was nice off you 3 praise your
lead
but I know that your top leaders b )th at the
and the Stat
were only
Cen
ted in making
money, and it was a pity that they were depositing th
money m the banks of England a nd A
Wh
2

1

Love they have got for their country.
he said.

It is very b a d ,

Mr. De Valera was born on 14th October 1882 at
New York. He plunged himself in the struggle for
freedom for his country at a very young age. He said
that he felt encourged and inspired the way brave Sikh
Foreign
from
India's
freedom
for
fou
gh
t
patriots
Countries, of South East Asia, Canada, U. S. A. and
Panama against terrible odds. He was of good praise
for the Sikhs of Canada and U. S. A., who greatly
contributed in his compaign for funds in that area needed
for the freedom of his country Ireland.
He Vvas a member of tlie Irish Parliament from 1917,
and remained P.M. from 1932 to 1945 and again from 1951
to 1954. These days he was the leader of opposition. Hedisagreed with the contension that India had won her political freedom without bloodshed. "This is sheer nonsense",
he added. He then pointed to exodus of many millions
of Indians at the tin.e of partition in which about a
million died as a result of riots that foUovvcd in its wake.
He did not agree that credit for political freedom for
India should only go to Mr. Gandhi and a handful of
top congress leaders. H e referred to the sacrifices of
manv unknown martyrs and particularly mentioned
mtrestmg details about mart)Tdom of Sardar Bhagat
Singh and dozens of those who were hanged or shot dead.
Earlier Bengali patriots, Punjab Sikhs, Pathans and in the
last great part of the Indian National Army Forced the
British withdraw! earlier than expected. " W h y forget
about their role", he asked. He said that if the Govern-
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the
country
carried
on
wrong
propaganda
that
ment m
the freedom that India got was only on account of the
sacrifices of Mr. G a n d h i and his associates and not on
account of sacrifices of countless patriots, a time would
come when Indians themselves would burn photos
and break statues of Mr. Gandhi to sheer disgust.
You should kindly try to stop this fraud, he emphasised.
r
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He talked about an engineer friend, w^ho was working
as incharge engineer at the construction of a big dam.
H e noticed how others at the top interfered in day to day
working and that more sand and not full share of cement
was mixed. It was then being sold in the black market.
H e wrote a detailed letter to Pandit Nehru, about this
bad practice, to Mhich he did not even receive an acknowlodgement. He sent anothgr letter under registered cover
but to no purpose. H e then sent a detailed telegram
but that too yielded no results.
_

* ''

r

With his luggage he left the place reached Delhi and
stayed in a hotel. From here he sent another teleeram to
Nehru that I am your important servant and would be
at your place tomorrow,morning at eight a.m. and wanted
to meet for two minutes only. H e met him and submitted
his resignation and requested for the first available seat
for Dublin. H e then narrated the whole tale of depresssituation.
H
e
informed
him
that
even
his
p
e
n
ing
ff was co-operating and supporting tha t corruption H
o furnished documentary proof in support ( f his stand
Id not
He boldly declared I am God fearing and
which
stay and see the greatest blunder being carried
f
humanity.
Nehru
J
would brin-GT
^
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felt sorry and found no way but
to accept the
resignation. Engineer flew to Dub
the next day.
Mr. De VaJ
anted me to meet him. I tried but
could not as he was away from Dublin that day.
J

I was very sad, but not surprised to see how the
General and Pandit Nehru reacted differently to the
true story of a patriot, a God fearing and honest
Engineer.
w
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was on lecture tour In Indonesia, when I read in paper,
that Mrs. Roosvelt was to arrive at Djakarta on a
'v
short un official tour, I too reached Djakarta bv
Sh
plane and waited at the airport for h
fficials and I also joined
ved on her arrival b
pt
th
a
few
of
my
h
;rymeii.
g
ff.
ho
There I talked to a member of
ppened
to be on my adjoining table, t h a t I was a missionary
on World goodwill tour and a journalist and expressed my
desire to meet her. He Immediately got and spoke
something In her ears. Imm.ediately a chair was mad
awailable to me just near the sofa of Mrs. Roosvelt, I
thanked him for the opportunity he gave me.
«
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She w^as tall rather unsiiallv tall woman of remarkal)le
health. I explained in few words my mission, free
lectures about India's cultural greatness and her role in
easing World Tension. She was happy to know about
my work nd
ted
to
• t U.S.A. and meet her
whenever I reached there.
I also attended her Press Coiifercuce and put her a
question "Why have you refused Government pension.
Mrs. Roosvelt ? She re]:licd that as a journalist, she had
undertaken World Tour and earned enough through her
5 >
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writings.
"This is enough for m e " , she emphasised.
She had enough clothes which could last for another
twenty years or so. "Life itself is so uncertain and
unstable and it depends on an individual to increase or
decrees her or his expenses", she added. Even then she
said she was contented and satisfied with her life and
circumstances.
After a few years she was sheduled to address the
students of Vancouver University in Canada. I also
happened to be at Vancouver at that time. I approached
the universitv authorities, and told them that I was a
friend of Mrs. Roosvalt and had met her at Djakatra.
She had invited me on lecture tour of U.S.A. and
Canada. "Now that she is here, I wish to meet h e r " ; I
explained. They noted my name, address and telephone
number and promised to contact me later, which they
failed to do. T h e university authorities sent five invitation cards for the office bearers of the Sikh Temple at
Vancouver. I along with four office bearers of the Sikh
temple reached the university main hall to hear her.
We were given seats a ^ew rows behind ihe main row,
reserved for the distinguished visiters.
• When she entered the hall, every one stood up to
greet her and then sat down. But I kept standing for
a while with folded hands in a traditional Indian
style. When she looked at me, as soon as she occupied
her chair, I bowed low in her respect. She also folded
her hands and responded to my greetings. She than
spoke some thing to the chairman. After her lecture the
organizers took her for a reception and tea inside another
7

I

bioj room. I was also invited to join the little group.
She shook her h a n d with me and w i t h a smile said, I
know Mr. Singh, I had met him at Djakarta. She gave
me a seat very close to her own. T h e four office bearers
r
H

of the Sikh temple were also called in to meet her.
They also joined the party.
>-!«>•
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I had visited and lectured in about sixty countries
ever since I met her at Djakarta. She was keen to
know, and I talked to her about my experiences of long
and interesting lecture tour for about half an hour. We
exchanged many jokes while w^e talked. I told her
that as I could not get hotel accomedation at
Cypres, so when I got down at R o m e airport, I contacted
the Indian Embassy office. T h e officials promised to
help me and arrange a comfortable but cheep hotel
aecomodation for me. O n reaching city office of the
air company, there was a phone call for me. I talked to
the man and from his accent I could gather that he wa s
a Punjabi. When I asked him his n a m e , he said that he
was Joginder Singh. H
happy
know that I
led from Punjab and was a
issionary
H e invited
me to stay with him, but I thankfully declined.
I
requested him to meet me in the evening for dinner and
should bring with him some fresh I n d i a n newspapers.
I then .went to the hotel, suggested by the Indian
Embassy. I placed my luggage and slept in my room.
•

I go^ up and wanted to ease
woma:.i waiter, about my need
blank and did not understand
I coyld not speak Italian. Both
r

m\
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myself. I spoke to the
in English. She looked
a word of what I spoke.
gazed a t each other for

t

}

quite some time. I then snatched a paper from a nearby
table and drew a sketch of lavotary, showing two doors
She
man
and
a
woman
standing
near
,them.
and a
immediately understood and conducted me to a nearby
lavotary and we both had a hearty laugh. In the evening
I went to the main dining half and wanted a cup of tea.
Fourty to fifty persons were already there sipping cold
drink an d b ear. Amono- them was a Chinese, who had
a tea pot, milk pot and also sugar pot in front of him.
I drew the attention of the same waiter, towards
him, and she understood that I needed tea. It was
served immediatelv. Again I needed rice for my dinner.
I went with her in their main store, after I failed to
explain her by sketches t h a t I need rice. I was look'ng
in many small and big tins, and when I found rice, she
promised to cook, it for me.
I then had another problem, how to explain that I
needed cooked cock. I made many gestures to explain
my purpose, but to no avail. I took up my watch, a n d
in her presence moved the keys from 5 p.m. to 12 in the
night and 4 a.m. and loudly s a i d ' K u k u K o o ' , I mimicked
like a cock, crowing. She laughed heartily and readily
understood what I wanted, When Sardar Joginder Singh
came alongwith another Indian friend, she told hiim
how, successfully I was explaining what I needed They
also had a hearty laugh.
O n the request of many
others I gave a talk for about 30 minutes about colourful
India, her people and my faith. Mr. Singh translated
my speech in Ital
Everyone enjoyed my talk Thev
forward and shook hand wi
me saym
I was
brave, a true missionary and an adv
r
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the cock
y s he
and said, I know you the S
very hard workinsf and adver

diy

o

very

&

d sold

"VVe than had a
'oup photograph togt
Whil
I was in Vancouv^
Hospital, laid down
. hear
k, my good friend Wing Commander Lee RoyBro
collected
ppings and photograph
f my tour of
Europeon
d m big h\
par:cels
ed to my sons at Lucknow, India. These par
drd not reach them. They were using the materials I
ending by and by in my riionthly magazine " S
^
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I ried to contact her, when I was tourinsf
t3
U.S.A. I th ;n leant that she was away iecti] m g in
Europ
I one of my big meetings, I highly pr
efforts in easing World Ter
The World could
be proud of her selfless wor
T h e aud
^eeted my
Statement with F
ppl
and it got a wide
pr
^a
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Pandit

Moti La I Nehru

first saw Pandit Moti Lai Nehru at the all India Co
gress Session a t C u l c u t t a in 1928 H e presided over the
session. His son Pandit J a w a h a r Lai presided over
La
the 1929 historical session of All India Cong
h the sessions as a delegate and
I attended
P
reporter.

-*'

In 1929 All India Akali Conference was also held
It
under the presidentship of Baba K h a r a k Singh.
unanimously rejected the Nehru Report lock, stock a n d
b e n el. To understand factors leading to the rejection
bts of the b
Nehru Report and to remove the
leaders M a h a t m a G a n d h i , Pand
Sikhs, top Cong
Moti Lai Nehriij Doctor Ansari arid Sardar Sardul Singh
Ca\
L
I
also
participated
met B
J
m th e d
of
Sard
as the priv^ate
y
Caveeshar a n J Frontier Congress leader.
#-

« m

For the first time Frontier Provincial War Council of
six top leaders with Dr. C.C. Ghosh as its President was
formed in 1930 to push u p congress work there. I was
also included in that as its member. O n April 23, 1930
two of our Peshawar city top workers were arrested a n d
we took out a massive protest procession to condemn the
arrests. Tlie authorities decided to use force as'ainst the
^
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processionists. But Garhwali platoon, under the com
•land of Chander Singh, which was ordered to fire,
member of the War Council
refused to do so. I
saw the whole opisode first hand and reported to the
Provincial and the Central Congress offices and to the
press.
L

The N.W.F.P. Govcrment banned the Peshawar Con
nd ssued warrants of
ress committee after few day
arrests of many congress leaders. Doctor Ghosh, President
Provincial Congress War Council sent a word to me a
little while before his arrest, saying K.B. avoid arrest.
Reach Allahabad.
Get Enquiry Committee about
Peshawar firings appointed. Arrange financial assistance.
\

,

At that time I was also working as a chief agent of
the Peoples Insurance company for the entire N.W.F.P.
I gave instructions to my office clerk, Mr. Chuni Lai
Chachra regarding office work and reached Main Post
Office on cycle to collect mail. There I met S. Parkash
Singh, Sub Inspector police and told him that now it was
quarter past eight and the mail we would be able to get
Sit n i n e . I gave him false information about the time
which was eight. I rushed to the railway station
and boarded the Frontier Mail after throwing my cycle
and my coat which I was wearing with a R.M.S. clerk
who knew me very welL T h e train left right on time at
8.15 a.m
This bogie was the dining car. I told the
waiter that my other relations were also travelling in
this train and they did not want to take me along, so I
be allowed to remain here. I paid him rupees ten. He
was pleased. After a while I took of my costly black
^
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d changed with his white colour
Lunsfi fturba
We thus became brothers
simple coarse mulmul turb
as they knew he was wearing
d pol
It was to
d had a black lung
his head. I had taken
nd had tied my small beard
off my specta
small knot.
At the Campbalpur Railway Station a police con5:table
opened the door of the dining car.
H e found the
waiter and myself peeling off potatoes. He did not
suspect anything, as I appeared in the garb of a waiter.
At the Lahore Railway Station, I came out of the dinning
car with my waiter brother and we both went out of
the platform as^ waiters. I b a d e him very thankfully
gocdluck and reached the residence of Dr. Satya Pal,
the great Punjab Congiess leader. I told him that I had
been commissioned by D r . Ghosh, N.W.F.P. Congress
War Council President to go to Allahabad. H e gave
me a patient hearing. H e called Pt, R a m R u p the
secretary of CaveesharSahib from the adjoining bungalow.
As needed the clothes of a brother of Caveeeshar Ji's vvife
were brought. I changed them and appeared a rich
army contractor.
We both went to the offic
f the Free Press agency
I placed before him the o; der of the Frontier G
mcnt, by declaring Peshawar Congress as unlawful Th
was th first
m
hole of Ind
be declared
g
fill. It was an important news. T h e n I told him,
1 Peshawar, D r . Gho^h, Aligul K h a n , Milap Singh
Azad, Agha Lalbadshah, Hakim Abdul Jalil Nad A'i have
been arrested last night from the
d
Sarda
Amar Singh Khalsa was
so arrested thjfs mornin
^3

S^
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when he was proceeding to Bannu In a car
and slept.

I cai ne h a c !•

I

th morninsT papci a i r these wei'c out. I
mass protest meeting was held at Mochi D
Peshawar arrests and the declaring of the
protest
lawful. I spoke there after being introdticcd
My arrival was
as Sardar R a m Singh oi
ley
dvised me
disctissed by Punjab top le de
reach Allahabad immediately O
caching there I
found Anand Bhawan besieged by plain cloth po icemen
because Pandit Motilal J i was guiding the Cong
ra cvement as Congress Di(
I told everybody th
to book Pandit Motil
I am from Punjab and hav
d r case. Many told n
the renownend lawyer in a
was a congressman he would not go„ My
was he mioht be congressman or any thins;
else.
"
I
t
IS
o
the money which will book him. We want the top
advocate to defend our case" I thus talked in this wav
that I do not know what was congress
^ ^
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At last, I was then ushered in his room. Paying m v
best respects I introduced myself. H e immediately got
up from his chair and patted my back and said Congratulations, Amar Singh, you hd^ve done a good job.
Shabash " His voun2:er dauoiiter Krishna arrano'ed for
mv bath and the breakfast. I remained sittino; near him
for four hours and explained the detailed ev^ents in
N.W.F.P. and how the leaders were arrested there.

1^

Leaders from all over the coiuitry were reaching
Anand Bhawan for discussion on the current political
14
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chewed not
situation, I also saw that Moti Lai
less than sixteen '^mall 'betals within four hours, as
from many provinces talked about congress activities to
him. All these leaders came and were all in praise for
part the Sikhs were play ng. It was then
the g
up an enquiry committee. I proposed the
f S. Sardul Sineh C
as the conveener with
Lala Duni Chand Bar-at-Law of Lahore and Dr. Mohmad
Alam Bar-at-Law, Lahore as members.
Moti Lai
proposed Moulana Azad as Chairman and in case he
did not agree, then we should have Shree Vithal Bhai
Moti Lai
Patel as the chairman.
told me that
V.B. Patel ji would accept the chairmanship of enquiry
committee as he was free.
H e has just resigned the
chairmanship of the Central Assembly Simla to register
his protest against the common arrests of congress
leaders.

}

After fevv days I left Anand Bhavan and spent many
months for the success of that enquiry comrnittee at
many places in the country again, came back a n d met
Pandit ji at Mussoo ie in the garb of army contractor.
I told h
all ab
I
quiry held at Rawalpind
told him to includ the kh colour (yellow) in the
Congr
flag I told him
s is the suggestion of Baba
Kharak Singh and
Sikh lead "rs. There was an
agitation latter off in the Punjab Press. After hearing
he assured his help in this matter but emphasised that
inclusion of
m the flag need not b based on
communal considerations. Thus I wrote his opinion
baba Kharak Singh, But this was not done

I
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To avoid arrest I trekked the lotig distance from
Mussoorle through hily tracks on foot and reached Simla
in ten days. The whole area around this old kacha
F

road was full of natural beauty.
as I reached Lahore.

I was arrested as soon
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Patel

first met Sri Vithal Bhai Patel, the elder statesman
Cong
d politician at the Cal
and a
Sessior I in 1928 But I got many occasions of meet
connection
with
d
tely
formally
him
in
g
D
enquiry into Peshawar firings by the Cong
Pandit Moti Lai Nch
4

T reached
advised by the D
From Allahabad
Delhi in the garb of a casual visitor and met Maul
Abul Kalam Azad.
H e expressed his inability to ur d
d to preside over
k journey to Rawalp
tudy facts leading to the Peshawar
quiry and
mes.
his refusal I was advised to meet Sri Vith
Aft
g the Presidentship
Bhai Patch He arrived aft
f the Ccniral L
Assembly at Sim
Thousands
of people thronged Delhi Railway station and gave him a
reception. I met him with Mr. Sahny, the editor of
National Call, a popular National daily and explained
the whole matter. He gladly agreed to be the president
of the enquiry commiitee.
5

Sardar Sardul Singh Caveeshar a very old member of
the Congress High Command was named as convenor
th Lala Duni Chand Bar-at-law
member by
d
Both of
d
Rawalpind
C

i
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Patel J
hed
shar ji brought his steno and peon
the next day. T h e Rawalpindi Congress Committee made
elaborate arrangements to make the st ay of leaders comfortable.

\

advised me
change my dress as a
Caveesh
turban on my head a dirty
(Langri) a cook, with
ttered shi
derwear
I was assigned the job
d
to screen and bring those persons^ who were expected to
give evidence before the Congress Enquiry Committee and
serve tea and snacks to them and to other leaders*. I n
the evening, I took all typed notes of the discussions and
sent them daily to the editor of Tribune at Lahore
through the driver of a truck carrying vegetables from
Sabjimandi Rawalpindi to Lahore.
This arrangement
brought vide publicity for the Enquiry Committee proceedings much to the annoyance of the Govcrment of the day.
^

j

The celebrated editor of the Tribune Kali Nath Ray
was a piller of strength to* the congress movement in
Punjab, N.VV.F.P., and other North Western parts of the
country. The Goverment could little realize that national
upsurge among the masses could go down to the
common man at such a faster pace as it did on account of free, frai^k and fearless leading articles, of the Tribune. Sardar Caveeshar was arrested in an early morning swoop and put on a cot placed in the truck, was
tied up and brought to Lahore Jail from Rawalpindi, H e
spoke to Patel J i before he left that I was not an ordinary
cook but a well know Frontier Congress leader.
A Police officer entered my room. I shouted that I
could not prepare tea for anybody, more over I had resi-

ze

gned my j o b yesterday.
He said he has come to
search this room and not to take lea or snacks.
I laughed and said Thanedar Sahib go" ahead. I pointed to a few household utensils, my broken cot and dirty
tinsheets and a tin containing flour, I opened its door and
showed. I used to place some remaining papers in a small
tin, which was placed in this big tin containing flour,
V hich I poured over to avoid notice by the police, in
case of a search.
In the morning, when I met Patel J i , h e closed the main
door and said " M a h a t m a ji doesn't want that we should
meet in camera. I respectfully replied that I did not reC02^ lize Gandhi J i as my leader. He h is captured the Congress organization and we the revolutionaries were all
following him to suit the situation".
'. My leader u a s Raja
Mahindra Pratap, the king of Revolutionaries. If Dr.
Ghosh President Frontier Congress had not directed me to
avoid arrest, I would love courted arrest, for which I was
fully prepared and stayed in Jail in peace and would have
got A or B class. But he willed otherwise.
I
ed
Lahore, AllahabadandDelhi not comfortably,but was successful in my duty to get appointed the enquiry committee
for the Peshawar firings, which was being prominently
covered in the national press. Patel J i heard me carefully
and congratulated me for my eflTorts. Bravery of the
Sikhs is well known and you have added a romantic
part in that he smilingly said.
Next day when the lead
were leaving for thei
destinations, he asked what I meant by Master I those
days Sikh Politics was influenced by four masters M
/9
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Mota Singh, Master Sunder Singh Layapuri, Master
Kabul Singh and Master T a r a Singh. I smilingly replied
her
meant
school
"Only this
that
Mai
m u c h , " he
id. Patel J i was a p
ith unusual
derstanding.
depth and
Tl
quiry report w a s
s
h
c
ffo
published
h
iwahar
Lai
of
Dr.
J
g
o
i important
K a n p u r and I a m glad that it reached
places and press agents in India and i broad. Al
the Govrnrnent had banned its publicat:
'
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had alreadv travelled widely through Afganistan,
when I leftN.W.F.P. in the garb of Muslim traveller
and stayed with Raja MahindcraPratap, the famous
Indian Patriot in 1924. He was convincd that the British
would never leave India by Gandhi's programm.c of
Charkha etc. They could only be forced to leave either
by the revolt of our army or with the help of any foreign
country's army. This proved hundred percent true, when
they left, as they became very weak in the second world
war and by the heroic deeds of Indian National Arn y.
L

Raja J i had studied as to how the English
many parts of the world and what g
role they played
ft
m the do
f Afg
He charactarised
them as real *'king makers" of Afganistan.L King Amaun
Ijllah Khan wanted Mu^slin youth particularly the
their
folk to discard the traditional veil Purdah) and pi
of the countrN.
rightful role in socio-economic afi
Thousands of Musi
v\ omen
ponded to his call and
came forward to join schools and training centres in his
country. The English did
ke this progressive step,
T h e y entered into an allii
bigotted Mullas and
hed a compaign against king Aman I
Tl
(

w
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photocopies of his queen Sarya Begum were printed without
thousands and got distributed in the country He
forcced to abdicate in favour of his younger brother Inayat
Ullah and seek refuge in Italy.
This did not seem to satisfy the Eng
They created
such a situation in which the new king also could not
function with dignity and honour. He too was dethroned
and brought to Peshawar by air and lodged in the famous
Dean Hotel, Peshawar cantonment. Both the Press
correspondants and newspapers were quite few in thosedays.
I was working for the only News Agency, Free Press, which
was being run by three Datt brothers, Bengali Patriots at
Lahore, Allahabad
With great difficulty
d Calc
I managed to meet th dethroned King and wanted
know about factors leading to his abdication and subscq
nt flight from his Country
H appeared very much
pset, when he talked about
itrv. his officers, who
ded with the British.
r

1

)

The English then brought General Nadir Khan, who
was residing at Paris in those days to Peshawar and lodged in the same Hotel. Again somehow I,got the news of
his arrival and with great difficulty met him as a pressman. I congratulated him and reminded him of his patrioting and brave work in defeating the British forces in
1919 and capturing T h
I told him that I was th
working as a military contractor and had come fromDehra
Dun with 7th Gurkha Rifles
was well acquinted with
the Vast interior of his country. 1 thought that he would
try his best to have King Aman Ullah back as king. We
both talked in chaste Pushto. H e felt somewhat annoyed
andsaid that he knew his country and countrymen better. I

(
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told him that I too had travelled far and wide in his count
ry and cold speak about the capacity of the people to rise
in revolt against the British^ I assured him that there
were more than fifteen thousand sturdy Sikhs in his
country and that they would join h i m a n d d r i v e theBritish,
*'But you should take the lead", I said. He then said that
after reaching thelrhe would asses theeventsin his country
and decide his future course of action. He praised
the bravery and the hard working capacity of the Sikhs,
^

but later I learned that he was summened by theBritish to
succeed to the throne. H e was murdered by a brave
Afgari was succeeded by his son Zahir Shah.
In 1956 I spent about a month again in that beautiful
country and delivered many lectures in Pushto and Hindustani. I found the country has progressed vastly by
the help of Russia, and the people wanted to live and act
as free people. The spread of education and active participating of the people in socio-economic affairs had hastened the advent of a happy state of affairs there.
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. early 1953, I was in Japan's important town Kobe
I organised the working of the Sikh Temple there
Country. I read
for the first time in that g
of Burma, was
the newspapers that Rangoon, the cap
of Social
Leaders
D host a International Conf
f many countries. In a fev/ days I knew and read while
I was in Manila the capital of Philipines about exact
via Hong Kong
conference dates. I flew to Rang
There I had a chance to hear Mr. Jai Prakash Narain
and other leaders from different countries, who had been
there to participate in the meet.
S
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It was Mr. Narain, who introduced me
Lord Attl s
as an old revolutionary, who was now devoting his life
in awakening spiritual thinking among the people, all
the world over. Lord Attlee shook my hand warmly and
invited me to meet him whenever I visited England. I
i(
man Sir, you may
lly
d You are a g
humble servant of humanity!,
find it easy to recog
djudge me guilty before even
You have no ght
g you in England",, he
oivm me a chanc of
in stern voice. I immediately made amends and
ad d
ured my earnest wish to meet him in England
«

1

In my second World lecture tour, through the counirles of middle East and few European countries, I reached
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London^ in the month of October 1954. Ivisited many
countries iwid found that many Sikhs had reached all over
the British Isles. I went to Ireland and met General Devalera there was mention of role of Lord Attlee in World
Politics. Then he asked me, Have you met Lord Attlee.
Do mee him. H e said. H e agreed that it was Lord
Attlee, who stewarded a bill to free India in 1946. I
replied that I have met him at Rangoon and hope to
meet him before 1 leave England
J

O n reaching London, I phoned Lord Attlee. H e informed me that I should meet him the next day. We
warmly shook hands as intimate friends, when we met
and spent quite some time in discussing world Affairs
and role of India in easing world tension. I also narrated many interesting experiences in many lands,
He
fully appreciated my efforts in imclertaking World Lecture
tour in the face of telling odds. You are real Missionary he said.

(•-:

We also discussed events leading to the partition of the
country. I told him that the Sikhs had to pay the maximum price for the partition of the Country,
H e sum
mened up the position in one significient sentence,
*'Your own leadership failed you Mr. Singh."
When
Sir Stafford Cripps negotiated with Hindus, Muslims and
Sikhs, as the leading communities, he
cd
le
fact
t>
th
they th
should be satisfied. T h e Cong
looked
the Hind
T h e Muslim League wanted
y
to safeguard on
the musl
interests.
But th Sikh
dership failed
th occasion, resulting in mdesciapeable suffering
small but b
e community
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I told him when the Sikhs formed only 1 1 % of the undivided Punjab, but paid 40% of the whole land revenue
of the Province. They also owned vast public properties
like educational institutions, big historical Gurdwaras
with huge chucks of land and they were 25%
they were not given
in the armed forces. why
due share.
He promptly said where was the genuine
demand. Your leader failed you misearbly.
After the
partition they lost bulk of |their rich property and
have not yet been compensated for the loss.

\
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I also admitted that when three communities Hindus,
Muslims and Sikhs with their three great leaders Gandhi,
Jinnah ^nd Tarasingh were to meet, discuss and decide
about the future of the country and their communities,
it was Tara Singh who failed this brave community.
I
told him that at present the Sikhs were struggling for
their existence, which was well in danger. But we are sure
to rise and rule, I emphetically said.
I was planning to leave this great country but the
continuous streanji of Sikh settlers created new problems
for the old settlers. The following incident will illustrate.
I was to leave for Germany to speak at function Organised by a call from "Indo German Cultural Society" at
Hamberg. It was nearly 10 p.m., and twenty Sikh men
and women were relaxing in the Sikh temple, when suddenly a Bobby brought a Sikh—a new settler, inside the
temple and left him there. He came inside the big Library
Hall. We offered him a chair. He appeared visibly upset.
Few asked him his name, village from which he hailed and
the district he belonged to. He reluctantly spoke he was
26
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fully satisfied that we were his coreligionalists and not
He said that the Air company people
strangers
agents working in Jullunder had cheated him and
ro])bed. him of a hMge sum. They promised to land him
in England but they (Company Walls) had forced him
to get c own at this place. ''When I persisted that I
would land only in England and not anywhere else, they
threatened to have me locked with the Police. Now they
have brought me here. Is it not cheating?" he angerily
asked. He implored us to help him in reaching England.
m

Sardar Rattan Singh, who was president of the Sikh
temple said that he would arrange to send him to England
safeK, but it Mould need additional sum of three hundred
small unit)
He then searched in his inner
rupees
Kurti and pulled out a hundred rupee note and said,
'Tlease accept this for the time being, I am prepared
to put my thumb on ar.y document that I shall pay the
remaining amount reaching E n g l a n d ' . H e said, he was
proud of the fact that he belonged to the same village
Shanker, in Jullunder District to which Swaran Singh, a
man in Neliru's Cabinet belonged. We all had a hearty
laugh.
His note was returned to him. I assured him
that he has reached in England.
I explained, th
he
each Jullund
we are
in Punjab and when we reach Delhi we are in Ind
'*You are now in London and it is the capital of England", I said.
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Home 3tinister

Isidonesia
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had exhausted my period of stay in Indonesia, but
my countrymen, particularly the Sikhs and the
Sindhies insisted that I seek further extension and
Sumatra. I
formed that the Home M
Indonesia was now the only competent authority to
sanction such a n extension.
k
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Accordingly I w e n t to the Indian Embassy office at
Zojakarta. 1 proudly saw our National Flag fluttering
on a big pole. I thanked Lord for this opportunity of
seeing my national flag honoured in Indonesia a Foreign
Country,
I saw many phases of Country's struggle
for freedom and myself had participated in many of
them. I saw my countrymen taking out processions with
the congress flag, in front demanding "Pooran Swaraj"
I also remembered how I was assigned for many years
in Dehra Dun the job of carrying the flag, ahead of
many processiom. I recollected how on many occasions,
the processionists were beaten by the police and on many
occasions attempts were made to snatch away the congress flag from my hands. I preferred to be -bea,ted and
did not let go the congress flag. With these thoughts,
I entered the embassy building and met the secretary to
the Indian Embassador and expressed my desire to meet
the Ambassdor
H e abruptly remarked ' O h how can
u8

m-

A7oti meet His Excellency haphazardly.
" W h a t is the
•proceedure, must I file an aph'cation and wait for a
week- or two, " I added'" you arc here to co-operate.
guide, help and serve tlie Indians and not to rule over
them.
#
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I went to adjoining, room and found a Puijabi
who was also working there and know me. H e seemed to
my
lectures
heard
and read about
also
-had
them in the Press, I told them my wish that I wanted
a reference letter from our embas'^y to the Indonesiah
H o m e Minister for getting extension for one rnonth's
stay in this country. It would be then easier to get the
extension. I was advised to put an application and to
come the next day to tal^c that reference letter as the
Ambassador has just Icfr,
h^_

+

Next d a y , w h e n I reached the Embassy oflice, I got a
letter from the clerk, written by the embassy to the
h o m e minister of Indonesia.
It was sealed letter but
*

*

•
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I was told about the contents.
T h e same secretary
came there and told m e t h a t His Excellency, would
be glad to see me. 'Sorry I have no time,' I politely
replied to the secretary.
A senior member of the staff
intervened and he pulled u p the secretary, who gave me
a cint and discourteous reply a day before. H e insisted
• that the matter be closed up and that I should meet the
' Ambassador.
h
r
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Shree Bhagwat Day ?
ambassador was happy
l^nowrny missionary work and was sorry about the behaviour of his secretary aijd assured me that the entire staff
would
his countr\
faithfully
He
ited m

m
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for lunch with him. I again li^et him in Kabul (Afganistan) in 1956, where he was our ambassador and we
exchanged views on current political situation in the
World.
•
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I then reached the office of the Indonesian Home
Minister, armed with a reference from the Irldian EmThe letter was delivered to the secretary
bassv.
Within a few minutes I was called in.
Home Minister
met me cordially and said that he would be happy to
grant extension for any period 1 desired.
He then
sanctined two months extension.
I thanked him and
inquired 1if I could be of any service to him.
for me, I am
you
a Home
can
do
"What
i(
i will
Minister here," he said with a little pride.
pray for you I replied.
Are the prayers granted?
I promtly replied "Certainly". " I don't need anything,
I have got two cars, two bunglows and three wives and
many children." I kept quiet for a short while studying
his face and then said," Have you got peace of mind?
He was surprised the way I asked this question and he
said no. With full confidence, 1 then requested him to
open his mind without hesitation, because I was more
aged and experienced then him. Not only will I pray
for you, but shall try to guide you to success, I said. He
then closed the main coor and unhesitatingly said, that
he wanted to marry for the fourth time, but the third
wife was out to create difficulties in th c way
She
happenend to be the daughter of a General, who could
interfere in the working of the ministry. J enquired, if
he was a Muslim and Prayed five time and read Holy
Quran daily. Does he kept Rozas (compuisary fasting
F
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for Ramzan month.)
d
of mind
for purificat
He said that he was a Muslim but neither read Quran
Shrif daily, nor he performed Namaz five times every day
and never observed Rozas. I than said that the Islam
was a great religion and he d second largest followers in
the whole World after Christianity. It was a state
religion of 28 Muslim countries. "Faith in Lord, Charity
giving, regular prayers Namaz, and Roza are its corner
stones", "But you found only one piont in your favqtir
that a muslim can marry four women, J said.
^
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He was taken a back and said that he could see things
ckarly now. He would not marry the fourth time. O n
my suggestion, he then wrote a letter to would be fourth
wife, informing her thai he would not be in a position
to marry her as promised. As suggested he wrote
another letter to his third wife and put the first letter also
in it and asked her to read with pleasure and the letter
be forwarded to the girl, he was planning to marry. I
then took leave from him and Indonesian papers carried
a story about i efusal of the honje minister to marry for
the fourth time.
^

After few days I reached Medan capital of Sumatra.
The Indian Association there had arranged a reception
in my honour. Home minister also arrived there on
same day on his tour. A few Indians requested
the home minister to participate there. He was told
about my person and missionary work in India and
abroad. He gladly agreed and said he would be happy
to be there. He told them about me.
" H e has
given me a new life" He told the deputationists, who
went to invite him.
3^
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At this party, I spoke on ' I N D I A N R E L I G I O N S
'AND ITS P H I L O S O P H Y ' for about forty minutes,
minister was happy to remark after my talk " H e is a
missionary in true sense" He came to me to get his stay
extended and I now request you all to prevail upon him
to accef)t the citizenship of my Country, which I am
prepared to grant him here & now. I respectfully thanked
him for the generous offer and said " I am glad to know
that my humble advice has benefitted you. I am on
world wide tour to explain cultural greatness and good
heritage of my country. I am a World citizen and don't
want to confine myself within geographical limits of any
one country. I work and pray for welfare of entire mankind. Guru Nanak, the founder of my Sikh Religion has
emphasised it. He had preached fatherhood of God
and brotherhood of man.
r
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Many people besciged mc after the meeting to know
what was the advice I gave to the Home Minister. They
wanted to know as to why he was so full of respect and
regard for me. I brushed aside their questions by saying
that it related to his private affair and I was happy that
he was benefitted from my advice.

f
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After a month and a half, I was at Bajoj Textile
Stores at Singapore.
My nephew Sarda Ajit Singh was
v\oiking as its Managing Director. I saw a atheletically
built person a young woman, standing in front of another stall.
I asked an employee of the store to invite
the couple inside the main office room. They came. I
rose from my seat and smilingly wished them good morning.
I placed my right har d on the head of woman
(an affectionate gesture by elderly persons towards their
i

1

S2

I
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o^\ n daug'itcrs and daughter? in law) and said You are
just like my own daughters." Both of them were
ver) happy to meet me again. We all had tea together.
I asked my nephew, whom I introduced to them later,
to give them as much concessions as possible on the items
they might buy.
They made some purchases and left
happily emphasising the need for simple living and
high thinking for humanity at large. He was the same
Home Minister and his third wife.
(C
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Netaji
Subhash
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Chander

Base

had an apportunlty of meeting Netaji first time In
All India Congress Session at Calcutta in 1928. He
then led a salute to the National flag in honour of
the Congress President Pandit Moti Lai Nehru. Five hundred volunteers had joined in presenting the salute. Nataj
Ofh
Commander) of
was G.O.C. (G
rp. He thus became the first G.O.C. to give royal
president,
wh
he
salute to the
ifurled the
g
session.
S
gress flag at th
then it has
8
become regular feature of the cong
Second time I met Nataji was at the Lahore Session
of all India congress in 1929. I still vividly recall the
stirring speech of Netaji in the A.I.C.C. meeting, where
he said that passing a resolutio;o for *puran swaraj' was
not enough, till the congressmen formed parrallel government in one state, districts and at tehsil level, rendering
it almost impossible for the British rule to function in
the country.
Let us select small area, if not possible
in the whole country for the present. He walked out
with these historical words " T h e father his son and this
holy man will realize later, that what I say today is correct '. He meant Motilal, as father Jaw^aharlal as son and
Gandhi J i , as the holi man.
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had
founded
ALL
I
N
D
I
A
congressmen
T h e voung
c>
BHARAT N A U J W A N SABHA. H e delivered a fiery
speech at Lahore session urging the youth not to shirk
their responsibility in taking the country to full freedom.
H e said that youth would not tolerate any delay in launching an agitation in attaining freedom. T h e congress high
command saw that Subhas represented popular upsurge
among the youth for complete independence. They had
no other option but to offer the Congress Presidentship to
him. H e was convinced that the hard core of the Congress High Command had not reconciled itself with his
elevation to the presidential throne and that it wanted
thrawt his efforts for galvanising the enei g
of
intry for " P u r a n Swaraj". As congress president,he also
ended the All India Akali Conference at Rawalpindi and
led upon the brave Sikhs, not to remain behind in final
stiuggle fcr the liberation of the country ^rom foreign rule.
I spent tv>o days w^ith him during the Rawalpindi Akali
Conference.
After tl.orcughly assesing his chances for launching an
r.ghation Sublias anncunced his decision to contest second time the presidential election against the official high
command's nominee Dr. Patabhai Sitaramaia" O u r
group solidly voted for him. T h e official nominee lost
e battle and Gandhiji ch Cl
d this defeat "as my
feat". Even at the lime ( f the session of Trip
Subhash was running a temperature and w^as broug
the session on a stretch
H
ex d his presidential add
while lying on the stretch
He
ed
giy
the halfhearted and luke worm pohcy of the congress high
command for attaining ' T u r a n S w a r a j " and called upon

i
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the countrymen not to recognise the Foreign Goverment
and be prepared to wrench freedom from the unwilling
foreign hands. But he had to face united opposition of
the entire high command in pushing up his policies. He
thus had no alternative but to resign and he did not hesitate to take the bold step. T h e Indian press hailed the
bold step and blamed the Hicrh C o m m a n d and named
it 'Gandhi Patel purge'.
A short while after, he formed All India Forward
Block. H e visited Dehra Dun. I was then a Municipal
Commissioner and active consress leader there. We arranged and accorded a befitting reception to Subhash on his
arrival there. His speech on the occasion was forceful
and very convincing. O n behalf of Dchra Dun District
Sikhs, I presented a Sword and Rs. 151 to him in a grand
public meeting. I then announced from the stage that
only Charkha and Non-vollence could never win freedom
for tlie country. We can win freedom only through the
svrord. T h e gathering pledged with the shorts of Subhash
Chander Bose Zindabad. T announced on behalf of the
people, that whenever he called upon the people especially
the Sikhs, they vcould lay down their lives, for the cause
of winning country's freedom..

1
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Subhash was arrested before he reached Calcutta. He
was detained at hisCalcuttaresidcnce. H e managed to escape frcrri his detention in the garb of a Muslim and reached
Kr.bul via Peshawar. He took this daring step at the
suggestion of his trusted colleacue a nd friend Sardar
Sardul Singh Caveeshar who had organised safe operation
I also had left India in the garb of a Muslim, whcQ the
1
first national Congress movement had failed, and I ha d
1 ^
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reached at the feet of Raja M a h i n d e r a P r a t a p , the king
of revolutionaries at Kabul,
T h e country can never forget the services of Neta ii
4

^

particularly the way he reorganized Indian National
Army in foreign lands. This is also an important phase cf
struggle for freedom.
Thousands of cur countr)m€n
particularly the SiJchs in foreign lands responded to his
call and dedicated their services to h i m . I toured whole
of South and South East Asia fiom 1951 to 1953 and
almost all the countries cf E i n c p e and Afiica frcm 1954
to 56, and m e t hundreds of these patriot Indians and
many foreigners who stood by him, and suffered untold
hardships. I hope to write a seperate book and how such
volunteer force M'as first!)' organized by General M o h a n
r

,

Singh atid later origanizcd by Netaji, a n d so bravely fought
for India' freedom, against terrific odds. Even a casual
perusal o f ' Y c u n Indi a M a«;az]ne
started
by
Netaji
at
o
Singapore numbers 37 38 Sundav Mo. 21-2603, No.8
Sunday December 2 1 , 2603 and N.45 Sunday J a n u a r y
9-2604 as to w h a t popular support Netaji enjo)'ed in foreign coimtries It carried U N I T Y , F A I T H , S A C R I F I C E
as its watchwards and preached his message fccLrlessly.
T
m
was
the
Q factors
h
one
comelled
to
leave I
11 le Enelish
d fi^rant
freedom to her.
B
th
of the Go\'ernm.ent
g
c a m e in the hands of such a*'Bania Brahman group h
congress, who in haste for capturing chairs accepted
partition of the country. Even Gandhi J i who once dec
lared solemnly that Pakistan would only be formed on h
dead body, succumbed
he pressure from that
up
and accepted partition as an accomplished fact
r
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Lakhs of our countrymen weremprooted on account of
this treachery from their traditional homes and thousands
rather lakhs of them were killed uhile on their w-ay to
India. Thousands of Indian woman suffered unbearable
dignities the move to partition the country pleased
only the British, who still carried the ' impression that
India and Pakistan could never live in peace. T h e English
rulers even withdrew all English personal manning our navy
and exposed the country to danger of foreign aggression.
Let us not forget that the Englishmen came as traders, they styed as traders and lefc for trade and created
such a situation after the partition of the sub continent,
which still allowed them opportunities for their trade promotion programmes both in India and Pakistan. This is
evident from the following telling facts. England had
trade with India worth 289 crore pounds in 1956. It rose
957. 319
1958, 334
300 crores pound
959 and 360 crores pounds in 1960 These
pound
flaures are from the b o o k " W H Y W E L E F T I N D I A " by
General Alexender former Go
of Singapore p u b lished, by an Urdu newspaper H e aid t h a t the British
fraid of Gandl
his charkl
Government was n€
(spinning wheel). The second world war m a d e the r
f Azad Hind
of England quite weak and
Faoj also hastened the day of departure of English from
this country. But we are happy that the sale of English
goods has increased many times after we have left I n d i a
and the ruling party are helping us as promised said an
Englishman, who served India for many years as
connnission agent.
Tliere is vast spread controversy as to whether Netaji is alive or dead. I have travelled extensively in Indonesia,

I
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Japan and South As ian countries. I thmk it is correct
that Netaji flew finally from Saigon. One Gobind R a m
w

\

Sindhi and pathan Rahim Khan were the only Indians, who had spent two hours with him at the airport
when he left. They both in their statements state that
Netaji informed them he was not flying to J a p a n , as American Warlords had already taken over its military control H e then expressed his desire that he would prefer
to go to China or Russia and undertake extensive meditation work in relative seclution, why he is not going to
India ? In India Gandhiji and Nehru will yield to the
pressure of their friends in arm and will hand me over
and they will shoot me.
J A I HIND
J
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hen I reached Panama after travelling through
many Central American countries, 1 found a
ready and receptive personal people there.
My lectures on *^HOW INDIA CAN EASE W O R L D
TENSION^' and ^^INDIA AND W O R L D PEACE'^
W^re Widely covered in the Panama Press and many
journals carried my photographs alongwith detailed
reports of my talks. Siiidhies outnumber others who have
come from India and have settled down there. In 1910^
when the work of widening the canal was first undertaken.
a lot of Sikh labo
employment. Many Sikhs
g
dy settled down
Canada, U.S.A. and other
hiid
the Southern Hamisph
They oft
wrjtc
ach other, but hardly met for years, together
y

\

The patriot Sikhs had already founded the famous/GADDAR PARTY' with its headquarters at Stockton U.S.A.
Many Sikhs were elected as its top office bearers. T h e
call for the Saw Fransicio revolt among the army was
widely circulated in the British Army^ stationed through
out India^ through Urdu and Punjabi leaflets and catchy
small trackets. **The Gaddar Party's" monthly magazine
"Gaddar De Geonj"" was published both in Urdu and
Punjabi^ and was Weekly distributed in the Punjab and
elsewhere regularly.
{
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Thus the urge for freedom was created among the
Many Sikhs, who lived in Canada and
countrymen
Central American countries, for ten to fifteen years oppenly
supported and financed the activities of the *Gaddar
Party', left for Punjab to mobilies mass support against
British Occupation of the near about 1914. Many of
them were caught, when they touched the Indian soil and
others were put in jail and had to under go telling hardships, and torturs.
A Sindhi patriot respectfully kept the ^GURU
G R A N T H SAHIB', holy book of Sikhs at his residence.
Many of his countrymen met at his : place to plan and
organise strategy , for ousting alien rule i in India. I was
invited to deliver talk in the Panama University, An
old woman volunteered to translate my talk to Spanish
language, which is the common language; of this area.
About four to five thousand pepple attended, my talk on
a s . W O R L D H E A D I N G T O W A R D S DISASTER'.
The Panama Times, a popular daily specially drafted its
team of reporters to cover my talk along with my photograph and subsequent Questions and Answer period.
As many people could not be accomoidated inside
ged
the hall another^ lecture was
in m a m
Stadium. .The subject was INDIA'S R O L E IN EASING
W O R L D T E N S I O N " . It was given enough advance
publicity through columns of newspapers. ^The same old
woman, who was professor in i^a local college, translated
my lecture in Spanish, for the benefit of the Spanish
knowing audlance. The following are a few significient
quotes.
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**The World in these days needs a movement, that
stands for brotherhood of man
d fatherliood of God,
f all Proph
nd World Teachers of
d recog
all religions as Divine Dispensers. I a m going around the
World for two purposes. One to preach brotherhood of
man, Secondly to remove misunderstandings if any against
my Country, India. We Sikhs cherish, values and adore
human dignity and individual freedom and rule of law.
We should end all kinds of cold war and usher in a era
of international harmony and toleration.

i
f

W

I

Indi a is a secular state, where each religion and
community is free to worship its own chosen pathway.
Everyone can pray God in his own way. If India fails
as a democratic and secular country, entire Asia will be
lost to communism. After the lecture was over, I was
introduced to prominent persons who occupied chairs in
the front row. The Governor of Panama and his charming wife were among the leading dignatories, I met them
after the lecture. '*I am lucky as my elder brother is also
a Missionary". The Governor said, while congradulating
me for the brilliant talk. They told me that they would
like to know more about ladia and her countrymen.
The Christian youth in America and Europe after getting
university education offer their life for spreading message
of Christianity among the people of different countries in
the World. In India, they have already converted
untouchables
as
Christians,
and
mostly Hindus
who are generally without education or any respectable
walk of life.
I stayed with the proprietor of D E H L I S T O R E ' , a
departmental store. He was a very good Sikh and always
4^

i

financed the activities of the Sikh Patriots, for the cause
offreedom of his country. Even when I suggested that
as a man of God, I needed getting t ip early at 4 a.m. for
, I preferred a lonely
momen
f med
my qi
place, he readily arranged for me. The people in America
not go to bed before one in the night and they wake up
7 a.m. or sometimes at 8 a.m A sturdy Pathan from
I
ed a departmental store there
N,W.F.P. also
met him almost daily and we talked in chaste Pushto
good hotel and
in my h
in
He gave a d
ted his countrymen living in Panama. He gave me two
ged to send
presents for my two daught
d
them direct to Lucknow.
#
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*'The main problem of India is the gr^ed of the fcW
and the mass misery"
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flew from New York to an importont town in West
Indies and spoke on ^Indian Cultural Greetness
and India's Role in Easing World Tension' at
many coastal towns. They were widely wearcd in the
press. I also reached Trinidad and addressed a mass
gathering of the people there. The bulk of local people,
it appearedj had migrated from many U.P. Districts.
\i

These people had left their original homclandj
India and were out to play their rightful role in socioeconomic affairs of the West Indies. But they werc
anxious to know more and more about India, ever since
she emerged as a strong free nation and emphasised
principles of co-existance and dignity of man. They even
do not readily pickup the native language and generally
converse in stammeering English and wear English dress.
They have built up new relationship among many South
American Countries and mixed freely among Dutch,
French and British Guanua.
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After journing at many places and delivering talks on
different subjects, I reached Rio-De-Janero. the capital
of Bras^iL It is a sprawling town with huge buildings
and lon^ wide roads. Famous Indian Patriot Sardar
(Greatest
Ajlt Singh, real unci e of Shahide Azam
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morabl
Martyrs) Sardar Bhagat Singh spent
Secluinn and peace. I then reached
m
press
d
met
<x
Christantcd St. Cruise by pi
ed there. It has an
at a hotel. Very few Ind
as
Th IS k
Wivi Radio S
poi
I was invited
LIGHT HOUSE OF WEST INDIES
)

peak for twenty

PEACE

Th

dely

INDIA AND WORLD
press in many
d

Many
papers
carried
my
neicrhbo
o
k
photograph along with this report about my

p

iccted with fam^
O n e Kartar Singh, who was
d had run awa\
sod
Karmagata M a r u Ship
escape arrest by the British, met me at Dehra Dun in 1918
eek. He wore pink rob as
He stayed with me for
ch with the Indlas patrio
Sadiius do. He was ii
the World over. I got a letter^ giving his reference from
Sardar Ajit Singh in 1928. I showed that letter to his
real brother Sardar Klshan Singh, the Punjab leader.
He and many others then came to know that his
brother was
still
a Hotel
alive,
and r u n n m g
at Rao-De J a n e r o in South America. In this tour I met
two other Sikh revolutionaries, who had cut their hair
and were passing time. T h e photo copy of the letter
from the Wivi Radio Station is given in this book.
L

(

I reached British Guiana after passing through Dutch
and French G u i a n a parts. One local jeweller Maharaj ^
had telegraphic Information about the exact time of my
arrival in the tow^n. He with many of our countrymen
received me at the airport, I stayed with him, Indians
form 50 percent of the total population here. But the
British had been successfully followino- ' D E V I D E A N D
^5
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RULE* poHcy here also.
The people and the press
appreciated my talks on many subjects in various halls,
and on Radio etc,
I met Doctor Chhedi Jagan, the Prime Minister and
we soon became friends. His wife is an American woman,
with keen foresight, knowledge and clear understanding.
They invited me to have dinner with them and felt happy
to meet a Missionary from India and showed keen interest in the first hand information about Nehru, World
Peace compaign and India's impact on World Afifairs,
that I provided.
Doctor Sahib told me that very few
Sikhs were in this area Almost all of them left for India
the call of world famous Goddar Par:iy in the end of
1914 to reach India and join in the struggle to drive the
British out.
Many of them were put in jails. They
sufifered heavily but none of them proved coward.
Really Sikhs are great Patriots. I was also invited to
speak in the Central Hall by Mr. Boranham, then the
leader of opposition. He had just returned to his country
after meeting Pandit Nehru in India.
^
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At the suggestion of Mr. Boranham, I visited man
coimtries in Central America, met many journalists and
gave them interviews about India's message for mankind
and her cultural greatness, I then reached Stockton after
passing through Mexicc
d meeting Ind
settlers
there. Dr. J
has looked fte the Ind
settlers
in his ountry
isk of g
resentment
of the British Governm mt.
Indian:
proud to be i
hat :ountry f th
adoptfon and
workinsf whol
ment.
dlv for
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Kit a n

Decott

uncle S. Bhagwan Sinsh had a contract to
rations to the Border Police (Frontier
Constabulary) Peshawar messes. I was assigned
the job to visit all the posts twice a month for supplying
rations and then to prepare acct unts etc. shortly. Forts
o f B A R A a n d KISFIAN G A H R were built by Maharaja
Ranjeet Singh's great General Hari Singh Naluwa. All
the posts had about fifty personals to man them. All of
them were connected by telephone with the head quarter
at Peshawar.
Horse driven carriages covered pucca
roads, but some times we had to walk tMo to four
miles on foot through
rocky and kacha patches.
We used to send prior information of our visits to ' the
concerned posts, from where one to two armed soldiers
were deputed to ensure safe conduct of ration supplies
and bringing them.
Once I reached the Kishan Garh post. I checked up
d h
cash
the accounts of rations
pplied
The
Government accepted oi
ly statement of accounts
and our du
^ deducted frcm
fth
ff to
us at Pesh
I returned withe
any military escort,
hen I had hardly crossed a nullah md was cliriibing a
sm
Hock
Path
h was
g dow
accosted me in chaste Pashto " U D R E G A SA CHATA
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SARA H I S H T A MATA VVARKA Stop here y
are
me
h
d hand
I was completely
y
unarmed, but as I had a good training in Gatka, wrestling
ge and replied in p
did not loose
Kha
BARDAR SHAZE H I N D O N E A M ZE S I K H EAM
MA SARA D O LAS O KA. Be aware I
Hind
I am Sikh and prepared for bout. This had the desired
results. The sturdy Pathan youth came forward, shook
hand with me and promised to remain a faithful friend.
I agreed with a smile and wc again sliook hands. I
gave him my. name and what I was doing.

I

H e then said that the Border Police was ,after him and
he was an outlaw (Maffrur).
Pie wanted me to give
wrong information to Pursuing party about his whereabouts. So he ran in one direction 'down the hillock.
Few minutes later a few military personal were at ,the
The
leader
enquired
if
I
had
seen
a
young
Atliescene,
Pathan
and
on
which
direction
he
built
had
letic
escaped. I pointed to the direction just the opposite to
the direction,' in which he had left.
The miliiaiy m a n
ran fast in that direction and I continued my journey
to the city. Soon Risaldar Major Abul Kadar along with
three mounted personal also reached • the scene.
He
asked me as to why had I travelled on foot without proper escortl He disclosed that a dangerous deceit was said
to be in the same direction in which I was moving about,
I told them I have seen a Pathan, who moved away in a
particular direction.
I thus honoured my w^ord to an
unknown young Pathan, whom P h a d accepted my friend.
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After about eight months, this Pathan youth was
arrested by the border police and brought to its look up
jS

\

He sent word to me through a member of the guard. I
met him. He thanked for the word I honoured by which
he 1 emainted free and moving. I told him to tell the
authoiites tliat wc fust met in a cinema hall and that he
He requested me to visit liis
irave me a soft drink.
village. There after we became Very friendly, I used to
sen d' him rich food both tinjcs from a nmslim hotel
while he was in lockup.
Soon it became known that I and that Pathan youth
were friendly.
General Handysite commander for the
Frontier Constabulary when he learnt about strange but
lasting friendship between his contractor a Sikh Youth
and a daring Pathan deceit, he sent for me in his office.
I told him how we met in a cinema hall and how we
pledged to be brothers. T h e General was very much
impressed by the sincerity of feelings I had shown towards
my Pathan friend. He offered to get him released and
to employ the Pathan in the Border Police if he pledges
not to
ccmn it thus in future.
T h e Pathan youth
did not accept the offer.
Later he was sentenced to
three years rigorous imprisonment and sent to Jail.
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•*This world is not for hate and malice'

s

*'I have but m^erit that of never desparing!'.
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IT si
Grand daughter of Dadabhai
Congress President.

Noroji

Forme?
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he Congress activities in N.W.F.P. had spread in the
interior most villages after the successful Congress
Session at Lahore in 1929. For the first time 26th
oughout the
January was observed as "Freedom Day
was headed
Country in 930 The N.W.F.P. Cong
by Dr. CharuChander Ghosh a Bengal patriot of imp
preside
able qualities. I was then working as J
f N.W.F.P
C)
&
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The Congress High Command had deputed Khurshed
Bahin to activise the congress work m the Frontier
Province. She reached Peshawar Cantonment by train,
and was conducted to the first class waiting room by
officials, where she had her breakfast. All very important
leaders Dr. Ghoshj Agha Lai Badshah, Khan Mi Gul
Khan, Hakim Abdul Jalil Nadwi, S. Milap Singh Azad
and myself were at the station to receive her. It had
been decided to take her in a procession through the
main thoroughfares. Ouite a good number of people had
gathered outside the station building for the purpose.

^
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The senior Police officers surrounded the waiting room.
They than conducted her back to a second class small
compartment in the Frontier mail, which was to leave for
^o

- ^

r

t
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Lahore after a short wliile. She was ordered to quit
Frontier Province.
I n the adjoining small servants
compartment sat two police personnel. They had instructions to escort her back upto Rawal Pindi.
Dr. Ghosh, who was always w^riting or while talking
called me Khalsa Bahadar, came to me and quietly said,
" K . B . please get in the train and contact her and get her
message for the congress workers in N.VV.F.P." I gladly
obeved and got in to an adjoining compartment The
train left tlie Peshawar Cantonment Station. When it
sto})ped at the Peshawar city station, I got down not at
the platform side but the back side. W h e n the train
started, I ran and entered her compartment. She was
r

r
>

alone and was taken back to see a relative strans^er in her
compartment. I very politely said", Sister J i I am a
congress worker and commissioned by Dr. Ghosh, Frontier
Provincial Congress President to get your message. I had
dien a blank post card with me. I immediately pulled
it out of my pocket and placed that before her with my
pen. Siie wrote on it " D e a r brave comrades of Frontier,
The Frontier Government is sending my body from you,
but my heart is with ) o u . Please carry on the struo'sle
o o
to success
I then got down from the other side of
the platform at the next halt Pabbi almost unnoticed and
rCitched Peshawar by tonga.
5 •)

T h e Congress \vorkcrs took out a big procession and
held a protest meeting, wliere message of Khurshed Baliln
was read and its printed copies in very great number in
English, U r d u and Pashto were distributed all over the
Frontier Province. T h e Governm.ent learnt that it was
Amar Singh Khalsa who daringly succeeded in getting
die message, through the G.I.D. agencv.
J'
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Minister Turkeu

m

octor Pooran Singhj Honorary Indian Com
bl
about my
sent a caoje
missioner
Basra,
arrival to Seth Ncicha Mai, oAAner of a biqdepartmental store at Eearut. He reached the airport
and took me to his residence. The Sindhies are
yvvhere He
they ha\
a prosperous community
Sunday
have
lly m
four stores. They
room, where the Holy
Satsang in (Religious Gatherin
nd discuss affairs affectGranth Sahib is generally kept
g their stay
that country, I enjoyed their Satsang
beautiful
B
d spoke at
gathering
I is a meeting place for the people of Europ
location
d As
on account of
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there I flew to Ankara, the capital of Turkey. It
tourist centre.
y beautiful city and
It
to
the
F m the
were
broug
the
passeng
F
nt from
and
cfTice of the Air Ccmpany. I took
I could
hotel to hotel in the search of accomod
not get any. The Turkish people were busy celebrating
their Independence Day.
The Air Company did not
allow me permission to spend the night in their office.
I then rang up the Home Minister Turkey that I was an
Indian Journalist on a visit to see his countrys Inde52

I
i
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peridcnceDay celebrations at Ankara. I had already gone
many hotels, but could
comod
n. Please
g
help mc and arrange a small room for
anv hotel,
He gladly promised to do his b^st. He
ached the
car
company office, took my small belonging
tored
his residence. He very warmlly
b
d
introduced me to his family members. O n account of
the celebrations at Ankara, he had already received many
visitors. Even then I was allotted a self sufficient small
room. I again requested that it could be better if arrar.gement for my stay could be made in a hotel, "You are a
Misslonaiy from India. T h e home of philosophy. You
;arc my guest Mr. Singh", he added. In the fiirst world
war we were defeated only on account of brave sikhs
ri£:htino; for the British.

^-

He introchiccd me
TI
ffic
Turkish Government officials gave me all possible fac
to see the
be "ations. An cfficial ^announced names
of distinguished visitors to their celeberation cnc by one.
The visitor whose name was announced at the mike, stood
up to acknowledge welcome greetings from the audiance.
My iiame was announced in reference to my VVorld Tour
for better vmde standing among the Nations and the
Woild Pe ace. The audiance greeted the announcement
with a ] rolonged cheer. I remained standing with my
folded hands, our traditional Indian style.
Ankara has a population of many lakhs. It has a
teautifu
que
hich Is an treat as well. O n
ft
f
da\
the Home M
my
Pl
me
m
ffice
of
the
A
I then secured
kft
)
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some accomodation in a liotel to see the countryside, I
then mixed with the masses and moved freely.
I

General Anwar Pasha was the C o m m a n d e r in Chief of
the well deciplined Yurkish Army in First Woild War.
H e was a great war strategist of international reputation.
I visited his tcmb and the tomb of anothar great General
J a m a l Pasha. T h e place wheie their great leader Kamal
Pasha, the popularly known as Atta T u r k is laid down to
rest is worth seeing. Takhs of people can be accomodated
there at a timx. I t is veiy beautifully built, I also saw a
few historical mosques and the Museums, where quite a
few rare but historically rich curies, are artistically arranged for proper display.
^

When Genaral K a m a l Pasha planned lo Avesternise
the outlook of his coiiutrvmen for creatins: better conditions for their soclo-ecouomic advancement. H e m a d e
English education compulsary. T h e p u r d a h ssstcm was
also abolished. He then distributed freely the translated
version of Holy O u r a n in EnoTish and their mother
tongue Turkish. He wanted to utilise medium of Engli:^h
the world laui^uasre as he called it for unifvino: varioiis
elements in his country It is strange that we in India
do not realise the importance of study of English in developin g and strengthning unifying forces In the country,
and insist on fostering regional languages. Such a move
VV i 11 encourage regional and partial thingking at ^llie
cost of national unity in the coimtry.
Hospitality is well known h<dl mark of l\irkish
character. Generally all Muslim countries are fam( us
for their hospitable behaviour towards visitors fo their
34
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coiintfy, but Turkey leads all in this respect. There is \
ofTicIal announcement in Turkish Press almost daily that
the Turkish people should treat visitors to their country as
their guests. They vie one and other in receiving foreign
visitors, taking them round and entertaining them liberally.
In Turkey it is considered a sin to cheat a foreigner and
rob him of his belongings.

I

Once I was travelling in a bus through a small Turkish
town, \\4ien I took out my purse and volunteered to pay
bus fare to the conductor, he refused to accept it saying
*'You are guest Sii". I was surprised to see his politeness towards a stranger. I then flew to Istanbul by a
regular flight. The Home Minister Turkey had informed
his friend in this city to take me to his place and show
me the whole area. I had his address. He received me
warmly and I stayed with him for two days. He himself
took me in his car around many historical places and
explained their back ground vividly. He presided one of
my lectures on H A Z R A T M O H A M M A D AND H I S
T E A C H I N G S , which I gave in English. The second
subject was India and the VV^orld Peace. They were
widely covered in the Turkish Press.
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wa:s held at
Confc
irst World Rel
Chicago m USA on October 23, 1897. It was
attended by efninent men of letters^ spirtual
all over
the world,
leaders and thinkers from
Swami VivekaIndia "Was ably represented
nanda, who stole the show. The occasion made the
wami a world figure. He called upon the nations to
keep working hard to establish Universal brotherhood and
endeavour to develop healthy mind by developing
healthy bodies. He also highlighted glaring indignities that
his country men Suffered under the foreign rule and
emphasised that man should not exploit man for hiS'
selfish ends^
1 received an invitation to attend another world religions conference at Tokyo through a Sindhi friend, when
1 was at Singapore. I cut short my engagements in
many South East Asian countries and reached Tokyo to*
attend the conference. I learnt that the organisers had
allotted time of ten minutes to two spokesmen of Christianity, five minutes each to other 3 religions and only 3
minutes to Sikh religion. My Indian friends were very
p
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upset when they learnt about this unequal allocation of
t i n e for different religions and asked me not to attend the
conference in protest. I advised them to rely on God
and saught their permission to participate in the con
ference. I ' have come from so fa r off for this very
purpose.
I along with a batch of fourty friends entered the main
hall, when the conference commenced. Everyone stood
up to receive us. I went up to the dias and formally
conducted to my chair. I learnt that spokesmen of other
religions Budhists, Hindus and Islam also expressed their
concern at the unequal time allotment and demanded
that all religions be alloied equal time at the conference.
There was another factor which upset the spokesmen of
all religions. T h e organisers had given the spokesmen of
Christainty a more dignified seat than the spokesmen of
the other religions. A little before the conferen(e started
I sent a chit to the organiser saying that since I was
given only 3 minutes, to speak on behalf of my religion,
I should be given opportunity to speak first. The organisers
also received another chit from a Christian speaker that
his time be extended to twenty minutes. I was not at
all surprised when the chairm.an called upon me to
address the conference at second number. I walked up to
the main platform and said. Who says that it is world
religions conference? Who are you to judge the world
religions? Are not all religions good just like colour of
milk is the same white although the colour of cows may
vary. I have flown from Singapore to attend your Conference. In cnase you are interested in propagating Christainty why not hold a meeting inside a church. Why not
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have equal number of speakers for each religion alocate
equal time for them.
It is a matter of shame that
Hinduism the oldest religion in the world has been alioted only five munutes and Islam the second largest religion in the world has also been given only five minutes.
Who will admit that it is a world religions conference?
My religion-Sikhism although a new religion is a complete religion in all respects. Your present conference I
strongly feel is a farce and I strongly condemn it and
boycott it and call upon the spokesmen of all religionSj
who have been discriminated against to follow me. "There
was a commotion in the hall as soon as I came down
from the dias c.nd walked towards the main gate. I soon
found that many other speakers also followed me and the
hall was almost empty within five minutes or so.

\

iH

It was again in 1911 when I attendedanother World Religions Conference at Berlin It was attended by'Saint Teja
Singh, \vhohadbeen the pi incipal of KhalsaCoUegeAmritsar.SadhuT.L.Vaswaniwas another important person,who
attended the conference. They highlighted the need for
developing and fostering dignity of man and conscept of
service of humanity. They impressed the delegates with their
simiple but straight forward speech calling upon the mankind to regard all humanity as one large family and learn
to live as fellow^ brothers. After a few years a few
Q U A D I A N I friends organised another world religions conference at Nairobi in 1955. This town has five Sikh temples and one Sikh Girls college. The organisers had invited
•

!

the city mayor to preside over the conference. Mr.
Gopala Vienon, Indian High Commissioner inaugurated
it. Each religion was allocated equal time on my suggest^8
D

i«H)

f

ion. I spo ke on teachings of Guru Nanak and Prophet
Mohammad. Even though the organisers did not award
any medal to the best speaker, I was adjudged as the best
speaker in the conference by the President in his closing
remarks.

.
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I also attended a three day function in the memory of
Swami \Mvekanand at Baipur in Madhya Pradesh, 1 was
alloted twentyfive minutes to speak on the life and
mission of the great Swami. I gave graphic account of
activities of Swamiji at Chicago at the time of the world
religions conference. Many in that conference heard
about these accounts for the first time. After I concluded
my speech the next day in the World Religions Conference,
the Vice Chancellor of the Nagpur University, who presimy
ded over the conference coneratulated
t>
speech. T h e chairman then called upon some one to
speak on Arya Samaj. Hardly had the speaker started
when I stood up and intervened with the permission of
the chair. I observed that Arya Samaj was no separate
religion. It was an offshot of Hindu religion*. Even
Mahatma Gandhi dubbed Arya Samajists as "Sharat
Samajists'. I then touched upon the circumstances in
which Sikh Religion was born in 1469 and emphasised
that how the rigid compartment alisation of Hindu
religion into Bharamns, Kashtriyas, Vaishs and Shudras
had killed its soul and crippled its alround growth as a
world religion. The audience welcomed my intervention,
but the Secretary of the Conference, who also was on the
dias interjected, " O u t of point, Mr. Singh. ''Certainly not
'T replied. It is a historical fact that India remained
J
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slave for

centuries

only on account

this aniaging
division and our over emphasis on castes and creed
denominations. ' ' T h e chairman upheld my point and
asked me to proceed on. I then spoke on salient
service
before
self,
utter
sub
features of Sikh
g
mission to will of Lord and capacity to identify ourselves
with the suffering: of the mankind. I also mentioned
numerous Hindu and Muslim disciples of the Sikh GurUj
who gave their lives in their service.
o

Mr. Jagdish Gandhi, MLA also organised a World
Religion Conference at Lucknow. He invited me to speak
on behalf of the Sikh religion. Veteran Indian revolutionary Raja Mahendra Pratap ji presided and many
cabinet Ministers also attended the conference. For three
days I spoke on Sikh, Hindu and Muslim Religions
respectively.
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General of

Gibralter

ig my travels abroad I have found that wh
ever S
h
settled down thev h ve been
celebrating Indep nclence Day
August)
d Repubh'c Day (January 26) in a befitting way. They
gard both
d
as nationa! festivals and g
brate them
the s pport and eoop
f their friend in many foreign
ds. Many of them
assemble in the Sikh Temples and invoke the blessings of
th CJnnrs to preserve Ind
freedom
he never it
h2 not be ^ possible they have been meeting at the
denee of a prom
Sindhi to push through
celebration pro'gramme. They look forward to
f
their countrymen on the occasion of these festivals
happy
have them in their midst for many day
They
of their way in arran^ging my lectures and t^lks
5 places.
4

Once i joined the August 15 (Independence Day)
brat
ith my countrymen in Afner ca. About
two hundred of them had gathered
"ntral place
small town They sang and danced throughout the
day and drank bee heavily to celeb
the
I
found one of them rather over drunk. He was talk
'on role o f C a n d h i a n d
iolencc in the post indep
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dence India. I also happei ed to be there. I walked up
to the dias and addressed them without formally beincr
•i

introduced to the gathering
I told them to behave as
proud citizens of a great country with rich cultural
heritage a n d which for ages hiid been light and strength
for the harassed humanity. " D o n ' t let glitter of western
Remember you are Ind
materialism dazzle \
official repiesentatives abroad and keep up her rep
I was
d to visit a
foreig
small pocket of Pathans, who also lived in another
neighbouring town. I spoke to them in Pusto. Thev
were a bit surprised to see a bearded Sardar speaking in
flawless Pusto.
(
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When I was in England, a prominent Sindlii m.et me
m out ff a Sikh G
I
H e had
;ly heard me speaking there. Hei]itroduced himself
Gib
d
erch
P
I
Gabraltar to celebrate R
from
Day (January 26) with th
I flew over and
there a day earlier. Many Sindhis had already arrived
at the airport to receive me. They lodged me in a hotel
and left to fnialise the celebration programme. After
some time I met the president and the secretary c f
Sindhi As
at
hotel
d thev fi
y
details
'tails fof the celebration programme.
EarHer I had
called at tlie shop of the Secretary of the association
thout prior
After I introduced mysell h
d, '*Mr. Singh you are a very
pie man
I
gl
a
fabul
d that the drinks
'He
}
P
d da
id b the
hligl
b
f
program
in which the G
P
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S e one who was
dy been
ted
fficials had
d that they expected
Iso present in the hop
university professor from India to address them in Enghsh
They for a while thought that I could not speak English
place, leaving
ything th
ft
Before I could sa)
ine alone.

I

In the evening I reached the venue of the celeb
along with an aged Sindhi gentleman, who was not given
to drinking.
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VVe both occupied seats in a remote corner. I then
s]3oke to him as to how the president and the secretary
of the Association had invited me to address them and
when they found me dressed in spotless handspun Khadi
thev. backed out of their commitments and had now
disowned me. He said that he would speak to one of
the officials of the association. He also took with him
a bundle of clippings from the world press about my
lectures and talks in different countries.
The Secretary along with other officials received the
Governor at the main gate. Everybody stood up as the
visitors trooped in. The Old Sindhi, who had come
along with me then walked forth and placed the bundle
of my press clippings in the hands of the Secretary to the
Governor. He went through them as soon as he sat
down on the main dias. The Secretary then spoke
something in the ear of the Governor then stood up
suddenly and extended an invitation to me to come and
address the gathering. ^'Future of the world depends on
peace and human freedom and not on nuclear weapons,
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which would destory the world earher then we all cxpe
What we need is development of temprement for p
phob
I amph
g peace and not for generating
d
sed that India stood for reconcihation
That was why she was the greatest country upholdin
principles of the United Nations Charter. Under the
leadership of Pandit Nehru she had already taken positive
steps in lessening international tension and had succeeded
in building up a climate for preserving peace in the
troubled world. I then spoke on how the British agreed
to withdraw in 1947. It was a gesture at their own
initiative. It was forced on them by the world situation
after the Second World War. ^'Remember the British
touched our soil to carry on their business, they stayed
as shrewed businessmen and would like to stay in some
shape and form as businessmen even in free I n d i a / '
5J
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Before I sat down I thanked the local organisers for
Gath
ffording me an opportunity to address the Aug
The
Governor
was
the
first
to
congratulate
me
for
g
mly shook my hand. Both the
my speech and
for th
tary and the president expressed their reg
apses
their cooperation
d
ded me
my lectures at other places around Gib
r

•

Gibraltar is a key post in the Mediteranean Sea. It
was Taruk Aiyujoyad who first conqured it in the thirteenth century. It is situated on a hilltop at a height of
about 1.300 feet. The English conqured it in 1704 and
still retain their control on the key of Mediteranean Sea.''
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y uncles' brother-in-law Mr. Khushabi Mai has
been engaged in cloth business for the last many
years in Thyland. Once whe h was
g
th in a small boat from a neighbouring country, a few
d
robb
led th boat
eked it from
d
Seeing no way out to free the boat from th
hands, Mr. Khushabi Mai jumped into the river and
swam many miles to reach the shore completely fatigued
out but not discouraged or dismayed. No one heard
about him for many years. His mother in India somehow had unfailing hope that her son was alive and would
" some dav. When she heard of my intention to g
d the world
goodwill
d lecture tour, and
pressed my desire to pass through many South East Asian
countries on my way to J a p a n , she at once implored me
to go ahead and go for her son. ''I am sure he is alive
she said. I promised to do my best in locating her son
and inform her as soon as I reached those countries.
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When I first landed at Singapore, I found that it has
a lot of Punjabi population, while Sindhis outnumbered
other Indians in Indonesian towns. They have shops
all over these countries, but maintain their headquarters
at both these important towns—Singapore and J a k a r t a .
They usually purchase their supplies in wholesale and
redirected it to their branches for retail sale, At Singapore I stayed with my nephew, Sardar Ajit Singh, who
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was the managing director of the 'Bajaj Textiles'. His
father also participated in the freedom stru^cg'e of the
country.
When my countrymen learnt about my mission through reports of my lectures in tlie press, they flocked at
Singapore to secure my assignments and visits to their
towns. I had also sent a circular letter to all important
Indian associations particularly the Sikh Temples, giving
particulars about Khushabi Mai. After about twenty
days I got a letter giving some information that someone
styling with the paJiiculars I supplied resided in a small
town in Indo-china. He had married a local woman
and had two sons. The sons w^ere serving in the army.

I

\
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At a function some one from the Punjab asked me
the name of my viilage.
I said that I belonged to
*'Dcodhi". A stranger who also happened to be there
asked some one near him as to which village he belonged.
H e replied that he belonged to He
I then went
f nearby
him and described my village and
villiases.
I himself^
The stranger then c .uld
b
he Came forward patted me and announced that
it he was
Kushabi Mai. He was particularly happy that I discovered him in a foreign country. I then realised that there was
truth in the statement of his mother^ who alw^ays believed
that her son was alive. He then insisted on knowing more
about me, I told him that my earlier name was Harnam
Singh and gave him details of activities of his other relations, many of whom had died since he disappeared.
After reaching Thailand, Mr, Khushabi Mai regularly
sent money to his mother and other family members. But
&
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fter some years the flow of money orders and corrcspon
stop and it was generally said
de
suddenly
m
d died. He th
th
he g
drowned in the
furnished details as to how he swam after his boat sank in
the river. He then settled down at Hanoi in Indo china
married a looal woman, who bore him two sons, who
army of Dr. Ho He said that he
joined the Comm
had no official information about their whereabout Only
eek earlier, he said that he had a letter from one of h
and \s workin
sons, informing him that
Dr. Ho Chi Minh . H wrote th2
ADC
his other brother was killed some time back
I then made up my mind to see Dr. Ho. I talked
He
fficial f the Indian Embassy about my
undertake such a hazardous journey
dvised
leet th
ho resided
very remote place m the
interior. I then h
about
le Puran Sinsrh, who had
foug
for freedom of the ountry in India before h
migrated to Indo-china and settled down in Sa
I went over to him
permanently. He owned a flour mi
desire
to
meet
Dr.
Ho
and
sought
d expressed
y
operation. He g
d details of the her
me
and relatively
activities of Dr. Ho who inspired
med nation to put up a stubborn fight ag
He
mighty and
tary —USA for many
also warned me of great risk involved in the journay to
the place where Dr. Ho resided. But I still struck to
my p
I
Id meet Dr. Ho what ever be the
hurdles in the way. He then sent a word through his
•friends' that an international missionary was in town and
wanted to meet Dr,Ho,As luck would have it, I got the
67
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message the next day. Some one then took me in a jeep
and we rode through jungles and ravines and reached a
sparsely populated village. My guide then conducted mc
to a small hut ushered me in a room. I than saw a thin
lean man, sporting a beard infront of me. He came forward and shook my hand warmly; He spoke in chaste
flawless English H
fifty Sikcs
d that ab
already fightin g in his army We then talked ab
Ind
parthcularly in iht
role HI casmg
Id
South East Asian
He wanted me to go around
d tell my countrymen to support the strugg c of Ho
gainst the American
'^,.
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The local people usually wore long black coats and
trousers and loved to sport beards on their chins. Many
of them do not have their hairs cut and preferred to wear
black caps» At a first glance I mistook many of them as
Akali Sikhs from a distance.

(

I thanked Dr. Ho and his countrymen for their cour
tsey extended to me as a friend.
p

I found that the entire population to the last man was
at war against the USA war designs. They fought at all
fronts against terrific odds. Although they did not appear
to be any match against the well equipped American
armies, they were determined to win and were out to pay
any price to secure ultimate victory.
I congratulated Dr. Ho and his stafif. How it became
possible that your small country has done so well in this
long and disastrous war. He remarked I have read your
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Sikh history. The Sikhs had a challenge of extermination
Their source of faith Golden Temple was blown up. The
sacred tank was filled up. For more than a century Sikhs
suffered very terribly by and lost everything but not the
will to sacrifice everything and win in the last. Sikhs
not only drove the Moguls out but had formed a great
Sikh State. We will surely win I assure you. He said.
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^''feoth Wealth and iPove^ty are symptoms of ^ c k
99
ociety.
''Nothing is mere hurtful than a deli!)frate hiisfepne
scntation.
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German

Youth

d
on Ind
had deUvered a number of
World Peace" and '*Indiaan Philosophy in Modei
1954 in Germany. They g
World" in the )
/idc coverage in the press, with my photograph displaced
f
I
found
that
there
is
a
marked
spirit
o
prominently
and
pronounced
eagerness
to
know
about
Ind
t>
S
th
Dharma and Yoga Th Theosop
at
Munich
serves
that
need
C)
headq
on G
a nd
ent. It arranges regular weekly d
Indian Cultural Heritage'.
Once during the question and answer period after the
close of my lecture on India under Nehru and World
Peace', I expressed my sence of sorrow and dismay that
this beautiful city Berlin had suffered heavily during the
second World War. Suddenly a German youth stood up
from among the audiance. He walked up to the dias
and announced on the mike **Mr. Singh, rest assured, we
are going to build it new and more beautiful". He also
shocked me with a question, whether I was a Nirmala
Sikh or Namdhari Sikh. Both of them are sects among
Akali
Sikhs, who wear white tui bans Yo
Akalies out black turbans. He also vvanted to know
followed
the
Ind
in
o
to how many peop
keel
to
push
through
ho
Nand
of Swami Dava
ted
H
Divide and Rule' policy of British
r

lo

\

s

kno^v as to why Daya Nand wrote against founders of
other great religions. Why did he shamelessly attack
the dignity of Indian womjen, who are considered best in
Patti Bhagti. I explained to him that his work has been
strongly condemned by Mahatma Gandhi with one
sentence that " I have not read a more disappinting book'*.
I also told him the basis of my religion and how it had
been influenced by Dayanand and his wrong teacl
1-1

A

»

I also delivered a lecture on 'India's role in casing
world tension* in the Berlin University. At the conclusion
of the lecture the German Youth sang their National Anthem in a spirited way. One of them with a louder voice
said "Liver God Munga Nehru Langer Lc Ban Damash
wealth freedow harsh worth",
'. Oh God Nehru should
live and live long so that there should be world peace".
Than they all prayed that Almighty God should grant life
and prosperity to Nehru and his country India.
h
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I met the proprietor of my hotel informally and placed
mv right hand on the head of his beautiful wife and
They
c happy to have a missioblessed
nary of India as their guest. They invited me to have
breakfast with them in their room. For hours together
we all discussed cultural heritage, iikh religion, India's
new developments and especially Tndia's role in easing
99
Their old mother herself narrated art
World tension
incident of the last World War. When the German forces,
withdrew while fighting against Sikhs the withdrawal
caused quite a confusion among the local population.
The lady said that she ran away from her town and
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tcred the rank of sikh forces to avoid fu
dship
A tall old well built Sikh officer placed hi hand
head (as I had done) and promised to give her full
protection and free food and lodging and called me Beti
(daughter) till I stayed with the Sikh Army. We will try
to send you to your parents"

^
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"Sikhs are God fearing people" she said. She quoted
Emperor Wiljam Kaisar who said '*Sikh is the best soldiei'
in the World and if there would not have been fev/
m I would have
divisions of the Sikhs ag
th
Europe." All the Sikh soldiers treated me
pect; They said they
d
love
and gave me the
would not charge me rent for my stay in their hotel
I have called the lady my sister. I thanked them for
their offer and suggested that in case she was elder
than myself she would have spent, if I am senior then
I should spend. This is the custom in India when the
brother and the sister meet and stay together. Every one
welcomed it with laughter.
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There
ber of Milk Bars
peopi
to have soft drinks including fresh milk also. I once entered one such bar for a glass of milk. I told the man behind
the counter with a louder voice " O N E " . A german
9

•x

youth who happened to be there said "^Tw^o". *'Three" I
replied. H e refused to be taken back and said "four'^
rj
The G
With more louder voice I said ''five
youth than kept quiet, The counter man filled up and
placed one, three and five gl
before
and two and
four glasses before him, I i
k tl
much to the
delight and astonish
of the
diance pres
A news
port
h hapj)tneil ^o b ll}crc 3
k

7^

)
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photograph, while I was consuming the milk and carried
a story that an old Sikh missionary of 60 years of age
drank nine glasses of milk and a young German of 22
could not consume more than six and so lost ihe ' ' b o u t "
which he himself had invited.
I t is well known fact that Germany has produced
y leading scientists, brave soldiers, outstanding sportsmen . On 28th August 1749^ a great poet Goethe was
b ;. He became poet of Court of Duke Carl August at
Wimecrin in 1775
. T h e house where he was born, spent his childhood
and young age has been kept as a Museum. O n 22nd
March 1944 the city F R A N K F U R T A M M A I N was
destroyed in the Second World War and the upper stories
of this historic house were also damaged. After the Second
World War Germany has stood on its feet again. A five
s(orey building T H E G O E T H E E H O U S E has also been
ted. Today the arch
contain about 10,000
Th Library is the quite compreh
manuscripts
GOETHEE LIBRARY I
f immense value to th
professors, students and research scholars. It has a good
Museum and contains many collections of oil paintings,
busts, sllhousettes, water colours and drawings from the
time of Goethee. People from far and wide come in
large numbers and pay their homage to the poet and
these thing
work
I
The two tallest Churches in the whole World are also
Country. O
East Germany and the other
is at Colone in West Germany, which I saw and climbed
up to the last stair, an the ripe age of sixtyone.
«
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population point of view, Ind
among the world
One upon
fifth
ni
a time she was ruled by Ind
past; and
continued to be under the influence of Hindu religion and
Hindu customs and traditions till today, despite the fact
that majority of its citizens obscribe to Islam religion.
Many burn their dead instead of burying them according
to Muslim laws.
•:
^

During my tour I stayed with a Sindhi merchant,
Kundanlal. His mother was a close friend of mother of
Dr. Sukarno and they called each other 'sisters', They
had often been seen visiting Hindu temples.
Like many politicians in his country, Dr. Sukarno also
_uffered many hardships for his country's freedom. His
friend Kundanlal, a graduate of Bombay University also
courted arrest for Indonesian freedom. He told me that
during his last travel in India he met Pandit Motilal at
Allahabad. His wife Saruprani accompanied the wife of
Kundanlal to many Hindu temples and treated her as
her own sister.
^

*
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I first met Dr. Sukarno at Payang airport. He was
scheduled to arrive there. I learnt about his visit a fev/
hours before I arrived there. I stayed at the airport to
receive Dr. Sukarno along with many Indian and Indonesian friends. I was also invited to attend a formal
74
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reception at the airport, where I was introduced to hirh
ot
up
and
shock
world
tour.
as a missionary
k
Dr.
Singh.
I
have
hand with
d ab
mission
H
e
enquired
if
I
P
had
ted Bali Island so far. I replied
personal letter to his Sindhi
He said that he would
there, if I visited
friend, who would
osp
the Island. I visited the island and enjoyed
lity of his friend for about four or five days.
ng for
a baby
I savv^ a dutch
O
having
hild was insisting
bus at a b
h a vendor was selling near by. T h e woman
banana, w
ds me and said to the
n pointing h
A'ill catch you and
Sard
erwi
Stop crying
you away. " I could not understand Dutch languag
I gathered that she
s and exp
but from h gest
I th
to
m
that impr
to the
d over and introduced myself
Europeans
are intelligent people. But what about
Then
bought a b a n a n a and presented tha.t to the child.
became happy to got that. She mistook me for a magician
because I
wore spotlessly white
beard
missionary
drcsn 'T
went
after taking my address promising to meet me later.
K

I

^ ^ ^ ^

After a fe
I was
surprised
my resid
She them gave me more details about h
self Sh was
versity professo
m
he
band. Even though
Dutch nor local language I met her three loving children
d h husband and enjoyed my stay at their resid
I spoke the language of

;

Stood and responded too well.
I found a book on Kashmir at a local bookshop. Its
heading was 'Kashmir K a j h a g r a ' . Government of India
explaining India's case on Kashmir to the Urdu knowing
countries. I bought a copy and went through its contents.
I found that the writer had distorted the facts and misrc
presented the case. I wrote to then Prime Minister Pandit
Nehru pointing out inaccuracies in the book, I pointed
out that the publication seemed to be a work of some
Pakistani agent, who might have been in the service of
the Indian Government. During my travels in many countries, I found that Pakistani propaganda against India
was conducted on more scientific lines and many of the
Indian embassies either took no notice of such propaganda
against India or did nothing to clarify India's position to
the people of those countries we admit jhagra.
r
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H
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In reply to my letter seeking appointment with Dr.
Sukarno, I was informed the president would be glad to
meet me any time. I found him a very simple man
without any official grandour or show. He was in the
dress of an ordinary citizen and was surprised to find
that visitors continued to visit him round the clock. He
was loved and admired by his countrymen. During my
thirty minutes interview with him. Dr. Sukarno spoke
feelingly about Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose. *'He was
superman" he said. At that end of my interview I presented him with a set of books on Sikh Religion. He got
up and came to see me off to the door a rare gesture by
the Indonesian president to any visitor.
He had all admiration for few thousand Sikhs living
r
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sn hIS Country. There are Twelve Sikhs Temples
and \^ry successful Khalsa English School at Madan in
this great Country.
%

Dr. Sukarno did
her influence In the
my stay there I saw
"US embassy against

not like the way USA was expanding
South East Asian countries. During
voilent demonstrations infront of the
the USA designs in this part of Asia.

H

On my return from Indonesia I wrote to Dr. Rajcndra
Prasad, the then Indian President as to how Pak propaganda was harming our image in the South East Assian
countries. I urged him to use his good influence with
Pandit Nehru to post real patriotic Indians in the Indian
embassies to counter act such anti-Indian propaganda.
• V
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1 have what it was mine to do^,
Love of the lowly, reverence for the poor.
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ven as a student of the Victor High School, Juilundur
Cantonment in 1908-1909 I had heard about
of
famous
wrestler
Kikkar
Sing
phy
P
by name, with blackish
A burly i dvocate Narain D
th
H e was
complexion was the manager of
known
as
Kikkar
Singh
by
tud
popularly
he visited
h
sch
often mad fu ofh
by the call of
h was mspectmg our ch
Wh
monitor, the students of my class suddenly stood up beroom, when he left
fore he had actually
the teacher pulled up the monitor for his careless action
for directing the student to stand up before he had actuatered the class. T h e monitor, who was a jolly
11
red person, said that the managers bulky belly had entered the class, when he was himself outside its premises.
Eve yone including our class teacher joined the fun of
laughter.
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After a few days I noticed, when I reached the school,
that there was quite a stir inside the school. We all
learnt that actui 1 Kikkar Sineh was at the Cantonment
Railway Station. W^e all left our class rooms and dashad
towards the station premises. He was abnormxally tall,
muscularly built up with jet black complexion. We all
clustered around him and azecl at with wondering eyes.

f
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He greeted us ni traditional Sikh way with folded hands
and said Sat Sri Akal to all of us. He agreed' to our
request and visited our school and talked to us The
mark of respect to the
closed th
hool
In about 1815-1916 Karim, Rahim
guished
real three b
mportant wres
and Ibla
Gujranw
City
d ft
I saw Karim
They all
I passed my High S
examination. He looked
ghed down by old age. As oft( 1 carried
ery m uch
sexy pictures of young dames as hei moved throngh
the main streets. He was often asked as
what the
dames told hfm. He would recite an urdu couplet to
amuse his listeners. H e was given to excess of drinking
and wa.s given to other vices ?,lso. He had won many
bouts in the neighbouring districts earlier. His younger
brother Rahim had won coveted title of Rustame Hind.
Once, he visited Lahore he was accorded a rousing
reception by his numerous admirers. At Gujranwala
I often passed the same way where he resided to attend
to my work as the proprietor of Khalsa Khadi Works.
He showed keen interest in meeting young boys and
giving them tips on heaUh and general hygienic setup.
His younger brother Ibla was connected with anti-social
elements and was often found in Jail.
•
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. Famous Gama won all India fame in ten years time.
He was also known among the greatest wrestlers of the
World. He was born in 1880. His younger brother Imam
Bux was also a well known wrestler. I vividlv remember
his famous bout with Rahim. Both fought ferociously
and the bout remained incolciusive even after two hours
or so. Gama defeated many Famous wrestlers from
L
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different countries and made fortune for himself. Gam^a
and PoUsh wrestler Stanley Zyblsco fought for two hours
in England. No one was defeated. He again fought
Zybisco at Patiala and defeated him in less then a minute.
My father Sardar Sunder Singh who himself was a good
wrestler saw the famous Gama Zybisco bout at Patiala
and told me that the audiance went wild, when it found
Zybisco lying flat with Gama pinning him on the ground.

1

The audience never expected a decision within a
twinkle of an eye. They expected the bout to be a long
1

W

«

drawn affair. It could never imagine that Gama who
was not appearing as strong as Zybisco could throw the
giant on the mat in flash of a second. Gama was given
a royal reception, when he visited Lahore after the bout.
Sardar Sadul Singh Caveeshar and Dr. Satyapal were
tlie prominent congress leaders who attended his reception. I was introduced to him by Mr. Caveeshar. I
with other leaders was asked to garland him on behalf
of the Punjab Congress Committee. He died in very
unfavorable circumstanccs*^ in Pakistan on May 2.2nd,
1960. He died unhonoured and unsung in condition cf
extreme poverty.
4
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I a Iso witnessed the historic bout between King Kong
and Harbans Singh at Dehra Dun. I was then a municipal commissioner and general seaxtary of Sri Guru Singh
Sabha. A prominent social worker, Babu Khan staked a
het of one hundred rupees on King Kong. But as things
would have it Harbans v/on the bout.
Next day we
approached both the wrestlers and invited them to the
Sikh Guidwara, They agreed and came and were honJ.*
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cured by the Gurdwara committee. I as^ain met Harbans
Singli at Colombo (Ceylon) in 1953. He hailed from
F

P

Kapurthala and people from that place owned a departmental store in Ceylon.
In 1952 I saw famous grappler Dara Singh at Singapore securing a discisive win against a renowned wrestler,
I was asked to report the bout for a local paper, Navjeevan, owned by the Sikh Community there. Dara Sin<2rh
O
soon became popular with the crowd in the South East
Asian countries and he won many bouts against well
known wrestlers.
r

r

I th
d to India and worked for the
of the All India Sikh Educational Conference at Kanpur
for forty, days. Dara Singh happened to enter the main
conference pandal along with a few famous wrestlers.
He spotted me on the dias and came and touched my
knees as a mark of respect. I then introduced him to
Governor Munshi and the audience. I again met him at
Srinagar in 1954. Later he joined the films and became
a successful actor also.
w

On my tour in 1957 I visited many towns in Canada
and addressed many meetings. They were widely covered
by the local press. Famous wrestler, Zybisco, who also
my visit to calgary
lived
red
fe ead report
uch with a local paper and obtained
town. He go
unexpected
prised me with
He
my hotel add
He talked
visit. He also brought a basket of fru
he got from
d the receptic
to Ind
about
Maharaja Patiala, when he fought against Gam I. ''You
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belong to a great community and know how to honour a
wrestler although aftcY* he is defeated". He then talked
about presents he received from the Maharaja when he
left Patiala for Poland after the bout. "Do you think you
could beat Gama in another bout," I asked. Gama was
too much for me. I remember how he suddenly bent low
and went for my leg. I don's know how he gripped it
rightly and threw me on the mat, I did not know how it
happened
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I also met Jack DAMSEY, the German heavy weight
world champion bouncer and famous wrestler in New
York. He was happy to know about India wrestlers,
Gama, Harbans Singh and Dara Singh from me. He
expressed his desire to visit India. We also talked about
Duslas Fairbank film star and his role in Thcif of
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S y e d Yiisiif Shah
yed Yusuf Shah has been a patriot to the last tip of
his toe. His many sided activities have always been
a source of strength and inspiration to me. I am
proud of the fact that I had the rare privilege of knowing
Shah Saheb intimately and studied from close quarters
as to how determinedly he worked for the freedom of
our country against terrific odds.

h

Shah Saheb was born at Srikote in District Hazara in
NWFP in 1882. He became overseer and somehow
managed to reach Singapore in search of employment.
The question of division of Bengal was the important
problem agitating the patriots throughout the country at
that time. Many Bengali youngmen were thrown into
prison_, many others were hanged and suffered terrible
hardships at the hands of the alien rulers.

*

>

He joined a batch of energatic youngmen under the
leadership of one Munna Singh a Sikh of Punjab and all
of them pledged to wrench the freedom from the unwilling
foreign hands. One of their plans was to organise raids
at strategic points in the country and kill as manyEnglishmen as possible. They had collected as many arms as
they could lay their hands on for the job. They also
started imparting military training to other Indians in
many south Asian countries. But unfortunately the plan
leaked out and many of the members of the batch were
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arrested and put In prison for an Indefinite period. Shah
Saheb along with his one colleague jumped from the boat
into the sea, when they were being brought to a steamer
bound for India.
They somehow swam across and
reached a lonely place in a remote island and rested
there. Munna Singh also managed to escape and i cached
Pandichari, where he spent major portion of his life, No
one heard about him for many years.
4

While walking on the beach. Shah Saheb saw a dead
body of a labourer resembling him greatly. He went
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near the dead body and undertook to pay some amount
to the very poor relations of the dead man, in case they
allowed him to put his clotlies to the dead man and have
his clothes in exchange. They agreed and this was done.
He even had the word Shah Saheb tatooed on his arm
and left the scene. The relations of the dead threw his
body Into the sea as they could not raise necessary funds
to perform the last rights. The dead body swam through
and talcpn out by Police. Many people in the neighbouring island learnt about the *news' of the death of
Shah Saheb. Even the En8;lish rulers of Singapore
believed that the patriotic Shah was also dead. But Shah
Sahib managed to join a ship as a rating and reached
Japan in 1913. After a few months he donned the garb
of a 'fakir' and reached Germany before the start of the
first world war. He issued an appeal in Urdu and
English to the Indian armies not to fight on behalf of the
alien rulers. He urged them to throw them out. The
German Government had the appeals issused in lakhs
and had them distributed all over the place in Europe and
Asia where ever the Indian armies h a d ' b e e n stationed.
84
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But when Germany was defeated at, the war, Shah Saheb
reached Turkey via Italy and joined an English school as
a teacher. H e stayed there for about two years and then
reached Afganistan after journeying througli Iraq. Iran
and other places. He met King ImanuUah and surprised
him with his vast knowledge of holy Q u r a n and other
subjects. He was also an accomplished musician and
played on ' R a b a b ' very well. T h e king helped him to
work as a petty contractor at Khaiber Railway Construe4

tion.

At that time I was incharge of our military supply
depot near the Khaiber Pass. My uncle was a military
contrator of some lepute. At that time Akali movement
for liberation of the Sikh shrines from tutelage of
*mahants' was in full swing both in Punjab and NVVFP
and had attracted the attention of nationalist leaders all
over the country. A sturdv Pathan once came to the
residence of Mr. Shiv Singh, SDO who was incharge of
Construction. He took ofl' his shoes and covered his
head as a mark of respect for Guru Granth Saheb. We
all learnt that he was Shah Saheb. He also spoke a few
words on 'he occasion, which attracted me to him
immensely. Soon we become close friends and pledged
to work for the freedom of our countrv.
•
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Shah Saheb had married the daughter of the voimoer
brother of very powerful Malik Abdul J a b a r Khan. At
that time his wife was expecting a child. I also learnt
that my wife also was in the family way. We both struck
an agreement that m case I had a son and the Shah
Saheb a daughter, we both would have them married.
As God wished Shah Saheb had a dauafhter and I was
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blessed with a son. She was named Khudeja and Shah
Saheb had her engaged to my young son and promissed
to have them married when they grew up. But unfortunately she died before she was three years old. Till she
died Shah Saheb used to send sweets to my place to upkeep the engagement on promise on festival days.
When my family members were at Peshawar, I left
through Khaiber Pass in the garb of a Muslim along with
Shah Saheb and reached Afganistan. I had sent few
postcards to a friend with the instructions that they may
be posted from Calcutta after a regular interval. I wanted
to give an impression that I was at Calcutta. My scheme
worked well.
\

Ever since I settled down in N W F P my
were
being watched by the authorities. One L. Bishesharnath
Kapoor was the police officer incharge of watching my
movements. He was the father of ShreePrithviraj Kapoor,
famous character actor Bombay. But somehow the
Governmental agencies were convinced that I was away
at Calcutta as my wife got dak from there. In the meanwhile we both continued our journey and reached at the
feet of Raja Mahendra Pratap, old Indian revolutionary.
I was not surprised to find a number of Sikhs already
with the Raja S
Raja Saheb was a great think
who was convinced that non-violence and spinning wheel
of Mahatma Gandhi would never bring freedom to th
th
Gandhi
belonged
countrv. He used
th
y
with th
deal
business community ar d had b
^problem* of Indian freedom in a businessman's way H
always believed that India should encourage a foreign
power to invade the country from outside and the patriotic
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Indians and the army should organise revolt inside the
country. He wanted the Sikhs of the Punjab and Bengali
from Bengal to join hands and make the scheme a success.
After some time Shah Sahib was advised to return
however continued
back to Kabul by Raja Saheb.
reached Russia.
my journey with the leader. When
I too was advised to go back and contact Shah Saheb and
continue our work together as Pathans. I reached Peshawar
and started my political activities under Dr. C.C. Ghosh
who was then the president of the NWFP congress com-
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There was some mention of a book Rangeeli Rasul'
by one Rajpal Shararat Samaji.
contained
unhealthy remarks against the Profit.
the foreign
rulers seized the opportunity and got the
printed in
thousands and arranged its free distribution, to defame the
profit in the Pathans. This had started a bitter controversy and Pathans were bent upon doing some thing to
redeem their honour. They organised a number of protest
meetings all over the NWFP. Shah Saheb was
invited to address these meetings in Pushto. He bodly
dubbed Rishi Dayanand as a British spy who had been
paid Huge sums by the foreign rulers to defame
Founders of many Religions. Even the Mahatma Gandhi
had dubbed his Book with these words 'I have not read
a more disappointing hook'. H e emphasised
us teachers commanded universal respect
service of mankind and love of God,
number of such meetings, and saved the situation.
On October 26, 1924 Mahatma Gandhi wrote in Young
India **Where ever you find Arya Samajists
and energy, but having a narrow outlook
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habits. They either quarrel with the people of other
denominations and failing them with one another
Later I joined Khan Abdul GhaffarKhan and toured
tlic N W F P villages extensively, advising the people to
bovcott the British goods and work for the freedom of the
country, Sardar Sardul Singh Kaveeshar, who was then
inVharge of the N W F P congress activities came in touch
with Shah Sahcb through me. H e too was immensely
in*^preV§edl)y his" selfless work and devotion to the cause
of the country's freedom. H e wrote to M a h a t m a Gandhi
about the valuable work of Shah Saheb both in India and
foreign couhtries. Gandhi J i expressed a desire to meet
g of Mr. J
him and sent a dep
d Jai Ram
Bajaj', Kaveesharji ai d Mr: Devda;s Gandh
Das Daulat Rani to contact im and pursuade him to
fo
d ussions. Shah Saheb
visit Wardh
form
d the deputationists with pr5per honour and fiested
d to undertake the journey and
m
But he d
meet M a h a t m a G a n d h as he had no faith n Gandhi;
amme
d
ed that in the fir: world was
Gandhiji helped the British. Hundreds of pat :s wh
from abroad lost their lives only
of thi
bl d
He
th
should be the duty of th
gress leaders to ask the people to rise in revolt ag;
iF foreign rulers and snatch freedom from their unwi
fc)
ds by. fo
Th
d
did
not
like
his
g
m and'came back and reported the whole matter
Gandhij
Shah Saheb could speak U r d u , Persian, Pushto, Turkish
E^nglish a n d German la g
Id recite
He
portions of-'Sukhmani Saheb' (Gurhani) by heart
^r
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My Girl Friend
ou should not be surprised to find Dr. Khalsa, who
has all along led a simple and disciplined life during his seven goodwill world tours talking about his
r

girl friend. Yes, I am immensely happy to admit that
I have a girl friend. She was popularly known as Charan
Kaur, who also lived as my life long partner. I can't tell
you what she meant to me as a loving wife a dotting girl
•

friend, a jovial companion and a steadfast follow traveller
on thfe path of life through thick and thin cobweb of life.
She never faltered or fumbled in her love for me. She
in fact had all the qualities that I could look forward to in
an ideal girl friend cum a loving wife.
We had many things in common. O u r love for Sikh
scriptures bound us in a bond of lasting fellowship. It
was not just muttering sorpe hymns of Gurbani in a
mechanically way. We both had developed abiding faith in
every word enshrined in Granth Saheb. This bond was
corner stone of our happy married life. She suddenly left
me along and departed for her heavenly home on April,
28, 1970. Many friends, including Mr. Hukam Singh,
Governor of Rajasthan, Mr. Swaran Singh, the then Defence Minister and Sant Fateh Singh, president of the
Shiromani Akali Dal sent me inspiring messages condoling her untimely death from India and abroad.
Sg
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the girl friend I
prised, bee
b
don
S"oiiisr to talk about is not a women, but a man. Th
dinary
girl friend
there are a number of men found in ahnost all the countries who are more known for their pronounced womanish
habits and strange unmanly behavior.
I met one such
friend at Narobi. I was surprised to find him eating raw
cabbage. T h e n while travelling through Congo and
Algeria one Ranjit Singh took me in his car through the
green country side. We saw many wild animals freely
roaming about on both sides of the road. The car suddenly
halted and we learnt that its engine had developed a
serious trouble. We got down and walked a few miles on
foot through the dence forest and reached a nearby town.
He then phoned one 'Kalyugi Brahaman' and directed
him to send another car to pick us up. Soon the car
arrived and we all reached t h e town. O n way to the
town I learnt that the Kalyugi Brahaman and Rattan
Singh were real brothers. They named their show as
'Sharma Stores' and traded in wines and other drinks.
He narrated an incident in which a bottle of bear suddenly fell down and broke. He then poured the contents
of the bottle in a glass and drank to the last sip. He
seemed to enjoy the act and we learnt that he had made
a habit to throw the bear bottle on the ground and pour
out the remaining contents in separate glasses and drink
to his satisfaction. His elder brother who often watched
him doing the funny act, offered to share the remaining
stuff with him. When some one asked as to why they were
drinking the left out : tuff from the brok
bottles, wh
they could afford a fresh stock, he replied that they were
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Kalyugl B

ndonesia 1 vv^as introduced to
ans .
a Sikh gentleman, who was popularly known as a 'crank
(Jhalla).
reminded me of one Harnam Singh^ who
court judge of the Punjab High
later on became
spitter because
known
Court, He was
unconsciously spat while he talked and later on as a cran
paculiar habits distinguished him all
'Jhalla'.
time and brought him before the public in a strange way
He was a fearless social worker and a very good Sikh,
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Another shopkeeper in Singapore a s ' U n c l e ' ,
how he did not like beins: addressed as an
but had gained much prominence by that nickname,
Vancover I found one person known as *Bunga'because he
hailed from that village in the Jullunder district, He had
worked for freedom struggle of India from distant Canada
Another person a Madrasi Was known
cause he often misguided
them of huge sums of money. One Kartar Singh v as also
known as Bari Kainchi'Scissor*. Both of them
these titles because they often advised
tended to secure emigration rights in Canada to shave c^ff
their hairs
become *patats'.
who earn nicknames
account
qualities.
Bhai Sorain Singh of Mohim near Nakodai
was known
'Bhai' brother
serve all and sundry at all hours.
d
ofh
try
popular throughout the country.
I

After many months I reached New
tion of one
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bf the U.S. Parliament* Me had jUst returned after meet^
ing Nehru in India. He had met master Tara Singh also,
while in Punjab. We discussed the phght of the Sikhs
in India. The Congress Leaders have backed out o
their proiriises solemnly given to them at the Lahore
Congress Session in 1929» We agreed that Sikh leadership
failed. It was the unwise act of master T a r a Singh not
to got carved out seperate place for this brave Commu*
nity Sikhs were only 1 1 % in population in Punjab, but
they paid 40% of the total land revenue and they were
2 5 % in the armed forces
When it was agreed that
three communities, Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs live in
India and Gandhi, Jinnah and Tara Singh were their
admitted leaders.

U.N.O
I had planned to p
th case of Sikl
After reading that he agreed and advised me to request
Masterji to send immediately S. Hukam Singh speaker or
any body else, who speaks good English. This will be
known as two mens deputation of a very patriotic and
heroic Sikh minority in India, which is being forced to extension. This my request to master T a r a Singh sent under
registered cover reached Pandit Nehru through Giany
Ajmer Singh, who was working as Secretary toMasterTara
Singh. Pandit Nehru complained to the U.S.A. Government against Mr. Sandhu. He told me. This trailer
Ajmrr Singh took Rs. 2000/- (two thousand rupees) and
G iany Harbhajan Singh Office Secretary to the S.G.P.Ck
was paid Rs. 500-00 to give witnesses on Commission.
Both not only sold th
for greed
d
great names ot Shromani Akali Dal and the S G.P.C. and
I
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the authorities of these two biggest Sikh organizations
and the honour of the brave AkaU Sikhs of Canada, who
had sent Rupees fourtyfour thousand cash and a batch
of 25 AkaU Sikhs from ten thousand miles, who courted
arrest for the honour of their community in 1925. These
two Secretaries are now named as Gaddars (traitors).
I gave a very important talk in Y.M.C.A. Hall at
New York on " I n d i a , under Nehru and world peace"
(The photo copy of that is also attached in this book).

I

i

After the lecture I was introduced to an American,
who wanted me to meet his girl friend, Wc went together
and 1 was then introduced to one Ramkrishan Madok.
He was a leader of Harijans in India and had become a
Christian^ He left India and settled down in USA and
married an Ameri€an woman. His wife also lectured
and they made a decent living there. He was in the habit of inviting Indians, who had recently landed there to
their residence <anti enjoyed serving Indian dishes to them.
H e often addressed all th« American wom-en as my girl
friends. Wh^en a friend asked as to why he dared to
address every woman in America as his girl friend^ he often lairgh^d a n d said th-at they were his girl fri-ends
m previous life. He too was nicknamed as ^girP fri<end
After many ye-ars he returned and settled down in Bombay, where he died. He wa^ jewel of men.
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Home Minister Piiilliniiies;
sent a letter from Hongkong to the organisers of the
Sikh Temple at Manila that I would hke to be
there in connection with birthday celebration of
Gnru Nanak. But as circumstances would have it I was?
detained by the Sikh Sangat at J a p a n and celebrated
Guru Nanak's birthday at Kobe. With the help of a
prosperous Sindhi merchant Mr. Motwani I set up a
Sikh Temple there. I then sent another communication
to the Manila Sangat that I have been held up in J a p a n
on account of factors beyond my control and that I would
like to be with them on the occasion of bJFthday of Guru
Gobind Singh. A^ I wanted to '^•pend some time in>
Phillipines, I approached the embassy of that office ir>
apan for the visa permission, I was granted permission
for a period of a tnonth for my stay in Phillipines. But
again as things would have I could not leave accordins;
to my schedtiled programme,
I again approached the
embassy authorities who were good enough to sanctioa
me again further period of a month
r
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I informed the Manila Sangat telegraphieally about m y
programme to reach there.. I reached there at II a.m. the
next day. I &aw an Indian merchant moved hurridely
from one room toatiother. They were in search of a writer,
who did not come that day. When I was abqut to
collect my goods at the counter, I was stunned by a state'*0 i

I

;l
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mt by the counter clerk that I could not land and enter
Phillipin€S as I had not any guarantee form filled up
by compet^nat authoriti
I told him that ther€ was
need for a guarantee form as the Government o f
Fhiliipines as represented by its Ambassador in J a p a n had
sanctioned my stay period of a month. Even then the
clerk insisted that there was still need for a gurantee
form dully filled up. I informed him that I was a world
tourist and had visited many countries and no where the
authorities demanded any guarantee form and it was
ge syste
strange that the Phillipine Governirient had
^'^Either furnish the guarantee form dully filled or you will
not be allowed to enter Phillipines," he announced
emphatically. He even ignored my plea that the authorities were discriminatinsfo against tourist from India. I
said that I had already landed there with valid papers
and did not feel any need to furnish any guarantee form.
I later learnt that a few clerks working at the airport had
hit upon a novel method of extracting illegal money from
the new entrants by demanding so called a guarantee form
dully filled. I then showed him my passport ar d visa
papers which were complete and said that I would
; form as there was no need for it.
furnish any guara
th my goods and the clerk stood
I then walked out
aghast at my ^'daring act

\

A number of foreign tourists who were present at the
airport at that time appreciated my step. The Indians at
temple also narrated thei rexperiences as to how the clerks
fleeced them under the pretext of collecting guarantee
forms.
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At that time when I was having my tiff with the
counter clerk, I saw that some had photographed me,
while I was explaining my position lucidly. He had possibly heard our conversation and was surprised when I
said", Here I am going. If you have any authority you
can detain m e " . He was a local journalist, who had
come to receive some dignatory. H e agreed with me
that there was little justification in demanding any
guarantee form, when all papersjpassport and visa etc
were complete.
H e also hinted that the clerk was
encouraged by some unlettered Indians, who paid him
hush money and got permission to enter the country without the so called guarantee forms. He came forward and
introduced himself to me. He also offered me a lift in his
car. At the gate my Sindhi host and Bhai Bachitar Singh
met me. They were worried. How have you been allowed
to come out as the guarantee form is not yet ready,
There is no need for that I said. Sindhi gentleman
brough me at his residence in his car to meet his aged
mother. When I left Tokyo it was snowing and here it
was too hot so I got my bath and lunched with the family.
When all were sleeping, with the Indian driver of the car
of my host's, I reached the Sikh temple and told the driver
Sethji should m
me tomorrow
0 A.M. in the
empl
a room
Sethji came th
day. I
for me for ten days had already been fixed at a good h
We all th
to the \ otel. T h e proprietor was a good
rn
H greeted us cordially. H e was happy to know
tha' I wa s a missionary on world good w
I told
him
there were
missionaries
mber of Ch
jn
dia'doing good huma
work. I told him that
J
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I would like to stay at the Sikh temple as your missiona
ries stay in the churches and that he should return the
cheque already deposited with him bySethji. I also offered
that he could deduct the charges for a day, if he so liked.
dition th
d that he woul d so on one
H
should agree to aine with him. He said that he would
invite a few Christian missionaries and all of us would
talk about God and His wavs.
My Indian friends Vv'ere worried that Khalsa ji might
be put to trouble as he had entered the country without
furnishing any guarantee form
The) even conveved
their fear to me. I asked them not to worry leave me on
God alone. I told them that I had already written about
the whole incident to the H o m e Minister Phillipines and
th
d that my
he had invited me
talk as heard by a journalist, with the counter clerk had
already been flashed by a prominent local daily. H e had
also read the report and sent for the clerk concerned, who
was pulled up and was suspended. My countrymen were
thus saved from this botheration of furnishing any guarantee form.
L

Manila is a well known city all the world over, It is
wn as the city of universities as it has about two d
universities within its fold. Its ten mile long route all along
the sea side has its own beauty and grandeur. It has big
shops and tall buildings. I found that the Sikh temple
there was not yet complete. I then made'arrangement
with the help and support of the local population to set up
a school with Punjabi and Hindi teaching facilitv

The
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Sindhls have more then fifty cloth shops and are quite
prospered.
The Punjabis are generally employed as
watchmen in many American stores and concerns. M r .
Avtar Singh Bihla, Vv'hom I met there was a good natured
m a n . I also learnt that there was a hotel known as 'Magic
Eg '. It supiied boiled eggs, which had salt mixed all
over, before they were lealed out. Many visitors often
carried binaculars and scanned the eggs to find out whea
ther they were split from any place. T h e country became
free after the second world war and is well set on the
path to further social economic progress.
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"Religious books contain the mind of God, the state of
man, doom for sinners and happiness for believers".
I
I

' ' W e profess a Religion that we do not much care to
knov/ we practice it halfheartedly, therefore we do not
posses it".
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R. G. Rajagopalchari is known for his matured
political wisdom and sharp shrewdness. I still recall
a reply I got from Shriman Sant Teja Singh, when
a
Are
we talked about his qualities of head and heart.
you talking about one who is represented as fox in the
Indian politics", he said. ' Yes ' I replied. Remember
Rajaji's wisdom is second to none in the country," he
added. Raja ji is wise, most sincere and God fearing.
According to an old fable once a lion asked small animals if they smelled any thinff foul in his mouth. Only
a jackal could muster courage and said that he did smell
some thing foul. T h e lion then asked some other animal
as to what he felt. He replied that he did not smell any
thing at all. T h e lion howe ver treated both the animals
alike and brushed them awav. He then asked a fox as to
what was the real position. She cunningly replied that she
was suffering from cold and was not in a position to smell
anything. T h e lion immediately recognised the wisdom
of the action of the fox for refusing to speak about the
foul smell by pretending that she was suffering from cold.
The entire lot of our congress leaders have sacrifised the
unity of the country recognised partition of the country
as that alone gave them access to political power quickly.
The Indian National Gongress should have rejected the
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Macdonald Award stipulating separate electorate for the
country. Dr. Ansari who was then the congress presi
dent went and implored Garidhi to accept the award In
toto and threatened that in case the congress rejected the
award the Indian Muslims would boycott the congress
enblock. T h e threat seemed to work as the congress
ultimately neither accepted nor rejected the award. This
concssion proved too costly for the country and it had to
be partitioned in 1947.
It was in 1916 when the country for the first time saw
that H i n d u and Muslim voters' lists were being prepared
separately on rank communal lines. It was a big blunder,
which w^ent unchallenged both by the eminent congress
and progressive elements in the country. It carried caption Muslims and none-Muslim I pointed out the horrors
of this misc hevious move to Pandit M a d a n Mohan
Malaviya at D e h r a D u n m 1934. I then stayed for a
week with h i m . H e too seemed to be unworried about
t

the gravity of the situation and ignored my warning. Later
he got convinced that the commiUnal virus had already
eaten vitals of our national life and I proved correct when
I saw t h a t about ten lakhs of people weie killed and
many more were driven out from their ancestral homes and
thousands of w/omanfolk were dishonoured in the streets of
Punjab and Bengal.
It was none except Rajaji who saw that Pakistan
would be a reality a fevv/ years before it was actually carved out and had advocated exchange of population from
one country to another to avoid bloodshed on both sides.
It was his sheer political foresight, which saw through the
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complicated state of affairs the shape of things, which
emerged out a few years hence. But as illuck would have
the warning vuas not accepted by the congress leaders, who
were hasty for chairs.

1

I reached Madras on my
I /as m 1965
tour.
I spoke in various schools and colleges and
Sikh Gurdwara. My talks were covered by th o local
^ress
Question
period
for
as
well.
F
€sting part of m.y lectures, when I invited questions on all
subjects and answered them. Som.e one asked, " H o w cow
could be protected in free I n d i a ? " ''Which cow -Hindu
cow or the Muslim cow," I asked in reply. The congress
could not protect the cow as it was not a cow worshipper.
Real worshippers of cow are in America and Europe, who
s erve her well and get eight to ten times more milk than
ve do in India, I said. We always found that cows moved
about freely
the streets
IS. They often
dirt filth ar d
hat-so-eve c a m e
wav. " W h a t h o
quality of milk can we
ept from our neglected
I said. No Hindu had suffered hardships for the protection of the cow and none had been hanged so far. O u t
of six, five military contractors who supplied cow meat to
the British forces. All five of them happened to be Hindus
and one was Christian. Many Agarwals advance money
to Muslim butchers who kill cows and sell its meat in the
open bazar.
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It niay be a piece of information to many, when I saw
that it is the Sikhs who have suffered for the cause of cow
protection. It was May 10, 1872 when the Engiish Deputy
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Commissioner Mr. Kawan put before cannon fifty one
Sikhs because they demanded ban on Slaughter House at
Amritsar. They had somehow succeeded in saving the
lives of about 250 cows and 27 calves, brought there for
slaughtering purposes and had killed all the butchers. In
1910 one Kartar Singh was hanged at Gujranwala because he organised anti-cow slaughter campaign and killed
five butchers, who announced their intention to kill cows
in his presence. Again in 1914 one T a r a Singh was hanged in Sialkot, because he killed four butchers. His companions succeeded in freeing a number of cows and calves
after his death.
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Another ticklish question which I was asked to answer
was our language problem. My reply has always been that
the language is one which the people speak spontaneously
and not one which is imposed on them through Governmental legislations. We all speak common words like motor, post ofhce, glass, school, hotel, hospital, radio, master,
doctor, station etc. Th y
ly understood
the country. But orthodox Hindus have coined strange
words for such easily understood words and are out to
impose them with the help of the Government order on
the rest of the country. The Hindi as our national language could be accepted and approved by .he Parliament
only with the casting vote of Mr. Gurmukh Singh
Musaffar. This vote could be secured only with the help
of veteran national leaders like Pandit Pant, Dr. Kailash
nath Katju. Mr. Mahavir Tyagi, M r . K . D . Malaviya,
Parshotam Dass Tandon and Seth Gobind Dass who moved about for votes. This has led some Hindu fanatics to
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think that they can impose Hindi on the rest of the country at the cost of numerous regional languages. They are
still pursuing that mad policy. This would inevitably
lead to division of the country in many small ports and
the future historians will not spare so called ' H i n d i
Lovers' for their part in hastening pace of such a division
in the next ten or fifteen years.
I have all along been maintaining that the study of
English was essential for maintaining unity of the country.
T h e r e is no h a r m in recognising EngHsh as our additional
language. It should not be forgotten that English is the
most popular vehicle of expression both in India and all
the world over. I n fact India is not a single homogenious
of so many small units, which
ntry. It is conflig
can be termed countries according to any definition of the
world. M a n y countries have 2-3 court languages.

O

\IR
I wa
d to peak
the JuUund
Station a few minutes earlier only
S
I reached
to be told that my talk had been refixed at 7 p.m. instead
of the earlier time of 4.30 p.m. I was to speak on 'Indians
in C a n a d a ' . When I went for my talk, I was told by my
friend Mr. Harbhajan Singh ' R a t t a n ' that the Station
Director wanted to meet me before my talk. W h e n I
met him he wanted to know if I was the same Dr. Khalsa
who critcised the decision of the Government to recognise
only Hindi our national language and did not
"Akash
All India Radio Stations be addressed
same Dr. Khalsa
Kenders". I said that I was
wanted to know as to what was his objection
RadiTO Stations be known as Radio Stations instead of
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Akash Vani Kenders'? H e could not reply, and said
that he had only to follow the official policy.I spoke
as a representative of the brave Sikh community, which
has contributed much more than its numerical number's
warranted for the freedom of the country and in safeeacher
guarding our newly won freedom from th
hands of Chinese ar d Pakistanis. It is absurd to c all
Radio as Akash Bani.
(

(

While I was at Madras I wrote to the secretary of
Mr. G. Rajagopalchari for an interview. I got the reply
the next day that I could come tomorrow evening. I was
conducted to his study room when I reached his residence.
I found a thin lean man leanin on a sofa gazing attentively at me, as soon as he asked me to take my seat, He
shot the first question at me when he asked as to how
many national languages India should have ? I replied
two. He asked me why? I respectfully explained that
you might have read in the local press my expressions
about my Country's language controversy.
a

•

In Canada there are ten Provinces. In one province
Quebec' 80% people speak French. T h e whole country
speak English. I that
country French and Engh both are National lang
In South Africa English
0
id Danish are two court
I
Belg
40
o
g
speak French
d 60°/0 S peak German, both
court
I
Switzerland 80% peopl
peak
g
German
0 French, 7 i % Ital
Th
are th
three co"
I
y sm
ntry Sing
to
G
0
o
90 0
pie speak Gh
3 Tan
1
Ind
7 /o local language Malai, and English as I
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language, ail these four languages are court languages.
In Czechoslavakia there are three court languages. India
is not a small country but a sub continent. If our country
also wants to remain united, English should also be
continued to be recognised as our additional official language, " I emphasised.
ma
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Another question, which he w^anted me to answer was
that why did not now the Sikhs recognise Master T a r a
Singh as their leader. H e was surprised to hear my
reply. " I t is impossible, for brave Sikh community,
because- Master Tara Singh has proved a greedy, coward
and a bluffer. It is better if he retired from active politics.
Earlier the better." He remained leader for long by creating and keeping decentions. Moreover to their good luck
the community has got a new good leader Sant Fateh
Singh, a man of sacrifice. He looked bewildered some
time and said after a while that he also sent a telegram
to Master T a r a Singh not to undertake indefinate fast
unto death. He disregarded my advice," he said. I then
told him what Saint Teta Singh, who taught Master T a r a
Singh at the Khalsa College thought about him He
advised Masterji not to proceed with the threatened fast
advice of his teacher
gnored
unto death H
T h a t fast proved flop and shamed the glorious Sikh History.
Rajaji said that he believed that Master T a r a Singh, who
had collected huge funds from many parts of the country
and abroad would support Swatantra Party in Punjab, so
I am calling him here in Madras for mutual co-operation.
I did not think Raja ji was wrong, because I had known
k opportunist. He
Master T a r a Singh as
Madras on Raja ji's call.
10 J
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aja Mahendra Pratap
Decemb
yal family. He studied under foreig
dinary
hibited
d
m his
y tla)
interest in gaining knowledge about human psychology.
He got married in an aristocratic family and received a
dowry worth about rupees one lakh or so.
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He attended the Calcutta Session of the Indian
National Congress as a delegate. Dadabhai Naroojee
presided over the session. There he came in close touch
with the top congress leaders and was particularly impressed by sincerity of Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Maharaja
Baroda and Mr. B.C. Pal. He felt the paramount need of
freeing his motherland from the foreign yoke. He was
also impressed by their simple and straight forward
approach to the problem. All of them appeared earnest
in seeking identification with the needs of the common
man although all of them had acquired foreign education
and picked up its salient features. He himself started
wearing hand spun Khaddar. This came as a rude shock
to his rich in-laws and many of his close relations
He travelled abroad with his wife Balbir Kaur and
visited Europe and America. On May 24, 1909 Raja
announced his decision to set up a school for the benefit
loS

I

of the children of the poor and neglected children to mark
the birth of his first baby. The institution was named
"Pr em Mahavidyala". He bore all its expenses in early
years and allocated the revenue of five villages to meet
the expenses. All important national leaders^—Mahatma
Gandhi, Mr. C. F. Andrews and others visited his school
and appreciated his zeal to serve the cause of education of
the poor and neglected section of the society.

«

Needless to say that I have read biographies of many
Indian and foreign leaders and nation builders. But the
events of the life of Raja Sahib from 1886 to 1941 have
strong under-current of robust patriotism and ;spirit of
dedicated service to humanity. They have a long way in
inspiring and influencing m.any leaders, who took up the
cause of educational advancement of the masses. Not
only this Raja ji set up Indian Governments in many
foreign countries, he visited from time to time to enlist
Vivid and
support of his numberless foreign friends.
absorbing account of these events of chronicles in his
celebrated book 'My Life History of Fifty Years'. O n
page 62 the Rajaji wrote that he became a true socialist,
when he renounced riches of his father and father-in-laws
and indentified himself with the suffering humanity. H e
expressed this view in hi s talk with a friend at Kabul
"If I get the whole world, I will still give it to the poor
people I hold that no individual should own any part of
In 1929 at Berlin he started 'World Fedrethe world.
tion' monthly. It is being published these day's also.
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Ever since I started reading newspapers, I have been
impressed by graphic account of patriotic activities of th
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Raja Sahib how a Maharaja endowed with immense
riches renounced a life of luxury and comfort and became
a true servant of the suffering humanity and a servant of
God. He also travelled in many foreign lands moblising
support for the cause of India's freedom. This struck
me the most.
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I first met the Raja Sahib in Gazni Afganistan along
with Syed Yusuf Shah. He wore simple Khaddar and
had sported a beard. He had a strong built body and
appeared impressive among his followers. He asked me
and others, whom he met to work zealously for the cause
of India's freedom. Shah Saheb introduced me as
Mohammed Hussain, because I was travelling in the garb
of a Muslim when I left India. H e believed in simple
living and often said, '^Simple food inculcates spirit of
fearlessness, hardworking and service of humanity'.
I was also stuck by his fearless and frank views about
the English rulers. He very strongly believed that the
English rulers would not leave India on account of nonviolence and Charkha of M a h a t m a Gandhi. He often
said that the English men were a b rave nation and know
the Language of bravery on
He held the view that
the countrymen could have driven the English rulers out,
if the masses and particularly the Indian Army had helped
in the job. But this did not happen, because Gandhiji
himself was busy recruiting soldiers in the first world war
for the foreign rulers and supported war efforts, Hundreds
of Indians, who came from Canada, U.S.A. and other
countries mostly the Sikhs lost their lives and many of
them were hanged, because they opposed the participation
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o f l n d i a i n a war, which was not of her own free choice.
Rajaji also believed that Indian Army could fight for the
cause of freedom of the country by refusing to obey
orders of its foreign officers. He wanted a few selfless
workers to go about and create such an atmosphere in the
army. I was particularly asked to work among the
He
Pathans, because I could speak Pashto fluently,
believed that the Pathans as robust men were always
against foreign domination and that it was essential to
enlist their support to drive the English rulers out. I
came back to the N . W . F . P . & adjoining areas and mixed
freely with the Pathans and gave them the message of
Ap
became hot for me
Rajaj
Th
1932, whe
I was ordered to quit N . W . F . P . by the Govt. At that
time I was working as the Vice President of N.W.F.P.
Congress Committee at Peshawar and a Press correspondent and Chief Agent for an Insurance Company.
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After two and a half years I settled down at Dehradun
nd was a Municipal Commissioner th
I learnt th
the daughter Prem Pratap K a u r and son Prem Pratap
Singh of Raja Sahib had settled down there at Rajpur.
I started meeting them. His only son bought a good
plot of land on my request, where I got built the first
Sikh Temple at Rajpur Distt. Dehradun,

^

I learnt that Raja Sahib was to visit Dehra Dun in
August 1946 after his return to India from 32 years forced
exile. H e was given warm welcome wherever he went.
When he reached Dehradun, Congress organised a big
reception in his honour. About twenty thousand people
Jittended the function. When I was called upon to speak.
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I first went near him and touched his feet, before I
commenced my speech. This surprised him a bit. But
when I said that I am no other person but Mohd. Hussain,
who had the good luck to serve him in the garb of a
Muslim in Afganistan. He became overjoyed. For a
while he looked at me carefully, then got up from his
chair, came forward towards me, first he embraced me
and then placing both his hands on my head, he blessed
me. He also eulogised my services as a faithful follower
and a fluent speaker of Pashto. He also humorously reever his qualities, he was not a good
h
ked th
cook and could not prepare food well. After he left Dehra
Dun I made three attempts to meet him in different parts
of the country. But every time I could not succeed, as
Rajaji had moved to other places due to his earlier
commitments. In 1954 I was working as Honorary
Manager of the Baba H a r n a m Singh Tirath Yatra Train,
when it reached Mathura, Rajaji also happened to be
there at that time. I alongwith my wife Charan Kaur
went to pay our respects at Prem Mahavidyalaya. He
was happy that w^e met after a long time. He came with
us and met all the seven hundred pilgrims with folded
hands. I spoke on the role of the brave Sikhs in freeing
India at different railway stations, whenever the train
halted and praised the true leadership of Raja Sahib. I
still believe that the Ensflish rulers did not leave India on
jail going and charkha programme of Gandhiji. They left
India as they became third rate power in the 2nd World
War. and on account of the heroic role of Indian National
Army under the inspiring leadership of General Mohan
Singh and Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose.
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I again met Rajaji at the all religions meet at Luck
ganised by Mr. Jagdish Gandhi M.L. A
now I was
Rajaji also kindly visited my Sardar Press premises He
irs and blessed i
had lunched with my family members
Last summer I met him at Mussoorie and we discussed
the sad plight of the country, which was heading towards
disaster, because the corrupt leaders were busy in Ministry
making and Ministry breaking.

II

While I was in J a p a n in 1952, I especially visited
"World Federation Centre', w^hich Raja Sahib organised
in 1937 at Kokubunji Kodaira Mura. It had three rooms
with verandah. At the four corner ends of the compound
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were small temple, gurdwara, mosque and church. The
workers were to meet or stay in the centre and the Hindus,
Sikhs, Muslims and Christians could pray in these places
to their God according to their faith. The Japanese
ged a railway station at that t
Government had
town so that the \
hould comfortably visit the
tre. I requested our Government to make arrangements so
that this should be preserved, but they are bent upon to
ignore all the revolutionaries and their heroic deeds and
are trying to overdose the country with Gandhiji's name,
who as a leader miserably failed and allowed the partition
of the country. O n e million innocent Indians were butch
ered by this Himalayan blunder. I boldly proficy that
this discrimination against great patriots will pave the way
for the burning of Gandhiji's photos and breaking away
of his statues. Sorry that time has come.
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His Rani Sahiba had died very earlier

His only son
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died in June 1947, leaving one son Amar Pratap Singh,
Rajaji's only daughter is now 61. She has not married and
Bhagti Devi. She is in dire need of
now well know
and Simran
spirituality and remains mostly in S
(Service and Meditation on His Name
I

Serve the children of the Lord Serve the Lord Himself,
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''Greater than any Nation. Diviner than all Nations
is Humanity.
??

*'I have but one merit that of never desparing".
*'I have done what it was mine to d o " .
112
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Ambassadors

have travelled through 104 big and small countries
in the past. I started my travels when it was not
easy to secure visas for many countries like Malaya,
Afganistan and J a p a n in a Single Passport. My seven
trips around the world on goodwill and lecture mission
have fairly rewarded to me in getting knowledge and
gaining experience.

i
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In 1951 I reached Thyland after 20 years at the in vitation of the local Sikhs. S. Gurcharan Singh son of S.
Bahadur Mohan Singh Rais-Azam of Rawalpindi, who
was then working in the Indian Embassey Staff there. He
helped me in getting visas for many South East Asian
countries. Mr. Gopala Menon who was our High Commissioner at Singapore, proved to be a very successful
functionary abroad.
A senior member of the staff, a
women acquaintance, was good enough to secure visas
for me for many countries including J a p a n . I then reached D J A K A R T A . I was able to meet the Home Minister of Indonesia, after I got a letter from our Ambassador
Bhagwat Dayal introducing me to him. In Rangoon I met
Dr. Rauf who was our Ambassador in Burma. He joined
the Sikhs in celebrating Guru Nanak's birthday and spoke
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on thelife and mission of Sikh Guru. H e evinced keen interest in my good will lecture tour and helped arranging a
other towns in Burma. At To
number of my lectures
meet Dr. Rouf again
kyo it was a pleasant surprise
our Ambassador there. I again met him third time
Ottawa, Canada after a few years.
While in PhillipinesI met Mr. Tarabeg and his charming wife. She proved a successful wife of an Ambassador abroad. She extended me support in setting up a
school in the Sikh Temple for the children of Indian
Nationals there. I also met officials of our Embassies in
Ceylon and Hong Kong and got full cooperation for free
lectures from them as well.
\

Dr. Tara Chand our Ambassador in Iran was held in
great esteem by the local population and the diplomatic
crops. Dr. Puran Singh also occupied a key position in
the Embassey Staff at Basra, He arranged my visit to a
holy place connected with the historic visit of Guru Nanak
at Baghdad. At Rome I met one Joginder Singh. At
London I again met S. Gurcharan Singh whom I had already known at Bangkok. He was helpful and introduced
me to Mrs. Vijaylakshmi Pundit, our High Commissioner
there, whom already I knew, when I was Congress
Municipal commissioner at Dehra Dun.
I

At Paris I wrote S. Hardit Singh Malik, our Ambassador there. I had written to him from London about my
self and my world lecture tour. He wrote back assuring
F

all help to me. After reaching Paris I phoned him to inform him about my arrival. His personal Secretary told
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me that Malik Sahib had flown to Bombay to preside over
the annual All India Sikh Educational Conference. He
had left instructions with his staff that I should be givencooperation. I received nice cooperation from them in arranging lectures and Press meets there. S. Khushwant Singh
(one of the best writers of English in the Sikh community)
now the Editor of the Illustrated Weekly of India, Delhi
met me at Paris, after he read a report of my lecture in
the local Press. He gave me a nice lunch. At Madrid
(Spain), I had an opportunity to spend a full day with
our Ambassador Dr. Adam J i . We had no diplomatic
relations with Portugal. I visited Lisbon its Capital twice
and studied the life of our countrymen there. I wrote to
our Prime Minister Pt. Nehru about their conditions and
suggested ways to improve their lot. I also informed him
that the Portugese Government were carrying on antiIndian Propaganda in the European Press that the Nehru
Govt, were bent upon to convert all Christians as Hindus.
I also suggested concrete steps to meet such harmful
propaganda.
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At Cairo I contacted our Ambassador through a personal friend. He also extended all cooperation to me.
Once I was liesurely walking near the bank of river Nile.
I heard a voice from a slowly running taxi 'Sat-Sri-Akal
Amar Singh. As Amar Singh happened to be my name, I
was curious as to who was he who accosted me. But the
taxi did not stop and sped away. I narrated the incident
to a Sikh friend. He had a hearty laugh and said that
during the World War II the local population had known
Amar Singh and Kartar Singh as two popular names of
II x/r.
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the Sikh soldiers and after they had left this country, the
local population, when they found a Sikh in any Egyptlon town accosted them as Sat-Sri-Akal Amar Singh or
Sat Sri-Akal Kartar Singh. This showed that they
remembered the memorable stay of the Sikh soldiers and
many of the local population cherished happy memories
of that period. I also visited many Muslim countries arid
spoke on India's Cultural Heritage' and 'India and
World Peace' in English and Pushto.
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I also met S. Niranjan Singh Gill, our Ambassador in
Abbaysinia. He not only arranged but presided my
meeting at Adis Ababa. I was surprised when the wife
of our High Commissioner at Eden enquired if I was the
same Amar Singh Khalsa who once lived in Peshawar.
I said that I was the same person. She knew about me
as a Congress worker with Dr. C.C. Ghosh, President of
the N W . F . P . Congress and other National leaders. She
also extended all help to me during my stay. She was
the daughter of Rai Bahadur Mehar Chand Khanna of
Peshawar, a very rich man who helped the government
and opposed Dr. Ghosh in the Assembly Eiection.
I was happy to meet Mr. Gopala Menon again in
Africa. He was a popular figure among the Foreign
Ambassadors. When I learnt that the Punjab Government had started arresting anyone shouting slogans in the
support of the demand for Punjabi Suba, I decided and
announced to reach back India and offer myself for arrest
alongwith a batch of 25 Sikhs from Africa in the support
of this just demand. Mr. Menon sent for me and advised
me not to do so as such a step would have for reaching
JJ6
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repercussions on Indi
image abroad. I explained
him the whole matter in detail. H e admitted that
before long Pandit Nehru would have to concede the
right and just demand.
He also wanted to know
from me as to why
opposed
Hindus in Punjab
the demand I explained to him that not all the Hindus
but a section who opposed the demand were the
followers of S. Dayanand, who was believed to be a
British Spy, who in his book 'Satiarath Parkash', which
in reality should be called as 'Jhuth Parkash', attacked
almost all the prophets of great religions. It helped the
British Policy of divide and rule. They from generations
weep, talk, eat, laugh in their Mother Tongue and claiming for Hindi when they did not know a word of Hindi
and never speak in their daily lives. Mahatma Gandhi
had condemned them and called them as 'Sharat Smajis'.
He was convinced and wrote a personal letter to Pandit
Nehru not to delay the just demand, when other Provinces are being created on linguistic basis. In Africa I went
from place to place and arranged sending Rs, 25,000/- to
Master Tara Singh, President Shiromani Akali Dal, Amritsar, India.
Third time this Mr. Gopala Menon met me in New
York, U.S.A. and heard my great lecture in Saloon Hall
on India under Nehru and World Peace'. He highly
appreciated my humble services for my Motherland.
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At Kabul I again met Mr. Bhagwat Dayal our Ambassador in Afganistan, Already we had met in Djkarta
and discussed about our country. H e had already heard
and read about me in the local Press. The Ambassador
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for Pakistan was carrying on very nefurious anti-Indian
propaganda that the Afgan government should create
d Sikhs
g there
factors as to compel the Hind
try. Through
bout two centures to leave that
Embassy I met the Home Minister of Afganistan and
uch
ged him to take effective step
Tnd an Propaganda. He gave me all support. At Jalabad I addressed a big gathering in Pashto arranged by
our representative there about this matter. At Hanoi
(Indo-China) Mr. Chowdary was doing very good work.
Again we met at Washington (U.S.A.). In Trinidad
(West Indies) and many South American & Central
American countries, the representives were helpful in
arranging my free lectures on various subjects, in different
halls & at different localities.
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One Madrasi Gentleman took over the charge in Canada. There I worked hard and broke the racket which
was being carried on from many years by one Madrasi
Advocate Pandia in Vancouver, In the name of Agency,
he was looting uneducated and simple Indians mostly
Sikhs in the matter of immigration. There he was nicknamed as Pandia lotera meaning robber. This Indian
Madrasi official supported this lutera and bothered me
much about my Passport affairs. He had lost moral
character also. A European wife of this Pandia lotara was
looting Indians in the night. I was writing to our Great
Prime Minister Pt. Nehru in India, about their work
without fear or favour. India requires more good
represetatives abroad like Gopala Menon, Malik Hardit
Singh, Mr. Chowdry & S. Gurcharan Singh.
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hen I landed at Los Angles Airport after visiting
many Southern and all Central American countriesj a press reporter who had come to cover the
visit of some otiier dignatory by another plane was surprised to see a bearded tall well built Sikh clad in spotless
white Khadar turban there. He enquisitively asked who
are you and why have you come here" I did not reply to
his impertinent outburt and walked towards nearby counto have my pass port papers checked. The counter was
fairly crowded
He g n snapped me t my back and
who you are".
shouted
you did not
Hello Ind
contain myself and replied *'I am an Ind
I could
Sikh missionary on World Lecture Tour and have come
here to deliver free lectures". O h it is America and not
India, who will come to you for free lectures, he asked. I
refused to be cowed down and retorted yes I know America is industrially much advanced and you American are
very very rich but you are still dollar hungry. I carried
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on when you were in hundreds you wanted them in
thounds. you got them, then you wanted them in hundred
thousands you got them, then you wanted them in millfter billions so y
you got them. Now you
certainly still dollar hungry.
Let me address once hall
will be full. He reported this entire interview in his
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paper which commanded a wide circulation.
After reading about my tranels. Number seven chennel
Television Coy approached me for a talk on an evening.
I agreed and set out on foot for their office. It suddenly
starred raining I took cover under the verandah of a
Hall. One cinema American in costly suit accosted me
Hey Mr. Singh do you take this film he asked, I do not
see pictures I replied why are you here then? To avoid
rain was my reply. Ho stood for a while, walked a few
steps towards me and shook my hand warmly and invited
me to have dinner with them. I agreed. He then conducted me to his big car and we drove towards a palatial
Hotel. Los Angles is famous for film studios (Holly
Wood). It has a seperate locality of multi millionaries.

1
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One his Ameiican friend and two young beautiful girls
were waiting for him at the hotel gate, they all started
drinking wine and off'ered me a peg. I thankfully refused
I am a Sikh missionary and
ar I do not drink, but I will
j o i n w th you wishing good luck with a glass containing
ply My
Coca Cola. They all were surprised at my
host was a big contractor and insisted that I should stay
for dinner- I agreed, After a few rounds my this new
friend became tipsy. He talked staggeringly. I have two
big studios many shares in Banks, Insurance Company
etc and very great bank balance. But you are still dollar
hungry, I said. He stood up and said you are the man,
ho said at the Air Port th
are very
Am
y
rich but
doll ar
gry Yes. I am the same man
who said
who
hut here I have found that Am
cannot count his enormous wealth, but is still busv to
F
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increase that we generally wanted to have good time he
said. Are you not married I asked. He replied yes, my
are in Ensrland. I meet them
wife and my 2
year. Your children require paternal love. You should
not visit them only once a year as you say. but more
occasionally or try to remain with your family here or
there. I then asked him, and he agreed to my request,
d promised to do his b
I told him to fly to England
d child
d live in happy union with h wife
He
rose and shook my hand and promised to act on my
advice.

i

His car left me in the front of the Telivison Company for my interwiew, which was most successful.
This Television Coy. offered fifty dollars for 3 minutes.
I refused because I am on a free lecture tour. How you
meet your such huge expenses? My brave and rich Sikh
Community is scattered all over the world. They meet
ladly. We cannot have free talk. You individual can
change your view, but wc cannot. Alright if you are
keen to pay, then I will charge 200 dollars or you can
ladly have free. The chairman was away 40 miles. He
was consulted. H e appreciated my free humble service for
Humanity and requested me for the interview and they
gladly paid me one hundred dollars which is Indian 700
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This was my second visit to the U.S.A. In my first
visit, I passed through the heart of this great country by
Greyhound Bus from Stockton to New York. It took
me four months. In about 30 big cities I gave interviews
121
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to the Press and successfully addressed dozens of meetings
which appeared in the press with my photo. In one beautitime
ful city T U L S A (Okalhoma State) I : pent
g
Here I organized Sikh Faith in Americ (Registered) and
2
Lectures
on
various
subjects
in
seperate
g
My talk on "Comparative Study of world Religions" was
Bible Society was kind enough
greatly appreciated by
honour me with a degree Doctor of Divinity, in a well
^aiiged function.
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Mr. Andy Anderson Secretary of State Oklahoma
State Department invited me for a talk to his staff, ^which
was also a great success. T h e copy of the letter from'Secretary you will be pleased to read.
\
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I went to see Niagara Falls in a Car, T h e river was
then not in flood and carried huge pieces of ice in its
current. It is really one of the seven wonders of the
world. The Railway Station was only about a mile from
I had
there and I wanted to walk back, the dista
hardly walked about 100 yards, when a car carrymg
com
to a grinding halt. They offered to g
p!
car
me a lift. I thankfully declined the offer. Anoth
then stopped near me after the first
had hardly left
Again I thankfully declined. After about 3 or 4 minutes
another car stopped and offered me lift. The occupant
was a senior pol
officer
form. I prefered to walk
nd thankfully declined but added. With you gentleman
I w
sit, people might think that the Ind
Police custody. Similingly he got down, shook his hand
warmly and
d now I wi
certainlly take you along
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with me not by order but by sincere and polite request
and embraced me also warmly. It is a good custom to
offer lift to pedestrians in America and Canada.
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I agreed. He took me to a hotel and offered me
whisky or beer. 1 thankfully told him that I am an Indian
Sikh Missionary on free lecture tour and do not drink.
He was happy to learn and appreciated. We enjoyed a
cup of coffee. He recollected that he had read about me
in the press. He then presented me with magazines and
b m
pondence with me
journals. He offered
)se friends.
I gladly accepted and we parted
Americans are very Critics but when once satisfied,
become the best friends. In every talk these questions
were always coming. What after Nehru? My reply was
Nehru is a great man, but India is more greater. We
have got many fertile brains and no dearth of leaders some
body else wi take up. Why dont you join militarily
We do not believe in military blocks. You talk
with
so good of Nehru, but he has gradbed Kashmir. When the
British were
g we had two Indias. British Ind
and States India. Population 52% and 4 8 % respectively.
There were about 600 States and about 2 dozen bigger
ones. It was decided bigger ones can join any dominion
India or Pakistan or can remain aloof. Sikh Maharaja
Patiala, having beard and turban like me and more tall,
ave the lead and joined his big State with India.
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Mabatma Gandhi went to Kashmir. Here the population was predominently Muslim, but a Hindu dynasty
mi
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was ruling. Its Maharaja Hari Singh refused to join
India. Pakistan tried but the Maharaja refused to join
Infuriated Pakistan attacked Kashmir.
Pakistan also
Maharjja tried to defend. He could not. He wanted
help from India. India refused. Then he also joined
his State like others with India. It became our part and
parcel and so we defended it.
Moreover our leader Pandit M^ehru whom I call apostle
There are three
your United N
f Peace came
of U.N.O. dated 17th January '48
3th
August '48 and 5th J a n u a r y '49 that Pakistan is c gg
ssor and still in disobedience of those clear resolutions
Pakistan is occupying our part and not vacating our territory. At last the question comes what about our Government? My reply was always convincing. That is your
business Not mme My
Ik is being tape recorded
Your G
detain me here or throw me back
but these are the true facts.

)

In reality America is my teacher and am thankful to
them I
advanced citizens made me g
My question period was
dered the best. According
to the need I studied a lot and had made the following
subjects for my talks. I was most successful on Radio,
Television, Press and Platform all over the world:
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1. India under Nehru and World Peace.
2. Democratic Principles and Moral Values.
3. World is in dire need of Spirituality.
4. The Comparative Study of World Religions,
5. Can Religion solve World Problems?
124
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7.
8.

Is World heading towards Disaster.?
India's Role in easing World Tension.
Is India's Foreign Policy and Non
Success?
India and her Neighbours,
What Sikhism offers you.
Ten Specialities of the Sikh Faith,
Holy Christ and His Teachings.

11
illM:

AUignment a

9.
10.
11.
12.
13. Lord Budha and His Teachings.
r

14.
15.

16.
17.

Hazrat Mohd. and His Teachings,
a
Indi n Sages,
Indian Cultural Heritage
Meditation etc. etc.
411

* Remember what ever you send out of your mind cometh
back to you."
''Decision decides Direction,

^'Direction decides Destiny

'*True success is Goddes of Grace
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O
apanese people have a most peculiar way ofgreetinoeach other. Whenever they meet they come to a
Standstill position and bend their heads low as a mark
of respect at least thrice. Only after this formality is
complete they start process of conversation.
h

In the second world war the Japanese swept through a
number of South Asian «:ountries successfully, thus freeing
them from American, British, Dutch & French domination.
They conquered vast strip of l a n d a n d a d d e d l a n e w chapter
in the histroy. But by dropping atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the American war lords killed about
few minutes
d a half lakhs of peopl with in
one
Thus the Japanese surrendered. I have visited Hiroshima
after the conclusion of the second world war. I was
surprised at the rapid pace of economic process particularly in the field of construction of new buildings.
Every Japanese was seen working hard to build the new
city afresh. This has enabled them to occupy a leading
position, among the few prog essive countries ever after
the terrible set back they got in the second world-war.
•

*

-

I stayed in a hotel, when I visited Tokyo during my
world travel. I heard the sound of a child weeping in an
126
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adjoming room, I had heard that the Japanese do not
weep at deaths. I ma dc enquiries and was informed
that the child has just lost hi? mother. I made it a point
pend a few minutes with that child daily H e soon
became fond of me^ He taught me rudiments of J a p a
nese language in his innocent and stammering way. I
also taught him a few words of English. Once his grand
father asked the child where Fiju village was. The child
distance of about c
mmediately replied it was at
mile from here. The grand father directed the child
visit a friend of his in that village with a letter. I was
surprised as the child was only five-six years old and could
not have undertaken his journey without any elderly
escort. I asked him why he was forcing the child to
undertake the journey especially when it was snowing.
I have sent the boy to make him hardy, he said. In
India we dont allow boys of that age group to move ab
in this w^ay alone.
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At another place I was waiting to catch a train. I
went to the station master and enquired about the arrival
of my train. He replied, that the particular train has
left and he asked me to wait for next train. I stayed in
his room for some time and found that he was working
alone. "Where is your staff" I asked.
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" I n J a p a n station master is enough to do all types of
I then thought
jobs at a way-side station he replied
about functioning of our railway stations, where many
hands are employed to run the show. I also recollected how
the railv/ay staff aften accepted the bribe and cared little
to provide basic facilities to the travelling public. I
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asked him as t o how, he manages the show alone. He
replied that this country has suffered tremendously in the
war. They wanted to build the entire country afresh.
They all work hard and could not have so many people
for a similar nature of j o b . People in J a p a n think it a
crime to travel without ticket and there is no need to have
any checking staff. In case one boards a train in a hurry
he makes it a point to pay the raihvay dues at their
halting stations before leaving the station premises. I
found the station master metriciously handling so many
types of job at a time checking the arrival of the train i
issuing tickets and even preparing the parcels receipts. I
was surprised the way he worked.
U

J a p a n is the only country in the world where trains
never run late. A senior railway official told me that
Japanese were a punctuality loving race. We in India
have trains which arrives at their destination quite a few
hours behind schedule.
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I wrote the Secretary and got the time, date and
place for meeting. I met the Home Minister of Japan.
I told him that I was a journalist on a world good will
tour. I told him that I was eager to know good and bad
points of J a p a n . One such not good point I mentioned was
that whenever a ship arrives at any Japanese port, a
number of Japanese girls collected round foreign visitors
?>
and invited them to have good time with them. They
r
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are G Y S H W A girls. When the Americans came to J a p a n
during the second world war they went after the Japan\1

ese woman in a reckless way. They did not spare old and
infirmed women. T h e Japanese leaders appealed to the
128
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American soldiers not to dishonour the Japanese women.
The gaisha girls are there. He agreed that particular type
of Japanese girls wanted to dance and wanted spend good
time with the Americans in the night-clubs. They were
also seen photographed with them. T h e Japanese even
despite this have cared to preserve national glory of their
blood and h
allowed a sizable of their women folk
to mix with the foreigners,
otherwise, The J a p a n
would have gone the same way as the France went down
after the first world war. This has kept the integrity of
Japanese race high.
H e replied you too have girls in
Calcutta, Madras and Bombay who went out with the
Yankis in I n d i a " . Prostitution is allowed here, but there
are special places, as they are in most of other countries of
the world. I got sufficient matter for my book " T h e world
as I have seen'*, from him. He was a jewel of men.
J a p a n is also famous for neat streets and decorative
homes, hospitals and even the running trains are kept
neat. T h e Sindhies are the predominant Indians found
My host in J a p a n were also Sindh
places in J a p
when I landed in Tokyo. I did not find anyone to receive
me as the cable reached them late. I got into the air
companies bus and reached its main office. There I con •
tacted a senior member of the staff and wanted him to
guide me to reach a particular hotel. He went out of his
way and arranged a vehicle for me. When I reached the
hotel the hotel manager told me politely, that no room
was available He tried to fix up a room for me in other
hotel Th was done. H e himself came along with me
and put my luggage in a Taxi and paid the taxi fare also.
When I asked him as to why he has done it, he replied
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every foreigner was our guest, more over you came to my
hotel first of all. The Sindhies were able to cantact me
a few hours after they received the cable from Hong Kong.
Sindhies in J a p a n are v^ery prosperous persons Thev
worship Guru Nanak. With the help of Seth Wotwani
I was successful in organizing a Sikh Temple at Kobe in-

Japan.
The following is the account of my visit in Japan as
reported in daily Mainichi dated November 22nd 1952,
which has got the largest criculation in South and South
East Asia.
M a i n i c h i Saturday^ November 22, Ig^2
Sikh Of Lucknow Arrives To Eastabilish
Kobe T a m p l e
I
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" T h e world is heading for desaster", states Amar Singh
Khalsa, Sikh of Lucknow, India "and only spiritualism
and faith can avert i t . "
With this statement in an interview Friday with the
Mainichi, Amar Khalsa expressed the purpose of his unusual religious sect; and of his own trip around the world.
This Missionary extraordinary and chief editor of
Sardar' official magazine of the Sikh Religious faith_, has
come to J a p a n to establish a Sikh Temple, or Gurdwara,
in Kobe, The Kobe Gurdwara, which means 'the place
of the teacher' will be located Hachiman Dori Fuldai-Ku,
Kobe.
*The Sikh movement was founded in the fifteenth century' relates Amar Singh Khalsa, by the Guru or teacher,
Nanak, as a force to withstand the invading Muslims. Ever
i^o

-

that time the Sikhs have been among the World's most
feared warriors, being able to withstand terrible hardships
and pain he says.
Our sacred home temple or Gurdwara is the Golden
Temple located at Amritsar, India. It was established
by Guru Ramdas in the sixteenth century. It is one of the
seven wonders of the world. It has four gates to the east,
west, south and north so that the people of all faith and
races can enter and seek peace through meditation.
The Sikh Faith guides by its bible, the Holy Granth,
explains Amar Singh Kaalsa, and the Sikhs consider the
teacher or the Guru, as the highest possible person. They
live by the teachings of 10 Gurus, who lived between the
15th and the 17th centuries.
Amar Singh Khalsa explains that there are five conditions which a sikh must meet. The kesha (hair) must
grow naturaly. The Kanga [comb) for cleaning must
rest in the hair, The Kara (Iron bangle) is on the right
wrist and reminds of the necessity of doing good. The
Kachha (Under wear) must always be worn. The Kirpan
(Sword) must always be ready to fight for good.
"There are ten million of Sikh faith in the world" says
Amar Khalsa, and many of these are in countries other
than India. They are unusually industrious people. I
am visiting those Sikhs in foreign countries now. I have
been in Thyland, Indo China, Indonesia and Hong Kong
and will be soon flying for Manila.
I feel that we must all hurry if we are to save the world
from horrible clamity, he concludes. (Photo shows Amar
Singh Khalsa holds the Kara which should always remind
him of his devotion to his faith as a Sikh.)
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Canada

trav;elled from England to Canada in a ship and
embarked at Halifax port. I stayed there for one
night only. From there I passed through the heart
of Canada and travelled by train from one end of the
country Halifax to Vancouver another end halting at im°
portant towns and cities. I often spoke on India's cultural heritage and India's role in easing world tension,
and some other subjects. All of these lectures were suitably covered in the press and television.

1,

Th
d h;

of Canada is 3 | times the size of our country
only 2
popul
T h e people are larg
hearted, warm, hospitable and courteous. They show keen
interest in meeting friends from East particularly from
India, whom they regard as a coun try with
ture and of the oldest recorded historv
I
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During my travels in Canada I found that there were
gid
on immig
intending to settle down
that country. I found that th 5 Sikhs in large numbers
had already settled dow in few parts and were found
working hard in factorie and field
I
910-1 the
Canadian Government somehow found that the numb
f Sikh settled there
ceded the numb
pulated.
Then they decided to evict them off to Hand is. The
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Canadian Sikhs found the presence of St. Teja Singh in
America a God sentboon. He on their request reached
Canada studied their case, talked about their pHght
with the high officials and wrote about them in the
Canadian press and built up a powerful public sport for
their cause. He was successful in organising two Sikh
temples in this country and founded a Sikh Society which
he got registered. Even then the Canadian Government
decided to impose fresh restrictions on new immigrants
from India. The idea of deporting them to Handuras
was so given up, I spoke at the Montreal University
Montreal (Quabic Province). 8 0 % of its population speaks
French. Montreal City is known as Paris of Canada.
Prominent Daily 'The Montreal Star', which has the largest circulation in this country reported my interview with
my good photo with the head line " R e d World Domination Ambition Doomed", declares Indian Missionary.
T h e other Canadian papers also carried reoorts of their
correspondents who met me.
Unfortunately the Sikhs in Canada were not a united
lot. They were divided into two or more groups. They
remained divided when many efforts to cement them
together failed. A few selfish 'leaders' on both sides did
want the Sikhs to come to any understanding as in
that situation their importance as leaders would go down.
During my tour, I found that the country was preparing
for it is federal elections. T h e country was then ruled by
the Liberal Party under the Prime Minister Mr. Lieus
Larson. He was at Vancouver, when a deputation of
local Sikhs met him under my leadership. " I am glad
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that I have found an opportunity to garland the Prime
Minister of a great country," I said. *'Your country is
greater," he aptly replied. *'Yes greater in population
but less in area," I added. I again met him at another
function. His young sweet daughter showed keen interest
in my talk about Sikhs and how they worked hard to
improve socio-economic conditions in many parts of the
world, I freely talked about their spirit of sheer adventurism, which had inspired them to come all the way to
Canada from their distant home land-the Punjab in quite
a different atmosphere. I also spoke about the conditions
facing them while under new immigration. The Prime
Minister promised to look into the matter and asked me to
meet him after some time.
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Saint Teja Singh again visited Canada in 1956 and
studied the present position of the Sikhs in Canada and
U.S.A. intimately. He had to hurry home on account of
his failing health. H e assured them that his Sewak Bhai
Amar Singh Khalsa who has arrived in U . K . second timeWill help them to solve their difficulties in immigration
matters. All over the world the old tragidy oT^'Koma Gata
Maru Ship'' was well known.
In 1914, Baba Gurdit Singh brought a large number
of Sikhs for permanent settlement in Canada, after satis
fying the Canadian authorities. At the instance of the
British Government the Canadian Government even then
decided not to all ow the new
d at the
grants to
Canad
port despite the fact that
itending
th
emigrants held valid passports and visa papers vv^ith them.
The ship 'Kama Gata M a r u ' which brought the Sikh
134
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n
emmigrants was not alowed to touch the Canadian port^
The authorities ordered the ship to go back along with
its human cargo. This news came as a rude shock to the
new emmigrants. The hungry and fatiged emmigrants were
made to go back and they touched Calcutta port Baj Baj
Ghat after a month. As soon as the emmigrants came
down and touched the Indian soil they
fired upon
by the police without any warning. About one hundred
were killed, many others were arrested and thrown in
prisons for many years without any legal trial what so
over

h

The Federal Elections in this great Country were
announced. From the last 22 years Liberal Party was
ruling the Country. The workers of Conservative Party
headed by Wing Commander Lee Roy Brown visited new
Akali Sikh Temple, Vancouver, where I was putting up.
We promised them full cooperatio
d
pected fair
deal when they succeeded and formed their Government
about our Immigration matters.
I addressed a number of election meetings. The new
leader John Defenbaker of the Conservative Party came
to Vancouver all the Sikhs were present with me at the
Railway Station, where I garlanded him and assured him
full cooperation. Bhai Soran Singh Mohim, a great patirot
was the President and Giany Hardial Singh Man a musician was the Secretary of Akali Sikh Society also gar
landed him
His party swept the polls and he was
ted to form
the Government, Another time I met him, with W.C,
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Brown, a jewel of a man, who was personally known by
the Prime Minister. Webothcongradulated him to become
the Prime Minister of that Country. He later sent me a
signed photograph as souvenir. The picture still adorres
my Lucknow Office.
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Leader
He deputed Mr. Dean Finalson the P
Akali Temple, thank
fhis Party in B.G
for our cooperation and assured us full help in solving our
He arrived as fixed up w'hh W.C. Brown
diffic
and other workers of his party. He was given nice reception and profusely garlanded. He thanked and declared
that Mr. Khalsa was an able leader and a forceful speaker.
Let him settle down in my country. I am prepared to
give him citizenship right just now here. He continued
that he had known and heard from Mr. Khalsa as to
how the agents and undesirable elements fleeced the new
immegrants of their hard earned money, charging one
thousand dollars for one soul admitted to Canacla. My
government has decided to accept all the 400 applications
pending since long as ten to fifteen vears and grant them
announcefacil
d
in Canad
Th
ment was greeted with loud cries of Sat Sri Akal Khalsa
Amar Singh Zindabad.
The new Government fixed the enhanced annual quota
and changed their rules. So the racket was successfully
broken. I left for U.S.A. and South American countries.
The new policy has helped thousands of Sikhs to settle
down in th very
ch
try Ganad
Th corrupt
led by Mad
Advocate Pand
ho was
ck-named as Lot
m
Gurdit Singh of
robb
U

/ 56"
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Bilga nick-named as K a u m Ghati meaning traitor, Kartar
Singh of Mahalpur nick-named as Barri Kainchi meaning
big scissors and feW others. These agents lost twenty lakhs
of Indian rupees by acceptance of all the pending application and also lost mental balance. So I had to encounter stiff opposition from them. This corrupt group was
always advising the new coming Sikhs to shave their beard
and cut their long hair.
T o defame me in vengence they published very defamatry but quite false matter against me and mailed them.
O u r group brought a suit of defamation against them
The Akali group prayed and from Soiith America I reached back Vancouver to fight the case.
Corrupt group succeeded in getting false witnesses on
Commission of Giani Ajmer Singh paid office Secretary
Shromani Akali Dal and Giany Harbhajan Singh paid
office Secretary Shromani Gurdwara
Parbhandhak
Committee Amrltsar. They were paid rupees two thousand and rupees five hundred respectively for selling their
conscious, the honour of Akali Sikhs of Canada and
the names and the authorities of the above named biggest
organisations of the brave Sikh Community alover the
World. Brave Akali Sikhs of Canada were badly let down
by these two traitors, although these Akalies had sent fifty
thousand rupees in those days and a jatha of 25 sturdy
Sikhs from Canada to Amritsar to court arrest in Akali
movement in 1925. They expected help from these organisations for the cause of the Sikhs at a very critical phase
of their fight against Patit (oppostate) Sikhs. Few months
earlier I collected twenty thousand rupees from the Akali
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Sikhs of Canada aad America and bad sent to Master
Tara Singh who was President of bcth those high Sikh
organisation. Instead both the Seci etaries of these organisanons sold their authority. Our soliciter Neil Fleishman Bar-at-Law, who was son of a judge was bought
over by the ageats. He proved to be a cheat, a great
deceiptj which was never expected from a man of his
standing in that great country. Lord Jesus will never
help him at the tim.e of his call before Almighty Gad
a

t

It

So our group had to withdraw the case.. I had to
suffer much but He gave me courage, strength and steadfastness to stand boldly with His Grace against all these
onslaughts to success. They tried to get me killed, but
failed as Almighty was helping me in breaktng this racket
of fifty years standing. Next year you will be able to read
my book **The Colourful Canada and the Sikhs".
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The love is to give and forgive
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"Nothing is more hurtful than a deliberate misrepresen
tation .
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**True happiness consists not in the multitude of friends
but in their worth and choice".
J 08
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spent summer at historic shrine Paunta Sahib along
with my family members in 1934. This provided me
opportunity to write a biography of Saint Attar Singh.
Mastar Tara Singh also happened to be there with us.
He also wrote a book Baba Tega Singh, a Sikh matyar.
Bhai Lehna Singh, who was Mahant of this Sikh shrine
was a God fearing man. He suggested that there was
need for construction of buildings for the benefit of visiting devotees.
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I thereafter settled et Dehradun and was elected a
Municipal Commissioner on 2-12-1935 and was General
Secretary of Sri Guru Singh Sabha Dehra Dun for 2 years.
I set up four Sikh temples and a high schools in the
district, which are still fiurishing well. In 1937 I got a
a chance to serve Gurdrwara Puunta Sahib. I got all the
necessary buildings constructed, ran a free high school
the bank of
m pi
th
It is situated at a
sacred river Jamuna, surrounded by Shivalik hills on two
sides. Guru Gobind Singh is reported to have spent a
a period of four and half years at this peaceful place, He
also retained fifty two well known poets and held many
poetic symphonies. It is great depth of river Jamuna
there. I successfully tried to hold poetic symphonies there
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for 14 years to prepatuate the historic memory of the
great Guru. Many Hindu and Muslim poets have also
been invited to participate thereiii. Veteran Punjabi poet
Bhai Sahib Dr. Vir Singh, Sant Randhir Singh,
Giany Gurmukh Singh MusafFar, Bhai Widhata Singh
Tir, Kartar Singh Balagan, Dhani R a m Chattrak,
Nandlal Noorpuri, Charag Din Dhaman, Prem, Shukal,
Aasi, Nirman, Mahiya were the outstanding poets, who
have been participating in the poetic darbar for a number of years there. Once I
ted Mrs. Sarojini Naid
Sh
th
har messag
be read
h
was busy some where else during those days.
I once approached SirDr. Mohammad Iqbal at Lahore
and requested him to preside over the annual Kavi Darbar. He was happy to learn that Guru Gobind Singh
encouraged poets belonging to all religions. No king how
so ever great he might have been, had held so many Poetic
Darbar as Guru Gobind Singh did They
ted th
compositions in Brij Bhasha, Sanskrit, Persian, Urdu
Punjabi and Hindi languages. We find best poetry of Guru
J i Maharaj in all these languages. It is rare in world
History Sir Iqbal said.
He was keeping indifferent
health and would try his best to reach and pay his homages to the great Guru. He very kindly presented me with
his book.
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As things would have it Sir Iqbal could
attend th
symposium. He was happy to say that it was a good sign
that poets had been meeting every year to honour the
memory of the great Guru and that the authorities of the
Sikh tempIe-Paunta Sahib had been honouring them
A
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from time to time. He also was happy to know that a
famous poet Charg Din Daman, who had been attendin^^the Darbars for
mber of y
was honoured at the
function. An incident is well known that once Sir Iqbal
was expected to attend a Mushiara at Lucknow. He
was at Bareilly and missed his train. He traveiled all the
way to Lucknow in a Goods train with a first class ticket.
When the train reached there was no one to receive
him. He came out and asked an Ekka walla to take him
to a place where poetic symposium was being held as there
other conveyance awailabl
Th small ponny
was
was moving at its own majestic pace. Sir Iqbal wanted
the Ekka walla to move faster, The Ekka walla surprised
him with his statement that the ponny ran faster, when
he got heated up. It had
participated in a horse
race. The Ekka walla continued talking about the
'achievements of his ponny and the father c f this poney
and Sir Iqbal went on requesting for a faster pace
But
the ponny continued to move at its own 'unique' pace
When Sir Iqbal reached the place, where poetic
synposium was being held, the function had almost come
to a close. The chairman was just on the verge of finising
h
remarks.
But
when
the
Doct
tered
g
hall, there was a commotion that Sir Iqbal had arrived.
H e reached the stage and narrated as to how he missed
the train and travelled to Lucknow in a Goods train,
and then in famous Lucknovi Ekka. The Ekka walla
recounted the achievements of his ponny in the traditional
Lucknovi style. T h e audience appreciated the way Sir
Iqbal narrated his experience and wanted to renarrate it.
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He narrated the incident
Ekka".

thrice in poem

"Lucknovi

The English Government conferred the title of 'Sir'
on him. He published many books in U r d u poetry. His
famous *Tarana' Sare J a h a n Se Achcha Hindustan Hamara'
^'Hindi hain ham wattan hai Hindustan H a m a r a " is
world wide known composition. He was nationalist to
the core and did not like the Hindu commualists behave
towards their Muslims who were backward in many
respects.
He was born on 22nd February 1875 in Sialkot City
(Pakistan). 'Secrets of the s e l f by Dr. Sir Iqbal in Persian and its translation by Professor Nicholson Shows:
I realised that a human being could only grow according
to Dr. Iqbal if be intensified his consciousness and that
the whole purpose of life was to make a human being
attain higher consciousness of his surroundings of nature
of himself as its product and of the people among whom
he lives.
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*'Love of the lowly, reverence for the poor''.
•r

"Religion should be a feeling and philosophy".
\
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"We talk much about religion, but We do not live by
5>
religion .
i
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t Lucknow I got a telegram from Sant Teja Singh,
double M.A. who was then at Nanaksar Chima,
Distt, Sangrur, Punjab, directing me to come and
meet him. I arrived on 8th August, 1960 and we studied
the political situation in the country. 1 was then directed
to proceed to Amritsar and advised to meet Master T a r a
Singh. I stayed with my relation S. Harnam Singh
Nishadarwale a very rich man and a good Sikh who was a
close friend of Master Jee. He gave me a detailed account
of political activities of Master Jee and about his friends
and advisers. He refused to accompany me to meet
Master Jee. He said that Master Jee was sorrounded by
bad friends and that he would not like to meet him. As
he committed the greatest blunder of breaking the fast of
Saint Fateh Singh which was in reality a great sacrifice on
account of jealousy. He and I were always helpin g
masterji financially, when he was doing a good deed.
I met Masterji on August 12, 1960 at 11 a.m. There
I first saw Sant Fateh Singh. When he learnt that I had
been sent by Teja Singh J i Maharaj, he enquired about
his well-being and state of health. I said, that he had
pulled through the critical period after the heart c ttack
and was very weak at the moment. Giani Harcharan Singh
/^r^
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Hudiara also happened to be the
He wanted
if my name be included among those who wanted to
succeed Master J i for sacrifice. I denied. He said that
my name was forwarded to Akali Dal from Africa.
I said that I was fit then but 1 had experienced a severe
heart attack in Canada and was not keeping quite well
I said that the scheme of Fast Unto Death was
now.
mine. Every one present was surprised and wanted to
i".
I
suffered
know more details. I said, "Ask Master
a Heat Strocke at Ambala in Summer 1949.
Sardar
Bahadur Raja Singh of Peshawar a former advocate-General N, W. F. P. and Chief Justice Pepsu took me
to his residence at Solan from Ambala Cantt. I
recovered shortly.
I then wrote to Master J i that on
account of his blunder, "which the future historians will
strongly c o n d e m n " at the time of the partition of the
country, the Sikhs had suffered heavily. When three
communities Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs and three
leaders Gandhi, J i n a h and T a r a Singh were admitted.
but they
Although in Punjab, Sikhs were only 11°/
paid land revinue 4 0 % . They held community property that in Schools, Colleges, Gurudvvaras worth 5 5 %
In India they were 1 J % and in the army 25'% why then
No
suffered so heavily only account of master ji
Amount by passing resolutions and taking out procession
could retrieve that loss.
I suggested that Masier
along with his four followers should undertake fast unto
death at a measure ofattonoment at New Delhi, which
was the hub of international political activities and
served by the World Press. I offered myself as one of
the four Volunters.
I assured him that Pt. Nehru
\
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would conceed the demands of the Sikhs and that the
Panth would be victorious. *'Even if we die, it would be
a worth-while death, which will force the proud Nehru
Goverment to concede the just and constitutional demand
for the Punjabi Speaking State with due recognitions for
the Punjabi Language".

' *

Master J i miscalulated. He replied that there would
not be any need for such a great sacrifice. He said that
Giani Kartar Singh Minister Punjab had assured him
that he is trying to demarcate the areas by which the
Sikhs would be in majority. That proved to be bluff,
even Giani himself was not elected.
+

The great patriot Polti Shri Romolo have to sacrifice
his life, before the Govt, agreed to form the Andhra
State. I am a heart patient and might not be ready
now for Supreme Sacrifice. Then some one called out
for Sant Fateh Singh and took him aside. There was
quite a crowd at the residence of Master Ji.
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I surged forward and put forward my views on the
4

current political situation in India and particularly in
the Punjab and carried on.
According to Sant Tej i
Singh, he had four rights on Master J i . Firstly that
he was a disciple of Sant J i as a student Khalsa College
Amritsar,
Secondly that he was his Assistant as a
teacher in the Khalsa High School at Kallar.
Thirdly
that Master J i was junior to Sant J i in age and showed
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respect to him always. And fourthly that it was Sant
Attar Singh J i Maharaj who betrothed him and named
Tej a Singh instead of Niranjan Singh and to Master
k
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J i also and gave name Tara Singh form his earlier name
then suddenly started
Master
Nanak Ghand.
praising the contribution ot Sant Teja Singh to the
Sikh panth. Particularly the Great efforts to set up Sikh
Temples in England, America and Ganada and preaching
Sikh Religion in many foreign countries and whole of
India. I then said that the same Sant J i , has sent
the following four orders. Sant
wanted Master J i
should announce that by forcing Sant Fateh Singh
to break fast had committed the greatest blunder of
his life and should apologise the Sikh Gomunity.
did not want Master Ji to undertake
Secondly Sant
any fast unto death now. There was no need for such
an extcrme step as it was meant only to arouse and
awaken sense of responsibility among the leaders and
that is done already. Thirdly if the circumstances so
demanded, Master
should undertake a protest fast,
fix the days and not a fast unto death.
Fourthly that
he should give an ultimatum to the authorities by
on to undertake fast unto death, if they
forming his d
did not agree to conceede the demand of the Sikh Panth
and then undertake fast unto death if the circumstances
so urgently warranted.
But should not shirk then and
secrifice his life. While announcing these four suggestions
on behalf of Sant Ji, I blessed Master J i and prayed for
success of his mission. Sardar Harnam Singh, retd.
judge of the Punjab High Court, in my presence sent an
urgent letter to Master J i urging him not to undertake
any fast unto death.
The Newspapers also carried an
appeal by veteran Statesman Shri G. Rajagopalacharia
not to precipitate matters by
requesting Master
146
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resorting to extreme methods of fast uuto death.
Master
Ji ignored please of ail his well wishers and embarked on
elf imposed fast unto death programme against the
wishes of his collegues and learned teacher. His fast was
not real. He daily ate Karah Prasad. S. Pratap Singh
Kairon a shrewed Politician and Great Administrator
his bowls tested and wrote
P Nehru about
had g
this fraud. Master Ji abruptly broke the fast when he
thought it fit without achieving anything at all. This
damaged the image of the brave Sikh Community beyond
repairs.

i

I met Sant Fatch Singh for the second time at Jaipur.
When he came there he was invited and blessed the
couple in a befitting manner when I conducted the
marriage ceremony in a true Sikh style. Local Sikhs
on my suggestion threw an at home to honour his visit.
Sant J i captivated his audience by reciting a Shabad in
his rich melodious voice and spoke about the great role
Sikhs were playing in preserving political freedom of
the country and dedicating themselves for the economic and social wellfare of the country as a whole.
My third meeting with him was at Bombay when
I was addressing a Sikh congregation in connection
with a Gurpurab celebration. When he entered the
pandal, he was greeted with Sat Sri Akal slogans
by the Sangat. He heard me for ten minutes before
he spoke for an hour. AIR had made arrangements for
tape recording his speech and shabad. I was visibly
impressed by his sincerity of purpose and dedication to
serve the Sikh Panth and India without strings and
^47
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vested interest, what so ever.
Hi s sincere follower Sant Chanan Singh is president
of the S.G.P.C. sinnce 10 years. By good manage
ment the budget has been increased from 62 lakhcs to
one crore and sixty lakhes a year. Much improvement
is shown. O n another occasion I met him, in a calm and
peaceful atmosphere, at Amritsar. Earlier I had spoken
+

at a local Bar Association meeting on which I was well
received by the members of the bar. Before I had met
him a Sikh Advocate had already informed Sant J i about
good influence of my speech before the Bar Association
and high appreciation it evoked among all. During our
close, cordial and free talks we were convinced that
the unhappy relations between Hindus and Sikhs in the
Punjab were due to objectionable role of Mahan Nich
Krishan through his daily—The Pratap. I pointed out
that people like Krishan spoke Punjabi—their mother
language but campaigned for Hindi as their so called
mother tongue and that through the midium of Urdu
journals. How strange and silly it appeared, Sant
was impressed by my assessment of the political situation
in the Punjab. Shortly afterwords I left for Ganganagar
in response to an invitation from the Singh Sabha. I was
deeply impressed the way the people of Ganganagar
and many other places in Rajasthan, cutting across their
communal denomination showed love and respect for
Sant J i .
I learnt that Sant i had set up dozens of
Sikh Shrines, Schools and Colleges for the benefit of the
masses. H e had also constructed miles long pucca road
connecting the remote Gurdwara BUDHA J O H A R for
the first time. As luck would have it Sant ji also visited
I
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the area at that time. He directed me to address a Sikh
gath enng.
There have been few occasions when I have
met Sant ji I know that he is a simple and God fearing
man with abundance of sense of humour. He is a very
good, poet singer and debator also. He presented me a
set of his own thirty one publications. His self-dint of
labour, unstained leadership and devoted to cause of
Punjabi and the Punjab had forced the Indian Govern-
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ment to concede the demand for formation of a Punjabi
Speaking State- He was successful in breaking 52 links
put by Home Minister India Nanda Gandha. Twice he
was successful with his shattered health but hard labour
to fight and win the provincial elections and form Akaii
Governments in Punjab. By the treachery of Lachman
Singh Gill and Justice Gurnam Singh etc they fell.
/

I again met him on March 4, 1971 in comparative
seclusion at Amritsar, when we had free and frank
discussion on the political and economic situation in the
Punjab and the country.
I showed my eagerness to
kno
features of his early life. Sant J i was b
on October 27, 1911. His father's name was S. Charan
Singh and mother's Smt. Sant Kaur.
S. Ganga Singh
was his grand father. He was born at Baryala in
Bhatinda District.
He was Vice President and later
President of the Shiromani Akali Dal in 1962 and
uptil 1971 he has been the President. The *Blitze' the
greatest Weekly of India has remembered Sant
" G a n d h i of the Punjab". About Master T a r a Singh
'Blitze' observed that he had been thrown in the waste
paper basket of Indian history, on accouut of his bluffs
and cowardice. Master Ji has done another great blun-^
r
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dcr by leaving Lacks of rupees (Panthik Funds) with
tated child
who are
his nwise, greedy and
wasting the Panthik Funds in abusing Sant Fateh Singh
of hate i d
d the Shiromani Akali Dal on
the name )f
jealousy. By this they are not enchan
their great father who miserably failed in the end mostly
on account of these very unlucky children. He had
admitted before Bhai Sahib Mool Singh Ji ex Head
Priest, Golden Temple, Amritsar.
I

Master Ji was a great friend of mine. We had great
respect, good admiration and full faith for each other
I
from 40 years. He was kind enough lo stay always wilh
me wherever I was, at Peshawar, Paonta Sahib and
Dehra Dun. I am very sorry for his fall. Guru may
bestow him Eternal peace and the whole Community
feels this loss.
F
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It is a pity that when two'Presidents Dr. Radhakrishan
and Shri V.V, Giri and Prime Minister Lai Bahadur
Shastri declared that Sant Fateh Singh is a great patriot,
is now in Delhi jail with a shattered health from the 15th
of August 1971. He was forced to lead a morcha to liberate the Delhi Gurudwaras from the uujust government
control. About six thousand devotees including ladles
have so far courted arrest. Hundreds are coming daily
from Amritsar to join in protest.

Sat Sri Akal
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4 th August 105B
Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa, D.D.
International Sikh Missionary & Lecturer
(Chief Editor, Sardar, Lucknow, India.)
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Sir,

I"

fai
O this the eve of your departure from
Th
f
Island of Trinidad on the next tage
World Tour as Missionary and Lecturer, the Agora Club
takes this opportunity of thanking you for all you have
done for us during your stay here.
>
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Your Lectures on the following subjects and at
the places mentioned below were most greatefuUy received
all who heared you :
INDIA'S C U L T U R A L HERITAGE at the Tunapuna Hindu School, Tunapuna on Tuesday 22nd July
1958,

\

SAGES OF INDIA at paradise, Tacari
25th July 1958.

Friday

INDIAN RELIGIONS AND PHILOSOPHY at
Felicity, Chaguanas on Friday 1st August 1958.

. blE_

PROPHETS AND T H E I R TEACHINGS at Chase'
village. Montrose Chaguanas on Friday 1st August
1958.
It
imposible in this short address to g
you a
fair idia of the spiritual and moral needs which you
lectures h
assisted to satisfy, and
regretted
that you could not give us more or cover a wid
area
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of the country, due to your short stay
Your simplicity and dignified bearing, your
ty
dour in answering controvercial
d honesty your
ributed to the public impression,
question have
hat if it were possible to have missionaries of yo
the
countries
of
the
World
it
would
b
g
live.
be a better place in which
India will remain great if she continues to preduce
men of your stamp to take an active and influential part
in the counsels of the world.
h

I

ll

We hope, Sir, that the cause for which you have
dedicated yourself will promote a greater understanding
of India by the countries you have visited and that your
words will certainly bear fruit. Also that, that you may
be able to return to speak to us sometime in the future.
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In the meantime we pray that God's richest blessing
and guidance will continue to be with you and that wher
more you will
by His g
you reach your home
wishes to your fam
convey our good will and
and to India.
The Agora Club,
Tunapuna, Trinidad. B.W.I,

«

Sgd. Joitoon Haridial
President
Sgd. Raeph M. Bharathy
General Secretary
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Oklahoma State Department
JEFF F. KENDALL
ANDY ANDERSON
SECRETARY OF STATE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
O K L A H O M A CITY
MAY 22, 1958,

>

Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa
1728 North Elgin Ave.,
Tulsa 6, Oklahoma
Dear Dr. Khalsa :
I want you to know that I sincerely appreciated your
visit to my office and must apologize for not writing
sooner, however, I have really been busy with a lot of
things on my mind being in the midst of a campaign.
Your visit was most enjoyable as well as enlightening.
I certainly would have appreciated it had you had more
time to visit. I not only appreciated your visit but the
entire office force that was present oa that morning
enjoyed it also.
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If you pass this way again in your travels I sincerely
hope that you will be able to visit me again.
F

V
i
r

Wishing you good health and the best of success in all
your endeavors, I am.
Cordially and sincerely.
Sd/ANDY ANDORON
Secretary of State
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President Sikh Temple El-Gentro California U.S.A.
Unanimously passed on 10.8.1958 under the presidentship of Bhai Wasakha Singh, the president of Sikh
Temple, El. centro. California, U-S.A. This Dewan
appreciated with pride the great solid work Doctor
Amar Singh Khalsa Ji, Missonary Sc Chief Editor,
SARDAR.
Lucknow is doing by his extensive tours
over the World. His preaching work in Public Halls, on
Radio, Television and through the Press, for the greatness of India and Sikh Religion is graceful and very
splended. We wish him sound health and success in his
noble mission.

I

•

\

^

M.P. Chronical Daily of 3rd June, 1963
Sikh Leaders Call Secrifice Life For National Defence
4

Bhopal June 2,

The

touring International Sikh Missionary, Dr.
Amar Singh Khalsa D.D, who is also the Editor of
*SARDAR' Lucknow, on a series of two lectures on
'CHINESE T R E A C H E R O U S AGGRESSION AND
O U R D U T Y ' delivered at the Rotary Club and the
Sikh Temple here on Thursday, asked all Indians
particularly the Sikhs to sacrifice their life for the Nation
against the Chinese and Pakistan danger.

-1

>4

Shri S.A, Karim, President Municipal Council presided at the Sikh Temple meeting. Shri M.P. Dubey, Health
thanked Dr. Khal
wh was the Chief g
Mi
r
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for his entiring efforts to prepare the country for national
defence at his advanced age. Dr. Khalsa has been
abroad as many as seven times and has visited China
also*
ILIlT

"4

University Seal of M y s o r e
(

No. 20022/65-66
Maharaja's College,
Dr. K.A. Khan M.A., Ph.D. (cantab)
Mysore,
Dated 25th Sept. 1965.
This is to certify that Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa,
(Doctor of Divinity, U.S.A.) Chief Editor of the Sardar,
y

r

Lucknow, delivered a talk on "India and her neighbours"
at Maharajas College, Mysore on September 4, 1965.
)

I am to state that his talk was very interesting and he
made pointed reference to India's cultural supremacy.
Stressing the dangers facing our Nation, he made
r

sincere attempts to infuse among the students a sense of
dedicated service to the country. Dr. Singh's tenor was
patriotic and he kept the audience spell-bound. He
a seasoned public speaker and suceeds in establishing a
a report.
At the end of the brief, bright and brisk discourse,
he invited questions. The subjects raised in questionslips were intelligent. Dr. Singh^s replies to them were
crisp, convincing and impressive.
^55
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We all enjoyed his company.
I hearby issue this
ppreclation of Dr. Singh
testimonial in proof of
missionary zeal.
Sd- K.A- Khan
Principal

Fatina High School Amar Nath (C. RIy) Maharastra
15th November 1963.
r

f

My dear Dr. Amar Singh Ji
*

I

My sincere thanks to you, for your very instructive
speach to the students and staff of this school.

1
\

Yous words of advice I am sure gone home to their
hearts,''THE FIVE F I N G E R S " u ill always be remembered and followed by them. Your simplicity, humiUty,
your patriotism and wide experience all over the World
are sterling qualities worthy of admiration. Your visit
to this institution is a great honour.

''

Thanking you once again
Your sincerely,
J.A. Amedia, Principal

Dr. Amar Singh Khals
D.D
gave a very nice
lecture to day for my students and staff. I have got
his lecture tape recorded and I believe it wi inspire
pupils to defend our Motherland

\
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I congratulate Dr. Khalsa for his lecture.

(Assam 6.2.1964

I.O. Baruas Head Master
Govt. Higher Secondary School,
Nowgong (Assam)

It was a great pleasure to me to meet and hear Dr.
Amar Singh Khalsa, an active member of International
Sikh Religion, Lucknow and a patriot out and out. His
fine, enthusiastic as well as inspiring lecture is no doubt
worth accepting. His philosophy to be injected in the
veins of Indians is to have the ^spirit and feel Indian
firstj has really a great weight and is the need of the
hour.
He no doubt gave very valuable instructions to
my students. His answers even to my colleagues were
worth appreciating.

(
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I do really feel that personalities as Dr. Khalsa is,
should come off and on to the Institutions, so as to give
us energy, moral support and true National Spirit. I
thank Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa for his taking the trouble
to spare time for us.

6-5-1964

P.G. SAHA, Principal
Desh Bandhu Vidayala (Boys) Chittaranjan
(Bengal)
WW
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The Chinese Aggression and our Duty
I am exceedingly happy to say that Dr. Amar Singh
Khalsa, D.D., International Sikh Missionary & the Chief
Editor of SARD AR, Lucknow gave us a talk this morning
on ^'Chinese Aggression & our Duty", It was a most
learned discourse and was highly appreciated by all
teachers and students.
The question-answer affair at the end of the talk was
really lovely. His answers were indeed, convincing.
We wish him all success in his mission.

fi

S.N. Prasada, Principal
Giridih Higher Secondary School
Giridih (Behar) 13-5-1964

t
f
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Government Higher Secondary School,
Paonta Sahib, Distt. Sirmur H.P.
May 3, 1965.
Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa was kind enough to deliver
a very illuminating talk to the staff and students of this
school about their duties and responsiblites in this hour
of National Crisis when both China and Pakistan are
having evil designs against our beloved motherland.
The students were very much inspired with the talk.
The talk also covered all interesting topics about different
parts of the world.
138
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Amar Singh Khalsa is an educationist and
religious reformer of great renown. He had a pioneer
hand in founding this Khalsa High School which was
later turned into this present institution.

Dr

\-\'\\

i\\l\\

J

We all are grateful to Dr. Sahib for the trouble he
took in enlightening us.

H.C. Joshi
^

Headmaster
i

Head Master St. Antony's High School
Cape Comorin, K.K. Dist.

29th Oct. 1965
^

Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa of Lucknow visited the School
today and addressed the pupils and teachers of this
school. The talk was about "Chinese aggression and what
India should do." It was very interesting and impressive
and all the pupils and teachers appreciated the lecture.

/

m
t
I

May God bless him with long life and happiness so
as to enable him to coniinua his selfless Service to our
holy Motherland for many more years.
B. Sankays, Headmaster,

FHTW
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Joginder Singh Badha/7
Indian Administrative Service

Fort Cochin,
16th October, 1965

Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa is a well known Internationol
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Sikh Missionary.
He has a vast knowledge ^aqt only
of his own, but almost of all religions o f thfi/Vorld, It
was recognition of his thorough understanding of th
principal religion
f th world that he was addorned
with an honorary degree of doctor of divinity in the
U.S.A. During his brief stay in Cochin from 29th September to 15th Octaber, 1965, he addressed 13 schools
and 5 colleges on a variety of subjects to prepare the
Youth to play their rightful role in the present emergency.
In addition to this; he also addressed Kerala High Court
Bar Association and delivered three lectures in Sikh
Gurudwara (Temple) in Ernakulam. Wherever he had
the occasion to speak, he always won wide applause, for
the mastery of his art, from the young and old alike.

I

u
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I have written this letter as my humble appreciation
of the great work of enlightening the minds of a large
majority of people oi our and other nations of the world,
he is engaged in. His missionary zeal for such active
work at the age of 70 deserves special mention I pray
for his good health and many more fruitful years of good
work, the accompliment of which he is striving for.
Sd/- Joginder Singh
Assistant Collector.

o o
^

*

K. Abraham, B.A.,L-T.,
Municipal Girls High School,
Headmistress.
Ramnad Rd., Madurai (Madras
r

We were really fortunate to hear Dr. Amar Singh

*

r6o
*

I

I

W\\

Khalsa, talk in our School this morning. H e spoke
to us on the great need for the unity of the country
how we should be free from all elements which divide
the country. He put before us five points to remember
in our everyday life-respect for parents, teachers, religion,
country and God. I wish we all emulate the examples
of the sikhs in honesty, bravery, preseverance and
patience.

i
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^i^

God bless him with long life and good health.
4th November 1965

(Sq) K. Abraham, H M

o o o

O'l

The A n d h r a Pradesh High Court Advocates
Association
High Court Buildings
Hyderabad-2
Date 13-11-65
Dr. Khalsa spoke at our association on the context of
threat of Chinese aggression and Pakistan's perfidity. He
stressed on National unity, patriotism, self sufficiency and
patriotic fervour as the best implements of National
Defence. He said that when these are infused into the
nation the other corrodories would follow and the enemy
however powerful can be thrown out. He pointed out
tradition but
th
untry doesn't lack 2
our
abuse
those
W
e
d
ntially peaceloving
we arc
traditions for aggressive designs and use it only in defence
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It was a pleasure to hear him. He answered the
questions put to him with candour, prespicasity and
humour.
We thank him for his
th us this afternoon.

g his precious time
Sd/-D. Srirama Sastri
Hon. Secretary

*

Rosary Convent Higher Secondary School
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh

f

i
\

10-12-1965
Dear Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa,
I
i
til

Thank you for the lecture you g
us cm 29th
November 1965 to our high School students and staff on
*'Chinese Aggression and our Duty."
J

n

Your wide experience and interesting information gave
them to think towards taking an active part in the well
being of the Country.
We wish you success in your good work
M. Herfray
Principal

i
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of our mother land.
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Islatnia Higher Secondary School Warangal
(Andhra Pradesh)
We had the opportunity of hearing the excellent
I ecture given by Dr. Amar 3ingh Khalsa today the 17th
December 1965 at our School. It was really " a very
interesting and useful lecture, Particularly for the young
students, who are the future citizens of this country. He
in his lecture, told the students to devote their whole
hearted attention to their studies and make themselves
healthy, wealthy and wise and serve the Motherland in
a befitting manner and defend the Country as the brave
soldiers do.

1J
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M.A. Rashid, M.A., B.Ed.,
Headmaster

i^th December, ig^'j
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The A m r i t s a r Bar Association, Amritsar (Punjab)

J,

Dear Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa,

I

It was really a great treat to hear your learned and
interesting discourse on our defence preparedness in the
context of the Sino Pak manance given to the members
of this Association today. Your quick and crisp replies
to the questions asked by the members on the various
subjects were also very interesting and informative. We
are so glad that you gave us the opportunity to hear you
and we thank you for the same.
G.D. Sondhi (Secretary)
April 15, 1966

Amritsar Bar Association, Amritsar
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Government Higher Secoddary School, Nabha Punjab
Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa was kind enough to address
the J.B.T. in Service Science Camp Trainees in Government Higher Secondary School, Nabha on 13th July
1966.
His a illuminating talk on '^SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALITY'' was highly appreciated by the trainees and
the teachers. Dr. Khalsa is a magician of words. His
talk is always interesting, fascinating and logically
arransjed.
I

t

May he live long to enlighten the humanity.
June 16, 1966

Rajinder Singh, Principal

Office of the p r i n c i p a l .
G o v e r n m e n t Intermediat College (U.P.)
Dated 2nd August ig6y

i

Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa gave a very learned discourse
in this College on the 1st August 1967. The topic was
"Unity of Thought, Character and Culture in India''.
ghting full of serious
The d
was verv
ghts and problems, which made a deep impression
on
present. In the end the learned speake • invited
tfully
d
quest
and handled them very ably
I the present state of affairs ^ untary services f
Missionaries like Doctor Amar Singh Khalsa can serve
cementingo force in work of National Integraas a g
164
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tion. We all pray for his long life and fulfilment of his
mission.
Dr. K.B. Lai,
Principal, Government Inter College,
Basti.
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Shromani Akali B a l , Sri Atnritsar
Dated 23-3-1968
r

1

E

"Opinion About *'Dliaram Ke Rajniti".

I

I

I have read many parts of this above book. Bhai1
Sahib Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa of Lucknow has got it
printed. In this all the articals on Politics, India, World
Situation and Social matters are good. Specially these
articles are to be read by all the Sikhs. The Politics
of Sikhs is Dharam Yudh, great 6bstacles in preaching
Sikh Religion, his latter dated 14-11 1964 addressed to
the President of India, why traitors among Sikh Community are not finished and the superiorities of Gurmukh 1
Script.
He is an old International Sikh Missionay.
With
the true zeal he has continueosly preached Sikhism in
India and abroad by taking extensive tours.
He has
organised Sikh temples and opened schools and colleges.
His research about the world situation, Indian Governmeut etc. are full of information. These articles throw
light. I congratulate him and appreciate his work.
This book should be read by all the Sikhs.
Fateh Singh, President,
Shiromoni Akali Dal, Sri Amritsar.
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Shromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Comtnittee^
Sri Amritsar
"Opinion about Lecturer.
> >

•1

I have read the Book "Lecturer" written by Dr. Amar
Singh Khalsa. Khala Ji is an International Sikh Missionary and he has done very good preaching work for
Sikhism in India and abroad by taking extensive tours
and has delivered thousands of lectures. This book is
extract of his experiences.

I

^

On this subject this book is the first in Punjabi
Language and it will be of great value. The points of
success in a lecture are found' from this. How to begin
a lecture and how to fiinish that. This knowledge you
get from this book.
I appreciate the labour Dr.
Khalsa Ji has put and congratulate him. I suggest that
this book should also be published in other languages of
India.
Sd/- Chanan Singh Sant,
President,
Shromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Amritsar.
Date 7-12-1967
i

I
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N o t e : Translation in other languages are in hand.

Sri Guru Nanak College, Jamshedpur-1
Dated 7-10-1968
f

We had got an auspicious opportunity to have Dr
Amar Singh Khalsa, International Sikh Missionary amoH'

J
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very
much
benefited
by
h
urselves.
We
were
g
institutions. His
in our ed
rned d
discourses are full of modern know how of the world and
gives to the paint repl
are worthlistcning He
the questions which are put to him.
He gives very excellent talk on aggression and our
duties and thus prepares the young ones of the country
for defence of our dear Motherland. He has made his
entire life a mission and his honorary and free services at
this hour of crisis in our country are appreciable.
-^

We pray for his long life and good health as it is very
difficult at this ripe age cf 73 years to undertake long
tours for delivering free lectures.
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Thakur Pal Singh,
Principal.
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Govt. Higher Secondary School, Baramula, Kashmir.
Dated 11th June 1969
Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa, an old revolutionary and the
Chief Editor of *SARDAR', Lucknow was kind ei igh
to address the staff and the studenss of this School. He
gave four lectures on different topics on four different days. In his speeches, Dr. Khalsa laid empasis on
the importance of developing National Character and
looks in the minds of the youth of India H
broad
speeches were followed by question hour and the students
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and the staff put various searching questions on National
and International problems. The replies given by the
learned Speaker were highly satisfactory.
Speeches like these by learned men like Dr.
Khalsa can, no doubt, prove very useful in awakening
L

the youth of India t o the needs of their country and
help a lot towards the achievements of our National
goals like National Integration, Mutual Understanding and Social Awakening.
G.M. Shervani, Principal

HI
/

Dist. Bar Association, Ambala City, Haryana.
Dated 17-7-1970
Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa gave a very inspiring, learned
and thought ,provoking discourse, in the hall of Dist, Bar
Association, Ambala City. The audience were much
impressed and got benefit by his impressive and realistic
thoughts. After the talk, he invited questions and gave
very satisfactory answers.
I am very grateful to him personally and as rep
tatlve of the Bar for the enlighlment.
Baryam Singh, Advocate,
Secretary, Bar Association, Ambala City.
J68
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Lions Club of Patna East
(Lions International Dist 304 E. 1)
8th January, 1971.
Dr. Amar Sinsjh Khalsa,
Chief Editor ''Sardar
Lucknow-4.
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I am pleased to certify that Dr. Khalsa gave an
club
meeting
m
our
and
illuminating
talk
interesting
held on 5ih J a n . 1971. At this ripe age of 76, he is
moving, delivering free lectures to prepare his countrymen
for defence.
We appreciate his honorary services and pray for his
long life to carry on this noble job.
Ranbir Singh
Secretary.
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Gandhi Peace Foundation Centre
Akhara Bazar, Kulu, H . P .

\

I

Dated 7-7-7 1

,;
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\

Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa of Poanta Sahib happened to
visit Gandhi Peace Foundastion on 7th July, 71 and
delivered a speech on Aggresion and our Duties, which
was enjoyed and appreciated by all. After the talk he
invited questions and gave satisfactory replies
W
appreciate his honorary services at this ripe age. It
the real service of Motherland to make the Nation duty
minded and defence minded. We pray for his long life
and good health.
R a d h a Krishan
Secretary, Gandhi Peace Foundation, Kulu. H P.
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Reverend Amar Singh Khalsa, D.D. i
International Sikh Missionary,
Chief Editor of "Sardar",
Lucknow,
India,
Dear Dr. Khalsa:
The Prime Minister has ask^'d
me to thank you for your recent letter

and to assure you that he appreciated

your writing to him.

Yours sincerely 1

y

Secretary,
1*.^.

i
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Mr* Aaar Singh lObalsa
1728 Vorth Slgin
Tuleay (%:lahoiia
Daar Kr« Kbalsat
Vj fellotf Lio&a azid I vaat, again, to tell you that it
was indeed a pleasure to hare you visit us last Triday and we
sincerely appreciate the courteey you extended us in talcir^ time
fron your buey echedule to addreee our club*
Tou vill appreciate knowing» I think, that ve have heard
numerous conplimentary conmente on your timely and interestiix^
talk* Tour vivid description of the peoples of Iudia» their
educational and religious cxistons and the prohlems with which they
are faced has given us a rxuch clearer understanding of your great
nati onl•

\

V.

As promisedt I am attaLChing copies of the pictures made
during tlie luncheon and hope thsy will give you many pleasant
ttenories of your visit with us*
r

accept our best wishes for continued success and
««!•

Sincerely yours,

Jaaes A* Baxter, President
/ABted
/
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Dr. ibiar Sigh Khalsa
c/o I n t e r n a t i o n a l i^epartment
KcBurney YNCA
215 WG3t 23 S t r e e t
New York, N. Y.

"^

Deer Dr» Khalsa:
ITieLnk you v e r y miach f o r your very e n l i g h t e n i n g
address l a s t Tlriursday, June 26^ here a t Sloane House YMCA.
The content of your message cu " I n d i a Under Nehru and World Peace"
i s the type of l e c t u r e which c e r t a i n l y makes a s i g n i f i c a n t cont r i b u t i o n toward the achievement of t h e goal of world peace, and
we were d e l i s t e d t h a t we could a r r a n g e f o r you to speak h e r e a t
the Housec

1

J

Your handling of the question period was superbly
one, as evidenced by the rapidity and nuriber of the questions
ired at you. Your frank and concise answers surely were a deightful change from the more typical evasive and lengthy answers
f so many speakers.

\

4

I w i l l be sending you a small c o n t r i b u t i o n toward your
expenses i n a day or two«
Once a g a i n , tnank you v e r y much f o r giving so generously
of your time and knowledre to our Sloane House constituencT* You
have our s i n c e
and understanding

very zrniy

yours.

^U^^
Robert 0» Cr«bb8
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Christiansted, St. Croix
U. S. Virgin Islands

July 12, 195s
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Dr. Amar Singh Khalsa
Chief Editor, "Sardar"
An International Sikh Missionaiy
On World Lecture Tour
c/o General Delivery
Christiansted, St. Croix, V. I*

/

Dear Dr. Khalsa:
Today we had the pleasure of presenting you over Radio Station WIV
for a full 20 minutes talk on "India and World Peace".
V our

expressions about Sikh Religion and Philosophy, and your
conviction that the world tension can be removed by service to hunianity
and meditation on His name, were wonderful.
We feel sure that our radio
enjoyed and appreciated
and we thank
giving us your time
Yours very truly.
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(Mrs.) Hazel M* Higdon
V President
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Imperial Broadcasting System, Inc.
K R0 P
DEL RIO COUNTRY CLUB
BRAWLEY, CALIFORNIA
P H O N E :
1300

Dec. 27, 1958

Dr« ^ e r S l n g b Khalaa
w

t

Chief E d i t o r " S a r d a r "
\

Lucknow, I n d i a
\

!

' Dear Dr. Khslsa:
Just a note to express my ©pprecletlon for your appearance
over our station^ I believe that the contents of your talk has
/

clarified the relations between India and America, end I am sure
i

tl';at your opinions ware accepted with deep appreciation.
It isn't often that Imperial Valley la honored with a visit
from a well known personage such as yoursolf, and I am sure that v/e
©re all much more enriched because of it.
Thank you once again, and we hope to be able to talk «lth you
further in the near future.
Sincerely yours.

Glonn A. Weber
General Manager, KRCP
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Dr. Khalsa received hundreds of such certlficat«!$ ©n his

seven-year world-tour.
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YOUNG MEN'S CHRIST

ASSOCIAIION

OF GPEATER NEW YORK
WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE
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June 30, 195^
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Dr. Ar.ar S ^ ? i Khaisa
c/o I n t e r n a t i o n a l BepartneQt
McBurney YMCA
215 West 23 S t r e e t

New York, N. Y.
Dear Dr. Khaisa:
for your r^ry enli^;hteniii^
here a t SloaMo House Y>5CA.
" I n d i a Under Nehru and World Peace"
your
i s the t ; ^ e of l e c t u r e which certe:^jnly *.akes u s i g n i f i c a n t cont r i b u t i o n toward the achievement of tli© ^oal of world peace, and
we were d e l i m i t e d t h a t we could arrange for you to speak here a t
the House (.
ank you very wu

• f ^

Your Handling of the question period was superbly
d6ne, as evidenced bj' the r a p i d i t y and r^-^ .^er of the questions
f i r e d a t you. Your frank and concise answers s u r e l y were a d e J , l l ^ t f u l change from the more t y p i c a l evasive tvnd lengthy answers
of so many s p e a k e r s .
I w i l l be sexiding you a s r ^ l l c o n t r i b u t J o n toward your
expenses in a day or two.
Once a g a i n , tnank you Y*>ry much for giving so generously
of your t l A e and Icnowledge to our Sloane House constituency* You
c e r t a i n l y have our s i n c e r e beat wishes f o r ever growing success
in your e f f o r t s to promote world peace and u n d e r s t a n d i n g .
J^

^ery iTuxy y o u r s .

Robert 0 . Crabbfl
Program *^oretary
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